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Résumé
Les échecs, les péchés et les scandales ne sont pas inconnus ou ignorés dans
l’histoire de l’Église. L’exclusion de certains groupes de croyants, le silence, et le
contrôle, parfois, ont caractérisé la réponse de l’Église face à ces problèmes. Plus que
jamais, l’Église doit examiner et étudier avec soin et attention les structures.
l’organisation et la hiérarchie, qui l’ont formée et qui la forment. Est-ce que ces structures
hiérarchiques reconnaissent et acceptent tous les croyants? Est-ce que le pouvoir d’une
autorité authentique est partagé par tous ceux qui ont reçu les dons du Saint Esprit lors du
baptême? Est-ce que les oeuvres ministérielles démontrent un esprit libérateur, juste,
équitable et affectueux pour ceux qui sont dans le besoin? Est-il encore efficace, et est-il
même biblique, qu’un petit groupe de célibataires masculins ayant reçu les ordres ait
l’autorité et la direction de la plupart des fonctions ministérielles de l’Église?
Cette thèse étudie une des structures de l’Église: les fonctions ministérielles telles
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qu’elles apparaissent lors du premier siècle. C’est une étude des oeuvres écrites par les
premières communautés chrétiennes qui s’établirent très vite dans les vingt années après
la mort et la résurrection du Christ jusqu’à la fin du premier siècle. Cette étude examine
la nature des fonctions ministérielles de ces premières communautés. Une partie
essentielle de ce travail est de déterminer pourquoi les femmes de ces communautés
étaient le plus souvent invisibles malgré qu’elles étaient disciples et qu’elles servaient
leurs communautés. Une seconde et tout aussi importante partie de cette étude est la mise
en pratique de l’herméneutique féministe afin de déterminer si et comment cette approche
modifie l’interprétation de certains textes bibliques. En somme, cette thèse est une
analyse féministe de certains textes du corpus paulinien qui ont formé les connaissances
chrétiennes des fonctions ministérielles, en vue de déterminer si les femmes en faisaient
partie.
Après avoir présenté au lecteur un panorama du développment des perspectives
féministes, l’auteure examine les relations entre la recherche féministe, théologique et
biblique, et les lectures scientifiques traditionnelles androcentriques. Suit une analyse des
données néotestamentaires pertinentes. Le but de la thèse est de déterminer si l’analyse
féministe peut dégager l’identité des chrétiens ou des chrétiennes en charge des oeuvres
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féministe peut dégager l’identité des chrétiens ou des chrétiennes en charge des oeuvres
ministérielles, et peut-être même découvrir une compréhension du ministère inaperçue
jusqu’ici ou complètement nouvelle. Enfin, à la lumière des résultats, l’herméneutique
féministe peut-elle apporter une contribution significative à une reformulation des ministères
mieux adaptée au xxlème siècle?

L’auteure tente donc de vérifier l’hypothèse selon laquelle l’herméneutique féministe
appliquée à l’étude de certains textes du Nouveau Testament permet de mieux comprendre
l’essence des fonctions ministérielles bibliques et de déterminer comment les premières
communautés de croyants pouvaient participer à ces fonctions. ElLe conclut de son enquête
biblique que tes femmes et les esclaves, ceux qui n’étaient pas juifs, et le peuple en général
avaient un rôle important dans les fonctions ministérielles de la jeune Église. Ceci représente
un élément très important pour la formulation d’un renouvellement d’une théologie des
fonctions ministérielles. Les théologiens, grâce à cette étude, auront un champ de vue plus
large sur la Bible et pourront donc établir une théologie qui correspondra mieux aux besoins
ecclésiastiques et ministériels contemporains.

Mots clés:

exégèse biblique; Nouveau Testament; épîtres de Paul; ministères

ecclésiaux; herméneutique féministe; théologie des ministères en général.
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Summary

f ailure, sin and scandai are flot strangers to the Church. Exclusion, siiencing and
control have at times characterized the Church’s response to problems. Perhaps more
now than any other time in history, the Church must examine the structures that give
shape to its life. Are these structures inclusive of ail the People of God? Is the power of
genume authority shared by ail who have received gifis of the Hoiy Spirit given in
baptism? Do the Church’s ministries reflect a liberating, just and loving response to those
in need? Is it effective, is it even biblical, to have a small group of ordained male
celibates—priests and hierarchy--holding the authority and performing the vast majority
of ministries in the Church?
This thesis takes up one Church structure: that of ministry and how ït appears in
the first century. It is a study of the writings from those earliest Christian communities
that emerged so rapidly in the two decades that followed Jesus’ death and resurrection
until the close ofthe first century. The research in this doctoral thesis examines the nature
of these ministries in the eariy communities. A significant part of this work is to
determine how women in these communities were engaged in discipleship and ministry
and why they are so invisible at times. A second and equally important area ofresearch is
the application of feminist biblical hermeneutics to decide whether and how it modifies
the interpretation of appropriate biblicai texts. In sum, my thesis is a feminist analysis of
specific texts from the Pauline corpus that have shaped Christian understandings of
ministry and how women were or were flot a part ofthem.
Affer introducing the reader to an overview of feminist development I proceed to
demonstrate how a feminist theological and biblical voice enters into dialogue with
voices representing traditional and androcentric

scholarship.

Then follows an

examination of the biblical data. IvIy research concern here is to determine whether a
feminist analysis can recover and even discover in these texts new understandings of
Christian ministries, and new understandings of who was charged with these ministries.
This determined, I ask, is there a meaningful contribution that feminist biblical
hermeneutics can make to the re-formulation ofa theology ofministries suited for today?

V

I hypothesize that through the application of feminist hermeneutics to selected
New Testament texts we corne to a fuller understanding of the nature of biblical
ministries and how the whole community of faith participated in them, We find that
women and slaves, non-Jews and ordinary people played an important part of these
ministries in the early church. This is a significant contribution to the formulation of a
renewed theology of ministries for today. As a resuit of this study, theologians will have
a broader biblical base on which they can build a theology that is responsive to
contemporary ecclesial and ministerial needs.

KEY WORDS: Biblical exegesis; New Testament; feminist hermeneutics;
episties of Paul; ecclesial ministries; theology of ministries in general.
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GLOSSARY 0F TERMS’
The following Iist of descriptions and definitions is intended to help situate the
reader to the discourse that follows. Many of the terms or tities used throughout this
thesis are described differently in other sources. I have given the meanings to each term
as I employed it. My own perspectives and convictions as a Christian feminist are

reflected in the definitions or descriptions that follow. I have selected the terms that may
need clarification and understanding in order to read, question and, hopefully, challenge
some of the points of the project. My understanding of research is that it is useful only
when it pushes us to further questions and broader horizons.

ANDROCENTRISM. The term androcentrism derives from the Greek, literally
meaning “male-centeredness.” The feminist hermeneutical task in reading texts is to
identify man-centered conceptions, structures of thought, and patterns of ideas.
Androcentrism considers the male as the norm for humanity. Women are seen as man’s
“other” and are thus fixed in a place of exception or

“a-normality.” Consequently,

androcentrism is a perspective in which binary opposites such as male-female, divine
human, slave-free are established. Feminists reject this perspective and strive rather to
replace it with holistic, inclusive, and egalitanan pattems. An androcentric perspective
puts the male as the center and source of reality thus erasing or silencing any other
expressions of what is real. Patnarchy* is the primary social system that supports and
promotes androcentrism.

APOSTLES. A derivative from the Greek, apostolos, originally meant, “sent.” An
apostie means someone who is “sent” by another. Christian texts are the first to associate
the title with one who is sent through a commission given by a divinity. Secular Greek
texts of the same period lack this notion of commissioning by God or any extemal
authonty. Officially, the church today uses the term in reference to the Twelve (those
disciples of Jesus who were specially called and sent by Jesus to proclaim the gospel) and
This glossary draws particularly on the following sources: Rosemary Radford Ruether “Feminist
Interpretation: A Method of Correlation” in Feminist Interpretation ofthe Bible, ed. Letty M. Russeli
(Westminster Press: Phïladelphia, 1985) and Dictionarv offe,ninist Theotogies Letty M. Russe!! and J.
Shannon Clarkson (Westminster John Knox Press: Louisville, Kentucky, 1996).
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Paul, whose self-identification is that of “apostie ta the Gentiles” (Rom. 11:13). This is a
rather restricted understanding as the New Testament evidence suggests more fluidity in
the meaning ofthis term. The earliest usage is found in Paui’s letters. Some doubt Paul’s
authority as “apostie” (1 Cor. 9:2; 15:9) and Paul calis others “false apostles” (2 Cor.
11:1). Apostleship is related to the proclamation ofthe Good News oflesus Christ. The
term is also associated directly and indirectly with women (Junia), with married couples
(Prisca and Aquila), and with co-workers ofPaul (Phoebe, Euodia and Syntyche, among
others) who work to promote the gospel. Thus in its earliest use, a broader understanding
ofthe term seems ta have been present than that which is currently operative in the
institutional church.
CANON. The word “canon” means mie or norm. A biblical canon is an accepted
collection of books considered normative for the life of the believing community. These
books are “approved” in their identification as being bath inspired and revelatoiy of the
divine will. A feminist perspective is particularly concerned with the question of who
decides, who authorizes, that is, who determines what is authoritative? Because the
biblical canon originates from societies that were patriarchal and androcentric, a strong
feminist conviction is that the biblicaÏ texts further shaped and transmitted male-oriented
norms and perspectives. As a resuit the interests and insights of women were neglected,
distorted, or excluded. Many feminists question whether or how androcentric texts can
justly hold any authority over women. Claudia Camp maintains that feminists agree with
the need for a canon but asks along with other feminists where that mie (standard of
judgment) is to be located.2 Different feminist approaches ta the question of canon
include among others: 1) outright rejection ofbiblical authority, 2) the reconstmction of
biblical history by going beyond the canonical writings to archaeological findings and
extra-canonical writings, and 3) the employment ofnew methods and insights from cross
cultural studies, cultural anthropology, and the social sciences. What these and other
feminist approaches have in common is their goal. The goal is ta unmask the androcentric
biases that permeate the canonical writings and free the word of God for women and men
alike. One area of agreement is in the necessity of expanding the basis of resources from

2

Claudia Camp. “feminist Theological Hermeneutïcs: Canon ami Cluistian Identity” in Searching the
ed. Elisabeth Schtissler Fiorenza. (Crossroad :New York, 1993), p. 155.
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which more can be learned ofwomen and women’s activity during this period. feminists
draw from non-canonical, apocryphal and pseudepigraphical writings as well as the
contemporary literature and archeological findings of the political, philosophical, and
cultural societies ofboth the Hebrew and Christian worlds. These sources help to fui out
the faint and oflen dark picture ofbiblical women.
DIAKONIA. Literally, the word means “service.” This term is related to the Greek

diakonos (server/servant) and diakoneo (to serve), whose New Testament contexts
include both table service and

cultic

office. Until recently, translators and most

commentators understood the term in its variations as referring to the table service of
women and Christian ministry when applied to men. Paul uses the term in reference to
himself(1 Cor 3:5; 2 Cor 3:6; 6:4; H:23), to Christ (Gal 2:17; Rom 15:8), to Timothy
(lThess 3:2), and to Phoebe, a minister ofthe church at Cenchreae (Rom 16:1). The
technical meaning “deacon,” as an ecclesial office is flot supported in the NT use ofthe
term.
FEMINISM. (see PART ONE)
FEMINIST HERMENEUTICS.

The term hermeneutics is derived from the Greek

herrneizeuo, meaning “to interpret.” Feminist hermeneutics pays particular attention to
how interpretation is done and who does it. Its fundamental presupposition is that the
biblical accounts consistently present women either in a negative light or minimize the
record of women’s involvement in the biblicai tradition. Interpretation of these accounts
has, for the most part, reinforced the patriarchal values (and at times misogynist views)
expressed therein. Thus, since women are often reduced to being objects (most oflen
unseen and unheard), feminist hermeneutics seeks to reclaim women’ s voice as subjects
of interpretation. It is interpretation done with an emphasis on the interest of women but
is not exclusive of men. Unlike traditional hermeneutical approaches, it places the
struggles of women at the center of its attention rather than the Bible itself As a resuit,
the perspective is keenly attuned to political, social, and reiigious location of women.
What further distinguishes it as a type of interpretation is its recognition that objectivity is
neyer totally free of the questions and biases of the particular interpreter and is thus an
illusory and unhelpful goal. Rather, like some other critical liberationist forms of
hermeneutics, it takes an advocacy stance on behalf of the oppressed groups in question.

xii

HERMENEUTICS 0F SUSPICION. A hermeneutics of suspicion is first associated
with devcioprnents in liberation theology, linguistic studies and other disciplines. From it,
Paul Ricouer developed what he called “interpretation as exercise of suspicion.” [sic]
Elisabeth Schuissier fiorenza built upon this in terms of an explicitly feminist
hermeneutics of suspicion. This process of interpretation grows out of the recognition
that what a text says, for example, may flot be what another reads out of or into the text.
The specifically feininist hermeneutics of suspicion challenges these disjunctures and
asks, among other questions: Who is izrn’ liberated in this text? Is the whole story told?
Are there otlzer voices or texts that must be listened to or read in tandem with the text in
question?3

HIERARCHY. In its broadest sense, this term refers to the rank order structuring of
persons, values, virtues, social classes, races and concepts in general. In Chnstian circles

the word describes those holding officiai, “sacred” authority, in the institutional church.
In this sense, separation and distinction place one above another, create dualism, and
suggest that authonty rernains in the hands of the ordained. Feminist hermeneutics
focuses attention on hierarchies of sex, race, and class. Contemporary examples of these
hierchies might include: social systems that value male over female, weaithy classes over
the impoverished, and differentiation of persons by sexual orientation. In the face of such
kinds of structures and divisions, a feminist perspective works toward the biblical vision
of justice and equality. Jesus’ ministry is calted upon to demonstrate what such a vision
miglit look like. The reversal of social order that allows sinners and nghteous, clean and
unclean, rich and poor, men and women to live together in the egalitarian comrnunity, is
witness to God’s reign coming into being on earth.

MINISTRY—FEMINIST MINISTRY. I distinguish between these two terms insofar as
the former has corne to be understood as the worklservice of those holding sacerdotal
offices, i.e., the ordained exclusively maie ceiibate in Roman Cathoiic tradition. Ministry
in this sense lias corne to mean (in many cases) the authontative leadership and activity
of the ordained male who is charged to adrninister the church, offer sacrifice, administer
the sacraments, preach the word, visit the sick and the families within his pansh. This is a

Amy-Jill Levine, Dictionar of fentinist Theologies Russeli, Letty M. and J. Shannon Clarkson, editors.
(Louisville: John Knox Press, 1996) pp.14O-l4l
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dangerous situation both for the individual and for the receiving community. The minïster
is thought of as God’s special representative on earth and is thus set apart and expected to
live as an otherworldly role model for the laity.
The basis of my understanding of what we eau “feminist ministry” is the
difference in approach to hierarchy and service. In this view of service (diakonia, see
above), actions performed on behaif of the community can be performed by anyone
regardless of sex, status, race, or age. Service is seen as a much broader reality than the
administrative activities necessary in a parish or other institutional ecclesial structures.
While these are recognized as essential to organization and efficient operation, ministry is
flot limited to those engaged in formai roles with proper tities. One might even say that a
distinguishing feature of feminist ministry is its opposition to patriarchal ordination and
its support of those who give witness to the value and importance of those marginalized,
voiceless members of the Body of Christ. In contemporaiy expressions, concretely this
might mean standing up against injustice in the work place, visiting AIDS patients,
extending welcome to new and/or outside members, speaking on behaif of the
voiceless—women and chiidren—and working within the ecclesial structures for change
and fuller participation for ail members.
MISOGYNY. Literally, the term means “the hatred of women.” Interestingly, as Kang

Nam-Soon notes in The Dictionary of ferninisi TheoÏogies, there is no parallel term for
the hatred of men.4 Various religious traditions have held misogynist views.
Confiicianism considers woman to be inferior to man, the source and cause of evil, and
whose role in life is to submit. In Western thought and religion, Aristotie has been a
strong influence in the development of misogyny, identifying woman as a “misbegotten
male.” As a resuit, the beliefthat women are intellectuaily and morally weaker than men
is a part of misogynism. Thomas Aquinas, following Aristotie, considered woman as a
defective male. His strong influence in the Christian tradition but especially in the Roman
Catholic Church has further blocked the possibility of women’s full fteedom and
integrity. In Catholic theology, woman has been identified with the source of evil in the
world. This is oflen associated with sexual mores and woman’s “weakness” and
seductive propensities. feminist thought works agaÏnst the dualism that presents woman
Kang Nam-Soon, Dictionarv, p. 185.
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as inherently inferior and man as superior. As weli, it tries to counteract negative attitudes
toward the body, ail in an effort to unmask the sinful injustice of misogyny.
*pAT1UARcHy.

“The mie of the father” is the literai meaning of patriarchy.

Patriarchy refers to systems through which “patriarchs” or male heads of families have
power over ail members of the househoid: wives, chiidren, slaves/servants, and physicai
property. In a broad sense, the term is used to name the complex of ail those forces that
oppose women’s achievement oftheir full humanity. It is impossible to identify a single
patriarchal system that wouid describe patriarchai societies that have existed over many
centuries and in many places. However, certain characteristics generaily found in ail
patriarchies are operative in the subjugation of women. Such subjugation is expressed in
the ioss oftheir iegai status (thus the right to hold property or keep their own names), the
preference of maie over female chiidren, the understanding that wives/women’s bodies
belong to husbands or other men. A high ievei of illiteracy or minimal education is
typicai for women in patriarchal societies. Inheritance rights as daughters or widows are
restricted, if not denied. As weii, the public sphere is largely the domain of men. Cuiturai,
poiitical, and public positions or offices generaily are ciosed to women. Language sees
the maie human being and human being as identicai. Sexisrn is the mind-set that fuels the
hierarchicai duaiity and imbaiance present in patriarchai societies.5
SEXISM. Sexism refers to attitudes or behaviors arising from gender stereotyping of
men and women in their perceived sexual roies. Hierarchically ordered, most oflen men
are dominant over women, but both sexes are iimited by culturaily defined identity roles
of “mascuiinity” and “femininity.” Sexism is compiex in that it shapes language,
iiterature, and social systems. It is promoted from one generation to the next through the
socialization process chiidren receive in families, schools, public iife and churches.
Androcentrisrn becomes

sexist when, according to Marie-Theres Wacker, “it turns into

In this regard, in the late 1980s, Phyllis Tnble wrote of the Jewish and Christian scriptures and the
connection between patriarchy and feminist hermeneutics: “Bom and bred in a land of patriarchy, the Bible
abounds in male unagely and language. For centuries interpreters have explored and exploited this male
language to articulate theology: to shape the contours and content of the Church, synagogue aiid academy;
and to instruct human beings male and female in who they are, what mies they should play, and liow
they should behave.” “Feminist Henneneutics and Biblical Studies,” in Ann Loades (ed.), Fe,ninist
TheoÏogy: A Reader, SPCK, 1993, pp. 23-29.
—

—

x-v

the ideological basis for the exclusion of women, solely as women, from certain activities
6
that it seeks to safeguard for men, solely as men”

6

Luise Schottroif, Silvia Schroer, and Marie-Theres Wacker Feminist Interpretation: The Bible in
Wo,nen ‘s Perspective. Translated by Martm and Barbam Rumscheidt (Fortress Press: Minneapolis, 1989),
p.5’.

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

At first glance, a feminist approach to the interpretation of the New Testament
might appear to be at odds with a monastic approach to the texts of Sacred Scripture.
Feminist interests are expressions of relatively recent contemporary experience;
monasticism arises from the dust of the distant past. Why would someone deeply formed
by and committed to the tradition of Benedict, that sturdy monastic foot grown up from
fifih century Italy, turn to the voices of feminism to hear anew the word of God? The
search for God and the defining principle of Benedictine cenobitism has long been
associated with the meditative reading of scripture, the praying of the psaims, and the
interpretation of the biblical texts passed down from those early Christian writers, the
fathers of the Church. We might say that this is the methodology for a monastic
understanding of the Bible; the cenobium is the method in and through which this
happens. Monastic theology results from such practices and fefiects the slow, steady
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growth that has occurred in Benedictine monasteries throughout the centuries.
What I have found in several modem currents of feminist biblical herrneneutics is
not as some might think diametrically opposed to a “monastic hermeneutic.” In fact, theme
are elements in both approaches that are complementary and even analogous. Feminist
work recognizes that the biblical texts articulate contradictory traditions. There are some
texts that are liberating for the marginalized and oppressed; there are other texts that
express and legitimize the patriarchal bias in which women, chiidren and slaves are
viewed as objects possessed by men. While Benedict does flot identify these particulam
biblical contradictions, and with different motivations, he too recognizes that some texts
in the Bible are particular to times and seasons and he assigns texts accordingly (Rute

qf

Benedict 14, 16, 18, 42). The feminist hermeneutics that I use in this thesis, studies and

questions the biblical text to see how a discipleship of equals worked in the earliest
Christian communities. Benedict also endorses a community of equals (RB 63). The
Abbot/Prioress (Abbess, in European and a few North American houses) is elected from
among the group by the group, (RB 64) and the goods of the monastery are distributed
according to need, not ment (RB 33). Benedict makes special provision for those who are
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marginaÏized in any way—whether by old age, sickness, or youth—all are to be cared for
and welcomed “as Christ himseW’ (RB 36 and 37). This is a strong theme in feminist
biblical hermeneutics. An important part of feminist hermeneutics is to identify and cali
forward any marginalized members of society or of the community of believers,
especially women. They take “center stage” in the interpretive process and in so doing we
begin to understand, flot only their struggies, but also the systemic oppression that resuits
from patriarchy. In limiting the number and status of priests in the monastery (RB 62),
Benedict wards off clericalism and resists the negative influence of hierarchy (RB 60).
Feminist biblical interpretation is also wary of hierarchy and clericalism because it secs
in them the pervasive and abusive nature of patriarchy that seeps into religious, political,
and social spheres oflife.
As a Benedictine monastic of thirty-four years, I find these and many other
characteristic values that Benedict presents in his Rule strikingly familiar to some of the
concerns of feminist bibiical hermeneutics. A strong feminist concern is similar to
Benedict’s care for the outcast, the sick, or those forgotten. Feminist biblical
hermeneutics reads and reconstructs patriarchal history in order to reclaim women’s place
in biblical cultures. It calis for the release of the oppressed or marginalized. It struggies
against the silence, in fact, the negation that patriarchy imposes on women. Benedict
focuses on those persons at the bottom of the community and calis them into the
mainstream. They are neither higher nor lower than any other members. Feminist
hermeneutics does not offer nor daim to offer the Christian position par excellence as if
it is better than any ofthe other hermeneutical tools available. It works, to the contrary, to
expose artificial rankings and to replace competition with collaboration. Significantly,
and perhaps surprisingly, the starting point of feminist biblical hermeneutics is flot the
Bible; radier it “focuses on the struggies of wo/men at the bottom of the [patriarchal]
pyramid of domination and exploitation, because their struggles reveal the fulcrum of
oppression and dehumanization threatening ail wo/men.” Such a beginning point works
to destabilize the system of patriarchy that has determined in large part, die bibiical texts
and their interpretation.

‘Dictionary offeminist Theologies, Edited by Letty M. Russeli aid J. Shannon Clarkson (Westminster
JolmKnoxPress: Louisville 1996) 99.
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A. The Subject of Research
The field of concentration for this doctoral dissertation is three-dimensional: 1)
How and to whether women were engaged in the ministries that arose in the early
Chnstian communities that grew up soon after Jesus’ death and resuffection. 2) How a
feminist biblical hermeneutïcal approach modifies the interpretation of the biblical texts.
3) What and who become visible when feminist hermeneufics asks how texts have been
read and interpreted as regards women’s engagement in the ministry of Jesus. What
follows is an analysis of specific biblical texts that have shaped Christian understandings
of ministry. The hermeneuticai lens for this analysis calis for an examination of the
biblical data in a manner that strives to identify presuppositions operative in the texts
themseives and in the interpretations that followed. My research concem is to determine
whether a feminist perspective helps us discover in these texts new understandings of
ministry and how women participated in them. Because this aspect of research is positive,
I proceed to explore my central question: What about us? Can this perspective produce
new understandings and insights that can contribute to a contemporary theology of
ministries? I propose that this contribution is both possible and necessary to address the
ecclesial engagement of women in ministries (or the absence thereof) that are needed in
the church today.

B. Problematic: The Urgency of the Question
B.1. Understandings of Mïnistry Today
There is perhaps no area of church life more vigorousiy debated today in North
America than that of ministry—what it is and who “gets” to do it. And the debate is not
focused only on positions and parish life—the nature of ministry itself is in question.
How is it possible that the institutional church can so badiy understand the very
organization that it created? Recent scandais invoiving many levels of the cierical ranks,
as well as the drastic drop in the number of priests, have caused many to speculate about
the future shape of ministry in general and of the sacramental church in particular.
Traditional forms of ministry are in question in ail of the churches of the West. Crossing
diverse cultures and churches, some common questions emerge: What is ministry? Is it
meant to arise from the authority of the Pope, then the Bishops and the priests? What
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does ministry have to do with the message of Jesus Christ whose own ministry gives no
evidence of Pope, Bishops and pnests? And perhaps most importantiy, who decides the
answers to questions such as these and on the basis of what cnteria? In many parts of the
world, North America especially, the revoiutionary changes of the 1960s called for
examination and change clear across the social horizon: “the establishment” (meaning
institutions and authority structures), the Vietnam War, “The Quiet Revolution” and
systemic oppression (visible among the poor and blacks). Voices like those of Betty
Friedan and other “radical” feminists spoke on behaif of women’s subservient existence
in ail of these. As for the church, the event of the ecumenical Second Vatican Council
from 1962-65 touched most of the world with new emphases and new perspectives
expressed in open dialogue between Catholics and many other churches. It had a strange
way of uniting people across continents and cultures. And it restored hope for many in
the church. Even today the effects of this penod touch us. Tremendous social upheavals,
war in dozens of countries, and the tragedy of September 11 cause many people to lose
hope and to despair of political, economic and relïgious institutions of society. The rich
development in biblical studies and theology that grew out of Vatican II, especially in

feminist research. restores for some people a sense of future and a sense of hope.
Up until the Council models of ministry reflected a highly institutionalized
understanding of church. These understandings emphasized a centralized, hierarchically
structured and, what was thought (is still thought?) to be an unchangeable pattern of
clerical govemance. Monarchy and military had also left their marks on the church.
Ministry was primarily the work of the ordained shepherds, that is, the priestly class
composed of Pope, bishops, and phests. They ministered to the taity. It is a hierarchy
that, like every other social institution in many parts of the world even today, is male
constructed, male-oriented, and male-dominated. In large part, the interpretations of
scripture and the theologies of ministry that came out of the interpretations, both
Iegitimated and sustained this patriarchal, institutional, and hierarchical model of church.
In other words, it reinforced the authority and exclusivity of sacerdotal structures of
ministry in the church.
With the dawn of Vatican Council, however, renewed church and social teaching
caused a true “breath of fresh air,” as Pope John XXffl called it. The momentary
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(unfortunately) shake-up this created, included a cail to Roman Catholics (laity included)
to retum to the sources of faith. We were challenged to find there the beginnings of a
practice of discipleship that arises from the expenence of the primitive Christian
communities closest to their source, Jesus Christ. This, we find, is not a picture of
hierarchy or exclusivity, but one that points us to a church of egalitarian and inclusive
participation, with multiple, active ministries and ministers essential for the life and
growth of the vision and hope for the hastening of the reign of God.

B. 2. Understandïngs of Women’s Participation in Ministries
For contemporary Christians, Vatican II even now continues to cali for a radical
shift from the traditional paradigm of church to a new, yet paradoxicalÏy, more ancient
paradigm of church. Among other things, as we rnentioned, this calis for a return to the
bibiicai data to rediscover and to reread the experience of faith recorded there. Did Jesus
corne to found a church? What is the relationship of Jesus Christ and the ministries
described in the New Testament, with the church of our experience? A growing chorus of
women’s voices pushes the questions further. Why are the models almost ail men? Is the
model of the ordained male celibate as minister one that Jesus created or emphasized?
Why isn’t this model found in the New Testament? What are the ongins of the bibiical
record itself? Who is reading and interpreting this record? And why are so few women
present?
These questions and others that we voice today arise frorn our differing
understandings of church, what the bible says, and how we interpret tradition. They are
not strictly religious questions; they aiso flow from and affect the myriad cukural and
socio-political factors shaping our lives. A certain discomfort among women, especialiy
those who identify themselves as feminist, grows strong when we begin to recognize in
ail of this a distinct pattem of “we” and “they.” As a resuit, women’s voices throughout
the world, particularly in Europe and North Arnerica,2 have been some of the strongest in
focusing problems and posing questions about virtually every social and reiigious
institution and how these have corne into their present shape. How is ït that women are
2

cannot overlook the significant increase in “voices” from other parts of the world. To name a few
feminist theologians and biblists from around the world: Kinakawa, Elaine Wainwright of Australia, Ivone
Gebara of Brazil, Rigoberta Menchil of Guatemala, and Kwok Pui-Lan of Korea and Ada Marfa Isasi-dfaz
from Cuba, Teresa Okura of Nigeria.
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the “they” while the male celibate clergy is the “we” who will lead “them”? The Roman
Catholic Church especialiy, is under fire from those who see there an oppressive
patnarchal structure that has virtuaily silenced haif of its members. It denies women their
rights and duties as baptized members of the Body of Christ. As for ministries, we ask
how scripture is used and which texts from the bible are invoked to support the
contemporary teachings on ministry? What role(s) do women play in the churches, what
roles are women excluded from by nature of our gender? The “church” this has created
causes these questions and others for many people, especially women. It is a question
many considered unanswered or at the least, inadequately resoived. Unfortunateiy, the
reaction to these questions from the institutional church has been, in part, to answer them
by simply closing the discussion.
Happily, in tandem with this, ferninist biblical scholars have developed an
impressive and diverse program for wrestling with the biblical text and how it lias been
interpreted and applied to praxis in the church. When looking at ministry in the church
today, feminist biblical scholars examine how scripture is used and they ask: From which
texts and what canon shah we interpret and on what bases is contemporary teaching on
ministry formed? What values, norms, and reahities have shaped past interpretations? In
other words, the feminist perspective in this case asks whose values, norms and reality? A
feminist perspective gives solid ground for posing a fundamental critique to our reading
of scripture. It asks the most obvious question of ail: How can women be excluded from
decision-making and full participation as equal members in a church that grows from the
message of saivation in Jesus Christ? The best of feminist bibhical schoiarship, in my
opinion, is a cali to reaffirm a discipleship to Jesus based on the full humanity of each
baptized Christian regardless of status or gender. h is a challenge to discover a vision of
ministry that embodies and reflects in practice the justice and liberation offered by
Jesus—a ministry based on the Spirit of God at work in every member.

C. The State of the Question
C.1. Biblicat Data and Theology of Ministries
In lis Preface to the Pontifical BibÏical Comrnission’s document on “The
Interpretation of the Bible in the Church” of April 1993, Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger wrote
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that the study of the Bible “is neyer finished; each age must in its own way newly seek to
understand the sacred books.”3

The document, he said, provides an overview of the

rnany and vaned methods available for the study of scripture today. He said too, that the
document is very helpful for “the important questions about the right way of
understanding Holy Scripture and that it also helps us to go further.”4 It is this going
“further” that is at stake in this thesis. It is clear that the work of biblical exegesis and the
development of many new hermeneutical theones take many different approaches to “the
riglit way of understanding” the biblïcal text. What is not so clear ïs wliether we are
allowing those voices to shape our theology and practice of ministry within the church.
A theology of ministry does flot corne from theory or canons from a council. It
cornes from the cultural model of church frorn which we live or in which we see
ourselves being called to live. Hence, it is true that the diffenng voices we mentioned
above are about diffenng visions of church, differing “readings” of the biblical record,
and dïffenng understandings of the ecclesial situation of ministries, among other things.
In the 1960s the Vatican Council asserted that “since in our times women have an ever
more active share in the whole life of society, it ïs very important that they participate
more widely also in the various fields of the Church’s apostolate.” (Apostolicam
Actuositatem, 9)•5 Some women and men knew this to be the case at the time of its
writing; many more know it today. Thougli efforts have been made to return to the
sources for the renewal of the church, and women’s importance in the church has been
reiterated time and again, women continue to be excluded from ministry by virtue of their
gender and continue to be the object of pastoral letters andlor concerns defined by
predominately, sometirnes exclusively, male groups of pastors.
The biblical text lias been used to shape, interpret, and evaluate conternporary
teaching on rninistry based on the example of Jesus. While it covers a period of less than
a century beginning with the ministry of Jesus, the New Testament content is
nevertheless so rich and diverse that we can treat it here only in brush strokes. The New
Testament is flot altogether consistent or cornplete in its presentation of Jesus, bis
Pontifical Biblical Commission, “The Interpretation of the Bible in the Church,” reproduced in Origins,
Vol. 23:29, Januaiy 6, 1994.
Ibid p. 499.
A. Flannery, gen. ed., Vatican Council II: The Concitiar and Post Conciliar Documents, Northport,
Costello Publishing, 1975, P. 777.
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ministry, or the requirements for discipleship. What is more, the presuppositions we bring
to a text can have a great effect on the questions we ask and the interpretations we assign
a text.6 The texts do flot speak in the same way about the “Twelve,” the “Aposties,” “the
seventy (two?),” “the seven” or “the disciples.” There is great diversity in the texts. How

are we to distinguish between these and other such designations; what characteristic
functions or activities are identified with them? How have the Gospel writers and early
Chnstian communities re-interpreted the traditions they were given? And what methods
are available to us to help distinguish, à propos to ministry, between what the text says
and what we are bnnging to the text? What, in the texts themselves or in our treatment of
them, explains how we came to the present mode! of church and ministry, stili Iargely
operative, that is shaped by sharp distinctions between ordained and non-ordained, male
and female? Can we speak of the mode! operative today as a biblical model of ministry?
In genera!, ail the writings of the New Testament witness to the existence of
ministries. Actions and functions necessary to the life of the churches are attributed to
men and sometimes to women, that is, actions or functions distinct from those of the
other members of the communities. Relative to what we said above, these ministries like
the ministers themselves are identified in great variation. Several different designations
seem to have similar functions, but inversely, different roles can carry the same
designations (for example, “apostie” as titie or as function). Further, the texts on ministry
not only witness to several different practices or ministerial organizations, they also are
found in cultural contexts in which the theologies are very different (that of Luke and
Matthew, for example). They cannot be simply regrouped by extracts in a ldnd of
theological synthesis without betraying the integrity of individual texts.7 Charism and
ministry are descnbed mainly in specific activities whose titles are taken from the actions
of Jesus, e.g., preaching, teaching, healing, and evangelizing. We will see, these tities and
actions differ according to time, place, and culture. Even a cursory reading of the text
illustrates that the New Testament has no technical definition of what historicaÏÏy we cal!
6

Olivette Genest, “Femmes et ministères dans le Nouveau Testament,” SR, 16 (1987) p. 12. Genest devotes
the entire opening section of ber article to the importance of this point from a femïnist perspective. Not
only which questions, but how they are formulated, already indicates an interpretative stance. The fact that
until the 1960’s biblical scholarship was largely the work of white European and North American men,
suggests an interpretative stance that would reflect particular values and common expenence.
Jean Delorme, “Diversité et unité des ministères d’après le Nouveau Testament” dans Le ministère et les
ministères selon le Nouveau Testament, p. 284.
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ecclesiastical offices. Terms for priesthood or any fixed sense of office seem consciously
avoided and are neyer applied to Jesus or to any of his disciples. We find rather, the terms
diakonia, dikonos, diakonéo (equally, service, servant and to serve) as words that
designate what we hear as “ministry;” ail grammatical forms of the verb to serve or to
exercise a function.8
Amazingly, these words written most 25 years ago by Elisabeth Tetlow in her
book, Women and Ministry in the New Testament, are still so contemporary: “The crux of
the problem is located in the understanding and interpretation of the practice of Jesus and
the aposties. The available information on this subject is contained within the New
Testament. The tradition of the Church [sic] has always accorded a primary place of
authority to the word of scripture. Vatican Council II reiterated the belief that scripture
contains and presents “divinely revealed realities” which have been committed to writing
under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit. Thus according to the teaching of Vatican II,
whatever scripture says about a subject has “a normative value for the Church.”9 Today
feminist scholars identify many other sources as offering “information on this subject”
and fiercely question the sources of normativity and authority in interpretation and
application. Both interpretation and application have grown out of thoroughly
androcentric values and viewpoints. Suffice it to say, the bible is central to any effort to
theologize on current experience, ministry notwithstanding. But only when the bible has
been wrested from the hands of every elite patriarchal, male establishment and restored to
common people, both men and women, can the authority of their real experience hear and
interpret the text as the Word of God. For example, Elisabeth Tetlow also pointed out
that one of the theological presuppositions underlying many past interpretations of
biblical texts on ministry, is that Jesus did not cail women to ministry nor could the early
church have possibly permitted women •to function in ministry since women are
essentially ïnferior to men. Women’s path of subordination to men is divinely established
and therefore unchanging. Many scholars would now simpÏy reject or openly challenge
such a preposterous presupposition. Some cail upon the work of feminist biblical
hermeneutics and theology to help envision and construct a theology of ministries that

Olivette Genest, “femmes et ministères dans le Nouveau Testament”, SR 16 (1987), p. 12.
Elisabeth Tetlow, Wo,nen and Ministîy in the New Testament, NYfRamsey, Paulist, 1980, pp. 1-2.
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rejects the belief and practice of any tradition that holds that women are inferior to men.
More revealing questions ask why, if the New Testament data wïtnesses to fluïdity in
leadership, the central importance of the community in selecting ministers, and service
activities clearly based on gift rather than gender, why is the church stili locked into
interpretations that sustain the sacerdotal status quo.

C.2. Feminist Biblical Hermeneutics
Today an abundance of scholarly writïng on women in earïy Christianity is at our
disposai. An immense vanety of literature on feminist perspectives and method has also
proliferated. The effort to develop hermeneutical theories and theologies of the Bible that
work with the reality of the patriarchy and the traces of misogyny that the text itself gives
expression to, has evoked many different responses. In Chapter One of this thesis, I offer
the reader a general overview of this feminist scholarship and samples of its diverse
expression. I deem such an overview important in this context because the more specific
choices of texts and methods that I have made continually in the thesis arise from this
broader context and are a part of an on-going dialogue among feminists.

D. Hypothesis and Objectives
The work I present here falis within a feminist hermeneutical model which, when
applied to the question of New Testament ministries, seeks new ways to read the texts.
More significantly, through use of this model I press the question further to ask: what
about us? Can this “new” reading help us find new ways to respond to the deep wounds
of the church, most especially to the inferior position of women and how this affects
ministries? Can this reading flot contnbute to a new theological paradigm of ministries?

My work emerges from a vision of liberation that “is informed by the biblical prototype
but is flot derived from it. It places biblical texts under the authority of feminist
experience insofar as it maintains that revelation is ongoing and takes place ‘for the sake
of our salvation.”° It is in this sense that I seek “new language” in reading and
responding to the biblical text.

New responses engender new questions. What new

questions arise and what a new reading offers, in terms of opening biblical and

‘°

Elisabeth Schtissler-Fiorenza, Bread Not Stone: The Chattenge of Ferninisr Biblical Interpretations

(Boston: Beacon Press, 1984), 14.
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theological

perspectives,

suggest an on-going movement between methods of

interpretation. Concretely, if the central message of Jesus’ teaching on the reign of God is
one of inclusion, liberation, and justice, the current ecclesial policy and practice as
regards ministry evokes questioning and reevaluation.
Thus, I hypothesize that through the use of a feminist hermeneutic applied to texts
on the diverse ministries evident in the New Testament and on the place of women in
these ministries, a renewed reading and an ïnterpretation responsive to contemporary
questions and needs is possible. Such a re-reading of biblical texts will offer both a
critical evaluation of prevÏous interpretations and provide new perspectives for
understanding the nature of ministries that flow from gifts given the churches in and by
the Spirit of Christ regardless of gender or status. Equally important, it will allow new
questions to be formulated. The objectives of the thesis are: 1) to critically examine the
thematization of “ministries” present in the biblical dossier; 2) to read these texts from
the angle of women’s experience/presence/absence in the texts; 3) to determine the
requirements for ministry contained there; 4) to show that the resuits à propos women
and ministries clarify the question of the nature of ministries themselves—a question that
the church is compelled to examine in response to mounting questions and to ecclesial
problems today.

E. Method
E.1. Feminist Hermeneutics as Methodological Framework
Topics such as discipleship and ministry are two among many themes within
which the Bible has been used to define, reinforce and oftentimes prohibit women from
ascribed roles. The diÏemma is in that the Bible contains both liberating traditions as well
as those traditions that seem to legitimate the domination by some (men), and the
oppression of others (women, chiidren, and slaves). The biblical texts articulate traditions
that clearly demand and promote the liberation of women and men who are marginaïized
and oppressed by injustice and poverty. At the same time, we recognize that the Bible is
the product of a patriarchal culture in which women, chiidren and slaves are the
possessions of and objects of control by men. It is an androcentric world and the texts it
produces are androcentric. Throughout the texts “woman” is regularly subsumed under
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“man” and the male is taken as the norm of human existence. Exclusive use of
androcentric language further reinforces a mindset and ideology that legitimizes
patriarchy. The hermeneutical framework in this thesis strives to provide the delicate
balance needed to hold these two contradictory traditions together. The “profoundly
paradoxical” nature of this situation for feminist scholarship, as Mary Ann Tolbert
describes it, is that “one must defeat the Bible as patriarchal authority by using the Bible
as liberator.”
Feminist reads through the lens of women’s experience. Such an approach is flot
without its problems.

Which women? Which experience?

Feminist scholars are

increasingly sensitive to the dangers of simply recreating patriarchal discourse if it cornes
from a single, isolated scholarly arena—that of the white, middle class, Euro-Amencan
feminist perspective. To simply read the text as a woman does not guarantee a feminist
biblical interpretation. Nor does a feminist hermeneutical perspective proceed from the
biological sex of the exegete. It is flot enough to be occupied wïth themes about women
or to use certain tools or a particular technical exegetical approach. Feminist
hermeneutics is the exploration of the exegetical and socio-cultural presuppositions of
biblical interpretation in the interest of women. Feminist vs. androcentnc exegesis is
based on a preferential option for women with a view to action on behaif of joining or
reaching women through the biblical text. The now familiar expression: “preferential
option for the poor” so central in Latin Amencan liberation theologies, applies in ferninist
criticism. Feminist exegesis makes such a “preferential option for women.” It is critical
of sexual differentiationlsexism in the texts, the customs, and the parameters often
invisibly circling the manifestations of racism, classism, chauvinism or ageism.’2 The
methodological framework for this thesis then, aims to be that of feminist hermeneutics,
yet is one developed and articulated from within the limits of a North American, white,
Roman Catholic, monastic perspective.

Mary Ann Tolbert, “Defining the Problem: The Bible and feminist Hermeneutics,” Semeia, 28 (1983), p.

120.
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Genest, dans Les femmes aussi faisaient route avec lui, Montréal, Médiaspaul, 1995, “Théories
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E.2. Writing and Gender Analysîs
The methodology calis for a shift in the interpretatïve paradigm, from that of an
androcentnc, “value neutral” scholarship, to a new interpretative paradigm that entails
scholarship that is engaged and that takes an advocacy stance in favor of the oppressed. It
uses the struggie of women today as its hermeneutical key and provides a challenge to the
dominant historical paradigm of detached and objective interpretation. It seeks to
reconstruct rather than reinterpret history by simply adding women to the male story. It
rejects a positivist notion of history and recognizes that history has been constructed by
the men and for the men who have been the power-holders and the winners in history.
Therefore, one of the primary concems is the theologicat reconstruction of early
Christianity that is the reconstructed hïstory of women as well as men. The goal of this
hermeneutïcs Elisabeth Schiissler-Fiorenza says, is “flot only to restore women’s stories
to earÏy Chnstian history but also to reclaim this history as the history of women and
men.”13 Key to this historical reconstruction is the application of a “hermeneutics of
suspicion” not only to the context of the biblical dossier but to the text itself and its
history of interpretation. The hermeneutics of suspicion is that process of interpretation
we use to identify and to name the dissonance that occurs when the gap between the text
and the reader appears whether through inconsistencies or falsehoods. Interpretation is
made out of one’s interest, thus feminist readers and interpreters approach the text to
discover and decry the contradictions or silences by which texts present harmful biases or
discrimination.
Working to establish the historical reconstruction, while leaving intact the
patriarchal and androcentric elements found there, now involves analysis made around
the category of gender. Text, context, and interpretafion are shaped and influenced by the
social construct of gender. As at other points in the study, a hermeneutics of suspicion
heightens the sensitivity to see whose interests are being served when tities and roles are
identified. Whose interests are served in the interpretation of the texts? And at what
pnce? When and why, and even how are they made gender specific? Starting from the
recognition that history is written from the point of view of the winners, we now re-view

SchUssier-Fioreaza, In Memory of Mer, p. xiv.
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and re-construct this same data from the angle of those marginalized (whether by
omission, generalization or invisibility) and from the silences in the texts.
E.3. Heuristic Notions
How to delineate and clarify key ideas in order to evaluate particular biblical
texts, their historical contexts, the traditions and their interpretations is another essential
task. Since the very nature of feminist biblical scholarship is muÏti-disciplinary,
theoretical models from the human and social sciences—feminist literary critical studies,
feminist historiography and archeology, and other tools—aid in clarifying the work.
Feminist theoiy maintains that ail texts are products of an androcentric patriarchal history
and culture. Feminist scholarship in ail areas of research and scientific inquiry, whether

phulosophy, anthropoÏogy, history, or sociology, thus seeks to establish concepts and
heuristic constmcts that take us beyond the way androcentric models view the world.
This hermeneutical tool names as insufficient those articulations of humanity and human
history that have neglected women’s presence and contributions.’4 My critical
perspective builds on a feminist heuristic model that identifies such notions as patriarchy,
androcentrism, gender categories, sexism, and presuppositions, as factors that profoundly
influence reading.
E.4. Method
Until now, I have spoken of the feminist methodology directing this thesis.
Specific exegetical methods and analytical instruments for the chosen biblical texts
dealing with ministries are determined in large part by the texts themselves. Afier a
thorough explanation of the criteria used for the selection of specific texts, I employ other
literary and historical instruments that work for the analysis. The resuits of historical
critical scholarship wiil be used to the extent that it helps us determine when and in what
ways the texts may be cloaked in patriarchal values or language ofparticular cultural and
historical moments, and thus cloud the true nature of New Testament ministries. The
conclusions rendered by sociological analysis will also be incorporated insofar as they aid
us in seeing the profile of communities from which and to which the text communicates.
It is literary critical analysis, however, which wil be the privileged method in this thesis.
‘4lbid., In ffie Introduction and firsi chapter of her book, Schii.ssler-Fiorenza discusses at length the “new
lenses that enable one to read the biblical sources in a new feminist light, in order to engage in the struggie
for women’s liberation inspired by the Christian femmist vision of the discipleship of ecpials.” p. xxiv if.
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Literary critical work will be central to the search for identifying what is ministry
in the New Testament data and what expressions and developments of ministry are
evident there. In this regard, my interest is centered on the structure ofthe text itself and
the meaning it gives, more than on questions of authorship or the histoiy of the text’s
transmission. It is this notion of New Testament ministries, after ail, and not an affair of

gender that I am interested in seeing emerge ciearly from the texts. What is the nature of
ministry is one dimension of the question. How the texts indicate ministries’ application
in the life of the early Christian communities is another dimension of the question. From
these aspects of analysis, we see more clearly, women’s absence or presence. My literary
critical work in the thesis will examine ail these aspects ofthe question as well as asking
what hierarchical and centralizing tendencies were already occurring in the New
Testament writings. What consequences do these have for women? How these literary
critical

findings

on

New

Testament

ministries

stand

in

relation

to

the

gendered/hierarchical/classed understanding and models of ministry we find operative
today is the question that then follows.
Is there a contribution that feminist biblical hermeneutics brings to a theology of
ministries? In the final step of the thesis I apply my textual analysis to this question and
indeed, I do find significant areas where the hermeneutic can contribute to understanding
the nature of ministry and women’s engagement in it. Certainly, the value of questions is
neyer without ment. The diversity in functions, services, ministries, and ministers is
easily recognizable as true, but my analysis gives flesh, so to speak, to data like this that
may be known and acknowledged theoretically, but that rareiy seems taken seriously
enough to be reason for real change in the formulation of a theology of ministnies that
challenges the church to change a centuries long practice of ministries that endorses the
exclusion of over haïf its population for the simple reason that they (we) are women.

Chapter One
Feminist Perspectives in Theology and the Bible

INTRODUCTION: GOAL AN]) METHOD
A. GOAL
The GOAL of Chapter One is to become acquainted with some of the major feminist
theological and exegetical perspectives relative to the study and application of New
Testament interpretation. The focus is Christian, and for the most part reflects the
development and work done by white, North American, feminist scholars. Acquaintance with
these perspectives helps achieve another aspect of the chapter’s goal: it highlights important
interpretive issues in feminist work in general, and biblical studies in particular. What
perspectives are distinct to North American feminist theology? Can we flot legitimately speak
of an emerging tradition of feminist theology when we acknowledge the work begun in the
nineteenth century by women like Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony, Anna Julia
Cooper and Matilda Gage? What questions does feminist exegesis ask of the biblical texts?
What hermeneutical tools are important andlor unique to feminist analysis? Can anything
new be leamed as a resuit of a specifically feminist approach to the Bible and who is it good
for?

B. METHOD/APPROACH
One step (B.1.) toward achieving the goal of the chapter is to trace a single but
significant line in critical feminist consciousness as it developed in the early theological work
of Mary Daly. I propose to do this by examining several aspects of Daly’s controversial
thought as expressed in Beyond God the Father (1973),’ that led up to her rejection of the
Christian scripmres as being in any way “normative” and ber complete abandonment of
institutional Christianity. Daly herself provides, as it were, a “feminist marker” alongside
which we can stand the work of other feminist theologians and biblical scholars. In light of
Daly’s convictions, a second step (B.2.) is to examine (with some evaluation) the various
categories of feminist thought on biblical interpretation. Tracings of the remarkable
development in feminist theology, and in particular biblical critical study, are found in works
15
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edited and written by Adela Yarbro Colins,16 Lefty Russell,’7 Sandra Sclmeiders,18 and
Elisabeth Schtissler-fiorenza.’9
Carolyn Osiek2° offers an otttline, now frequently referred to by those seeking
understanding of feminist interpretations of the Bible that I too find helpful for our purposes
here. As the wealth and diversity of material opens before us, our mdebtedness increases for
those scholars who have worked to give it order and categoly. Their work facilitates our
joumey into this rich and vast feminist landscape. These writers ask how different
interpreters examine the biblical record. In most cases, they ask specifically about the Bible’s
authority and in what ways it refiects patriarchal social structures. In some cases, they ask
how the Bible gives expression to and affirmation of patriarchal social structures. In order to
achieve the goal of this chapter the third and final step (B.3.) is to examine in greater depth
the work of another significant feminist biblical scholar and theologian, Elisabeth Schtss1erFiorenza. For rnany women and for some biblicai scholars (both women and men) Schtïssler
fiorenza bas a central role in feminist biblical work today. Her voice continues to be a part of
the lively conversation abotit the need for explicitiy ferninist historicai reconstruction and
theology.

B.1. The way feminist consciousness addresses theology and biblicat study today,

colors my approach to this chapter. It convinces me that to give expression to my experience,
to rny own état de la question, and to acknowledge my own presuppositions, is ail part and
parcel of how sucli an examination unfolds. I single out one event that lias become for me a
symbol as weli as a signal of the gap between my experience and personal values and what
our Christian tradition lias taught and practiced. Following one tenet held by rnany ferninist
theologians, to reflect on this event in light of my own experience of it adds to the intellectual

integrity and meaningfulness of this thesis. In doing so, I draw also from a few femiriist
thinkers, beginning with Mary Daly.
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clearly for me on that day. Even now, this woman’s interest in and dedication to women and
to the full realization of our humariity, evokes in me the desire to write with passion and
honesty. It encourages me in my personal efforts to face the hard challenges, to articulate the
difficuit questions, and to trust my experience as I write about feminist perspectives in
theology and the Bible. I refer to my experience of the event; it does flot necessarily reftect
any other person’s experience of that event. Much less is it meant to be an authoritative
comment upon the role or history of the Catholic Church in Quebec.
I entered the church the day of the funeral with an immense crowd of women, men,
and chuidren gathered to moum the passing of their mother, sister, friend, colleague,
teacher—ail that she was for us. At the time, I did flot know that it would be a Roman
Catholic funeral Mass that we would be celebrating. Nor did I know how it would be
conducted. As my friends were to say to me later, “Probably most French Canadians would
have expected that.” And I did not know in the end, if most of those who were there really
experienced it as a “celebration of faith in the Resurrection of Jesus,” as Roman Catholicism
describes it’s funeral liturgies. I wondered, “Was it a time when grief was shared and pain
was lessened because of what we believe in and were doing there together?” I didn’t know.
What I do know is that the words and ritual actions meant to give expression to consolation
and hope in Christ in that limrgy seemed to be spoken to someone else. The lack of
connection between what Christians believe about life and resurrection and this woman’s
lived search for understanding of humanity seemed particularly inappropriate. Was this a real
healing and help? What appeared to me to be the lack of engagement, the almost indifferent
response by the assembly to the Eucharist, struck me as another loss to endure. Why is it that
the homily and particularly the eulogies at the end seemed theonly moments when our
humanity, our relationships, were expressed?
What I knew then without words and know now from reflection upon the experience
of that gathering, is that it is right to own the daim: “It is our church.” I found myself saying
things like: “li is our faith.” Just as women young and old have cried out against violence in
the “Take Back the Night” demonstrations throughout Canada and the United States in recent
years, I found myself saying, “Take Back the Church!” It is our communal as well as
personal search for meaning in the face of mystery that has been taken away from us, or that
bas neyer been allowed, perhaps. I refuse to give it up or give it over. I continue to believe
that the Christ Event as expressed in and through Jesus is for anyone who seeks to daim it as
somehow “saving” or

“redeeming.”

The fact is that “the androcentric fallacy” (Gerda
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Lemer) has wrested religion and worship from women and has built upon the distorted “haif
story” of humanity. However, what history, patriarclial tradition, and injustice have done to
steal it away from most of us, I maintain is flot the final word. Part of the work of feminist
theology and feminist biblical research is to reclaim the possibility of faith for women by
creating it anew. It is flot a question of simply fihling out the picture of the past by adding
women to it, nor does it try to re-structure patriarchy. It is also not a work leading necessarily
to the relinquishment of our history and our identity as Christians.
In the years that followed Mary Daly’s groundbreaking and uncompromising critique
of Christianity, Beyond God the father (1973), an immensely varied and rich tapestry of
incisive, creative feminist critical thouglit emerged. This book, as well as two of her later
works, GviilEcoÏogy (197$) and Pure Lust (1984) were widely read and have deeply
influenced women.

The first of these three books grew out of Daly’s experience of a

Cliristianity that she found irredeemable and which she therefore had to reject. Needless to
say, her rage surfaced and consequently, the sharp language she used in Beyond God the
Father and in later talks and articles shocked many of lier listeners. It won lier little sympathy
or open hearing from the academy or from the cliurch. Unfortunately, but necessarily, her
writings and public appearances also set lier at odds with those who engaged in the saine
work but who remained within the Christian tradition. An enormous amount of work has
gone on since that time when Daly’s book was the subject of lively reaction and debate.
Much published and unpublished criticism, response and re-creation, lias happened in
feminist circles where the choice to remain within the Christian tradition is stiil considered a
viable option. It must be said however that there is perhaps no other single woman engaged
in a similar work whose writings so galvanized the feminist philosophical/ theological]
biblical debate, at least in tlie United States, as have those of Mary Daly. Few serious
feminist critics today would deny tlie depth of the problem Daly decried: that of the
misogyny shaping human history and its manifestations in historical Christianity. Daly’s
profound rage in this regard lias, no doubt, been a major factor in lielping to produce a
feminist critique that reflised to be ignored or silenced within academic and church circles.2’
A first reading of Beyond God the Father was at once exciting, affirming, and
disappointing. Exciting, because finally, it seemed, someone was speaking “loudly enough”
21
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(or was it “honestly enough”?) about a tradition that had helped shape and was itself shaped
on the basis of a lie.

The deception of patriarchy, the father-rule, is the mindset and

perception of reality that thrives on the oppression of women for the sake of maintaining a
domination-subordination pattem of relationships in which males own, rule, and reign. This
world is a false world, said Daly, this reality is

reality and we must purge ourselves of it.

Mary Daly was the woman who put into words what many others were slowly beginning to
see: “if God is male, then the male is God.”22

k was exciting to read someone who was

discovering as well as creating new language to describe the reality of the world, one’s self,
and the one we name “God.” Daiy was doing much more than finding new ways of saying
the old things. She reaiized that even in the speaking, even in the naming, the new is coming
to be.

Women have been named, have been spoken for, have been made the “other” in

relation to creation, to men, and to God for so long, that il is exciting to imagine it could be
some other way. Even before Daly wrote Beyond God the Father, she recognized that the
weary and waning perceptions of world, self, and God, as defined by patriarchy had lost their
grip—reality had broken the bonds of “meaning,” which is to say, “meaning-as-given.” Daly
calis it: “the non-reality of alienation.”
Daly drew the connections between politics and the patriarchal vision of reality that
religion legitimated. She became an outspoken critic of systems and govemment--creations
of patriarchy--and she called for the “castration” of ail images and language that give
expression to a “phallocentric value system.”23 She identified this work of “castration” to be
the task of women. Daly began to write and speak of ber beliefs about how the images and
values of a society are projected into a ftamework of belief. She observed the ways in which
they become fixed and objectified; how the framework of belief is used to justify “the social
infrastructure,” appearing to 5e unchangeable and true in some kind of unquestionable way.
My first reading of Mary Daly was an experience of personal affirmation and
celebration of the honesty in her bold identification, critique, anti rejection of a “pervasive,
controlling sexual caste system at work in our world.”24 But hers is flot simply a push for
greater individual freedom or “women’s liberation,” nor is it only a cali for the critique of
patriarchy anti its creations. Daly’s is not the facile relativism that can arise from focusing
only on the self and each individual’s right to create her/his own form of life based on a
22
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belief in what is realiy of value, what is really real. Her method of liberation affirms, “tliat to
5e human is to be able to name.”25 Women have had this human power, this humanizing
power stolen from them, says Daly. We will not be able to reclaim this nght to name until we
move beyond the space and time of patriarchy and find our whole human selves, sister-selves
bonded together in new ways of seeing and be-ing in cosmic covenant. But this is where I

part from lier thinking.

The move toward an “Other” reality, to an “Other” world of

segregated feminism seems hardly possible or practical for the overtlirow of patriarchy. It is
unrealistic to think that withholding our power as women, or withdrawing from the world, is
really possible for most women. Daly might respond by saying that we are about creating
new paradigms of reality. My sense is that there is no room here for even the possibility of a
common reality if the story of women’s oppression and suffering is removed from the very
locus of its creation.26 There is no past to discover and the future seems an impossible blur in
the tangle of lier increasingly metaphoric language.27
My disappointment came in reading what appears to be Daly’s increasingly elitist
refusal to accept anyone who disagrees with her presuppositions or proposais.

Without

hesitation, I afflrm the cali for women to work at unveiling the myth of “feminine evil,” to
refuse co-opting institutions that make us “other,” and even to risk “non-Seing” for the sake
of rejecting the “non-Seing” we’ve been assigned. However, I see it as both inconsistent and
illogical, to first acknowledge and proclaim that the beginnings of the awareness that the
human being is made in God’s image are already present in traditional Cliristian doctrine,28
and then to say that there is no model we can take from the past. Is there no truth to be found
there eitlier? The disappointment I experienced in reading Daly was in knowing that her
conclusion moves lier beyond a worldview that includes church and Chrisfianity. I count as
great loss her Wrn away from a whole company of women scholars, her total denial of a
tradition that some would daim is as much a part of “herstory” as history. Even more
Ibid., 8.
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profoundly, I count as loss her ultimate rejection of Christianity as being irredeemably sexist
and therefore flot salvific for women. Is there anything after that? If there is, is it enough? It
is flot enough for me to think that the “Second Coming” is the arrivai of new female
presence.
Despite my difficulties with lier conclusions, much of what I read in Mary Daly’s
work was so compelling, so challenging, and so impossible to dismiss, that it made her
conclusions ail the more disturbing to me. Does following her thought and agreeing with lier
une of argument demand the same conclusion from every reader? I knew as I read lier that I
wanted to remain within the Christian tradition, but I want to be there as one of the “wliole
beings”, one of those who make choices and redefine for themselves, “church,” “god,” and
“women.” I knew when I first read Mary Daly that ber questions were the questions of many
women and that they were also some of my questions. They were some of those questions I
had that day at the funeral liturgy of my teacher. Daly’s challenges were ones with which
many women like myseif could identify. I also realized what some had earlier suggested:
that as regards the Church, theology, and feminism, Mary Daly’s work and struggie became
something of a post-modern watershed for feminist work with the Bible. Many of those who
were writing, thinicing, and speaking about questions of patriarchy and the liberation of rising
feminist consciousness, were doing so in response to Daly. Most were talcing a position on
one side or the other of her uncompromising stand. I stand with those who question, as Daly
and others contend, that the only alternative to a patriarchy-saturated religious tradition with
ah its institutional baggage is to step outside its reach. Is the only alternative to live on the
“boundary,” set apart from the “non-reality of alienation” inherent in patriarchy? Must we, if
we want to authentically pursue the liberation that is a part of becoming fully human, become
post-Christians?
Further questions arise for me from ber work. Is k possible to refute, with an equal
amount of reason and passion, Daly’s attack on the core symbolism of Christianily? What
audible, which is to say credible, voice does a Christian feminist critique add to the
conversation? In other words, is there a radical Christian feminist perspective operative
today, which can stand up next to Daly’s challenges or is she correct is concluding that there
no possible way to overthrow patriarchy short of leaving this world? And finaily, is a
reshaping of traditional Cbristian theology and biblical hermeneutics really working? How
have other feminist scholars and writers responded to the profound and apparently
irreversible problems that Daly so unequivocally put before us?
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Daly’s reflection and writing provided the critical focusing of the theological and
biblical presuppositions that demanded examination. She called for a critical analysis of
women’s experience and increasingly, created new terminology while at the same time
heightening awareness of the need for changes in religious language as well as language in
reference to women and women’s experience. Daiy helped to open further the door that
wouid expose patriarchy and the patriarchalization of God. She also helped many of us
clarify our questions. Some of these questions are answered as we begin to trace the various
strands of feminism and more particularly in how some theologians began and continue to
address religious questions and to face the realities of the Bible, as we know it.

B.2. My personal goal is to work with, rather than avoid the challenges and rejection

that women like Mary Daly present to us. The goal is to continue addressing her work but
from within the Christian circle. I am biased in favor of the Bible and want to find in it a
liberating, life-giving word. I know that there is no guarantee that this is possible. But I
believe that the effort to develop a theoiogy of the Bible and a hermeneuticai theory that
works with the reality that the text is patriarchal and misogynist, may yet allow us to continue
to use the text as reveiatory and liberating.
For this to be possible, it is necessary to continue to re-conceptualize the relationship
of the ecclesial tradition to the biblical text as revelatory.

The development of new

vocabulary and a new hereustic framework has begun to open new possibilities for
addressing the very nature of the text as text, and how it might be understood. How we
conceptualize notions such as “inspiration,” the Bible as “the Word of God,” and
“revelation,” radicaily changes when we apply a feminist critical consciousness to history,
tradition, and linguistic theory. For exampie, recent investigations of the formation of the
canon—even the question of what canonicity is—affect how we speak of the authority and
normativity of the text. I am predisposed to ciaiming the Bible as a source for meaning and a
text that is human and revelatory. As early as 1976 Sandra Schneiders and others began to
write about the need to liberate the word before it can become a liberating word.29 Like
Schneiders, I am cominitted to a feminist perspective that demands a critique of ail
oppressive cultural structures and their creations. Feminist study underscores the irrefutable
point that every text is an interpretation done within its particuiar context. The interpretation
29
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is an effort to understand the reality perceived and that effort is subjective. Fewer and fewer
scholars today wouid defend the myth of objectivity. It is no longer a question of whether we
interpret the text we read, but how we interpret.3°
Experience of the reader as weIi as that of the writer shapes, changes, and reveais the
meaning of the text.

There occurs a dynamic process that allows—demands, even—that

meaning changes according to time and context. Like ail experience, women’s experience is
on going. A feminist exegesis and hermeneutics takes into account women’s experience in a
focal way. It recognizes that the authority of the text does flot exist soieiy in the text; that is,
the Word of God is flot limited to the bibiical text, but also lives in the reader. I write from
within the context of my experience of the Christian tradition, specifically expressed in
Roman Catholicism, and as a white North American feminist. While this limits my
perspective, I recognize that it is revelatory.
More broadiy, “feminist critical consciousness” has its roots deeper in history than
many would suspect. Maria Selvidge writes in her book, Notorious Voices, “While feminist
criticism is touted as a new methodology empioyed by scholars of the late nineteenth and
twentieth centuries.. .its strategies were employed centuries earlier.”3’ New work, growing
out of a number of different social, political, and religious factors, was however, beginning to
take shape in the iate eighteenth and earÏy nineteenth centuries in Europe and America.32 The
increasingly clear and collective realization by women that they were simpiy not counted in
the story of mankind and that their experience had no place or meaning in the shaping of iife
°
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or culture began to take effect during this period. Questions regarding women’s duties, rights
and roles in home and society prompted external reforms. Opponents of reform used the
Bible and Christian tradition to argue for the status quo; it was flot legitimate for women to
question, much less to name and value their expenence.
Religion was the bastion of patriarchy and everything from women’s role to their
feminine identity could be and was preached to them from the biblical text. But the
heightened awareness of women’s disadvantaged status led women to organized action to
better their situation and to open the horizons that had been so severely limited by the
strictures imposed by the male world. They began to agitate for change in political and social
spheres. Women also began to turn to the Bible for justification of their position. The desire
for the right to be educated, to vote, and to have some say about such questions as family and
fashion made women increasingly aware of themselves as women. The reforms which were
taking place in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries led to the growing realization
arnong women that reform and reinterpretation was flot enough to either achieve equality or
allow for the effective liberation of women (and men) into their full humanity. Structural and
systemic changes had to be made. We needed to study the Bible itself and the oppression it
legitimated, in a manner that led us beyond using it as a proof-text argumentation. A small
but growing number of women were wming to the Bible and asking: How are the scriptures
to be interpreted and by whom?33 Patriarchy, as a principle of social organization and the
operative force behind social structures and institutions, promoting dominance over the
dependent and powerless, was in the process ofbeing unmasked for what it is.34
It is not my intention here to survey the history or development of feminism, yet it is
important to note that feminism did flot begin in the academy. Nor did it arise from any
single source or for any one reason. The Bible had played a key role in the argument against
women’s emancipation. As regards Elizabeth Cady Stanton’s work on The Woman’s Bible
and other women actively examining the role of the Bible and religion, Elisabeth Schûssler
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Fiorenza points out; this was a “political act.”35

It was and continues to be women’s

experience of sexual oppression that prompts the feminist critical consciousness.
The 1960s and 70s, without question, marked significant tuming points in the United
States and Canada. As suggested in the General Introduction institutional structures were
breaking down An explosion of information from within the social sciences (especially
psychology) increased engagement with personalist questions. The Second Vatican Council
(1962-65) highlighted, in dramatic ways, the global dimensions of the church. The church
itself was catching the attention of the world. Many bishops, representing countries suffering
from centuries of oppression, called for justice for their people. In what seemed like a
moment in time, the order and right place of things was uncertain. The church and the gospel,
once so distinct and separate from the world, were now spoken of as being rooted in the
world. For women, this period gave rise to the second wave of the Christian feminist
movement.
Today, scholarly writing on women in the New Testament and in early Christianity is
abundant.

In recent years, an immense variety of literature on feminist perspective and

method has also proliferated. The effort to develop hermeneutical theories and theologies of
the Bible that work with the reality of the patriarchy and the traces of misogyny that the text
itself gives expression to, has evoked many different responses. li is possible here to offer
only an overview in order to give a sampling of this work. At the same time, I deem such an
overview important in this context because the more specific choices of texts and methods
arise from this broader context and are a part of an on-going dialogue among feminists.

While definitions of feminism are as many and varied as are feminists,36 on some
level, most would likely be able to agree that feminism attempts a critique of the oppressive
structures of society. Contemporary feminism names patriarchy as the basic cause of such
oppression. How one approaches patriarchy—defines and responds to it—determines, in part,
where one stands within the work of feminist renewal. In this regard, two general approaches
are possible: work to achieve the ascendancy of women, which implies a radical response of

35Schussler Fiorenza, in Memory of Fier, 7.
A taste of various definitions: “Feminism is a mode of analysis, a metbod of asking questions md searching for
answers, rather than a set of poiltical conclusions about the oppression of women.” By contrast, in the same
volume we read: “Feminism is a theory that calis for women’s attainment of social, economic, md political nghts
md opportunities equal to those possessed by men. feminism is also a mode for a social state—an ideal, or a
desired standard of perfection flot yet attained in the world.” A feminist Dictionary, eds. Cheris Kramarae and
Paula A. Treichier (Boston: Pandora Press, 1985), 159-160.
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revolution and separation; and work toward human equality in which reconciliation is sought
through establishment of and emphasis given to the full humanity of women. The latter of
these two approaches, when applied to feminist biblical interpretation, seeks to understand in
new ways the normative authority of the Bible, while the former approach dismisses it as
hopelessly lost in its patriarchal web. These approaches need to be nuanced and expanded,
but I shall retum to this later. Suffice it to say whether the approach is revolutionary or
reformist, a social system of father-rule as the basic structure of social organization is
unacceptable and must be unequivocally rejected.
A discussion of feminist perspectives in biblical interpretation needs to take into
account developments both in feminism and in biblical interpretation. The response among
feminists to the dominance of patriarchy has given shape to at least four types of feminism.37
Liberai feminism, based on the Anglo-American Enlightenment tradition, bas

concemed itself with equal rights and therefore equal opportunity for women within the
existing socio-political sphere. The face of patriarchy manifests itself in pervasive sexist
mores and practices, and perpetuates systems, which deny the rights and opportunities of
individuals based on their sex. Equal rights, equal opportunities, equal pay, and reproductive
seif-determination are among the goals for which liberal feminism works. Critics of liberal
feminism point out that such a perspective is burdened with the weakness of liberalism; that
stress on the individualisfic understanding of human beings leaves patriarchy basically intact
and tends toward the classism produced by laissez-faire capitalism. Such an approach, critics
maintain, leaves the poor, women of color, and minorities on the outside of any real change.
The exclusion of women’s values and the intrinsic moral superiority of women are
the concem of cukural or romantic feminism.38

Cultural feminism seeks to counter die

emphasis on the rational and the technical by emphasizing the other side. This perspective
holds that women bring the emotional and natural voice to humanize and react against the
prevailing values of industrialized, scientific modemity. The so-called feminine qualifies of
intuition, sensitivity, and creativity are glorified, and among the reformist expression this is a
cail to the transformation of “the morally and aesthetically inferior masculine world through
See Rosemary Radford Ruether, Sexism and God-Talk: Toward a Feminist Theology (Boston: Beacon, 1983),
41-45, 216-32. Other authors have used Ruether’s summary and made their own adjustments and additions.
Especially helpful is Carolyn Osiek’s treatment in “The Feminist and the Bible: Hermeneutical Alternatives” in
Collins (ed.) feminist Perspectives, 93-105.
Variations in the use of this tille can be seen in Gregory Baum, “Feminism in Christian Theology” Journal of
Gender in World Religions (Publication of the Faculty of Religious Studies, Montreal: McGill, Vol. 4), Sandra
Schneiders in Beyond Patching, p. 19 and Ann Loades in Feminisr Theotogy: A Reader, 1-3.
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infusion of superior feminine values.”39

In its most extreme forms, this perspective rejects

the male world altogether. Cultural or romantic feminism in its reformist expression held
stronger place in the l9th century than it does today, when famiiy values and the glorification
of home and motherhood were elevated as women’s way of transforming society and
challenging patriarchy by adding this different voice. It continues to be the perspective often
put forth by the officiai Church. It is stiil heard in the message of John Paul II. Critics
suggest that such a perspective is itseif patriarchai; the critique of merely adding women to
the picture of humanity is no solution. However it is expressed, the end resuit tends toward a
kind of reverse sexism, a reversai of oppressors and oppressed.
Like liberai feminism, liarxist/socialistfeminism operates on the belief that the way
to equality for women is through complete assimilation into the public, male system.

It

rejects however, the ciassism generated by economic systems that are fundamentally sexist
and therefore hierarchical. Patriarchy is the collusion among male oppressors, which crosses
classes and races to control the division of labor by gender.

This feminist perspective

concems itself then, with economic autonomy and the deconstruction of the oppressive
economic system, which assigns males the dominant class within every class.
Radical feminism4° sees patriarchy as the foot cause of oppression that corrupts and
motivates every social system, making the male the absolute owner and dominant power
holder over ail. It attacks ail institutions and gender self-identity as promoters of hierarchy
and refuses to “dichotomize differences into inferior and superior as bases for
dominationlsubordination relationships between people or between humans and the rest of
creation.”41
political.

As with other expressions, radical feminism recognizes that the personal is
Individual, personal experience is inextricably bound to the institutions and

structures in which we live. It recognizes that ail spheres of our existence are connected and
related. The perspective of relationship, mentioned frequentiy above, regards patriarchy not
“merely as a system of maie domination of females, and therefore as a subset of the overali
problem of class oppression.” Additionally, it sees it as “the root of ail hierarchical
relationships including flot only sexism but also classism, clericaiism, colonialism, racism,
ageism, and heterosexism.”42

41

Osiek, “The Feminist and the Bible,” 95.
Here I am following this distinction as made by Sandra Schneiders and others. See Beyond Patching,
Ibid. 26.
Schneiders, Beyond Patching, 24.
,

42
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Like the feminist approaches mentioned above, the specificaily Christian expression
of radical feminism, takes on many forms in its bibiicai scholarship and methodoiogy. It
takes seriousÏy the vision and goals of other feminist expressions. It is also concerned with
reiigion’s foie in the oppression of women and with the iiberating possibilities of religion as a
manifestation cf culture and belief. Some Christian feminists seek to reconcile thefr views
with Christian tradition through the creation of an alternative future of full human liberation,
rather than to sever ail ties with religion.

Attention focuses on the interstructuring of

oppressive forms cf language, categorization, and social behavior: race, class, sex, etc. Like
mcst cf the work cf feminism, radical Christian feminism, as applied te bibiical study, is
contextual and looks at each place where these primary forms of oppression are expressed.
Responses have been made and attempts at alternative visions constructed.
As I suggested earlier, two factors that are critical in feminist theology and biblicai
hermeneutics are experience and authority. Anne Carr believes that “a threefold task cf
critique, historical retrieval, and theological construction” mark the path of the development
cf feminist theological reflection.43 Looking back to the time cf Mary Daly’s early writing in
the 1960’s, it is clear that she was a catalyst for what was te be the first task for feminist
theology: to critique the tradition itself. The fact that women’s experience has been denied.
ignored, and erased from that tradition is no longer acceptable on any level or in any feminist
perspective. Feminist scholars began te make the point that women’s experience, specifically
as women’s experience, is centrai to a critique and a restrucwring/renewing /recreating
response te Christian experience and tradition in generai, and to the Biblical text as
authoritative and liberating, in particular. The fact that women’s voices were absent through
centuries cf that tradition, and that they continued to be absent, needed te 5e addressed and
righted.
The recovery cf wcmen’s history became the second task of feminist theclogy. The
search for the Christian past cf women began to expose not only the denial cf their presence
in the story cf histcry, but the rediscovery cf their place in the preaching and practice cf the
eariy church and its foundaticnal stories. People like Schtissler-Fiorenza and Rosemary
Radford Ruether worked with texts and reinterpreted the stories there, recovering some cf the

Mne E. Carr, “The New Vision in Feminist Theology,” in Freeing Theology: The Essentiats of Theology
in
Feminist Perspective, ed., La Cugna (San Francisco: Harper San Francisco, 1993), 9. She writes specifically
of
the work of Catholic feminist theologi ans.
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lost or stolen history of women in the Bible and in the tradition. In order to incorporate
both the new understandings of historical material and the developing insights of the feminist
community, new theological reconstruction had to be done. Increasing numbers of women
were studying theoiogy and acquiring the linguistic and biblical tools needed to do the work
of reshaping the traditional teaching. Ail the teachings needed reshaping—revelation,
authority, sin, grace, and even the Bible itself.

Carr goes on to point out that aithough one might expect the topic of theological
methodology to be among the first task to be addressed, historicaliy it oniy came into focus
as a kind of fourth engagement of feminist theology.45 The providence of this, I believe, is
that women studying the Bible leamed historical-critical rnethodology. We pointed out earlier
that they were flot among the first women to enter the feminist dialogue. And by the time the
glory of the historical-critical method was beginning to dim, rich findings were being made
through the use of many other critical tools, which could be brought to bear on the biblical
text.

Feminists were discovering wide-ranging materials and modeis for interpretive

strategies in countless other disciplines.
To reconstruct the early Christian history of women, Illeir participation in leadership,
and their contribution to shaping rninistry in the early church, feminist bibiicai work is
actively engaged with feminist work done in archeoiogy, linguistic studies, cultural
anthropology, and a host of other sciences.

The work has helped to recover rich non

canonical and varied sources46 that have been lost or forgotten. Another enrichment
contributing to this perspective cornes in conjunction with feminist work accomplished in the
social sciences, literary criticism, ferninist historiography, and postmodem critical theory.
Feminist biblical studies borrow and employ several methods and interpretative strategies for
reading the Bible.

Schtissler-Fiorenza, In Memoy of Her and Ruether and Eleanor McLaughlin, eds., Women of Spirit: Female
Leadership in the Jewish and Christian Traditions (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1979).
Anne E. Carr, “The New Vision of Feminist Theology,” in freeing Theology, 11.
Mthough focused predominately on the lives of Hellenïstic Jewish women, Bemadette J. Brooten and Ross
Kraemer are two scholars who have taken the lead in utilizing sources such as legal documents, inscriptional
evidence, documentary scrolis and visual art for illuminating women’s expenence. More helpful to
understanding Christian experience, is the treasure house of textual resources edited by Elisabeth Schtissler
Fiorenza, Searching the Scriptures Vol.ll: A Feminist Commentaiy, New York, Crossroad, 1994, which explores
a variety of Christian and Jewish writings from a multipiicity of theoreflcal perspectives and interpretive
frameworks. It “seeks to transgress canonical boundaries in order both to undo the exclusionary kyriarchal
[Schiissler-Fiorenza’s term for mie of the master or lord] tendencies of the niling canon and to renew the debate
on the limits, functions, and extent of the canon,” 5.
‘
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The diversity of tools and the ways of using them explain in part the variety ami
uniqueness of the feminist approaches to exegesis and interpretation. Today, while many
continue to hold strongly to the irreplaceable value of the historical-critical method in biblical
study, most would admit to the great value that other methodologies have brought to biblical
interpretation.
Although to outiine the summaries47 of the diverse modeÏs and approaches to feminist
biblical study is nearly an impossible task, one overview that was developed by Carolyn
Osiek48 provides help in this regard. Osiek identifies five models, which describe ways in
which

feminist theologians have used the Bible: rejectionist, loyalïst, revisionist,

sublimationist, and liberationist.

Osiek herseif points to the similarities in the first and

second positions. The first, the rejectionist model, rejects the Bible as hopelessly patriarchal
and therefore flot authoritative or useful. Obviously, this describes Mary Daly’s position if
we add to it the rejection of the whole religious tradition. The second, the stance of the
loyalist, is at the opposite end of the ideological spectrum. In it, human assent has no relation
to the absolute authority of the Bible, the very expression of Divine authority. In addition to
seeing this as a position of the “far right,” one does well to recall what Osiek points out: that
this is often a very thorough, well-honed method.

It is often based on solid exegetical

method and embraced by many intelligent women as “a means of explaining and interpreting
their role within their biblical faith.”49
The revisionist approach, the third model, seeks to rehabilitate the biblical tradition.
Patriarchy is historically but flot theologically conditioned. Critics may see it as being too
slow, too moderate, and too “soft” since it “attacks more the symptoms than the cause of the
illness.”5° The fourth alternative, the sublimationist position, is reminiscent of the romandc
or cultural feminism described earlier in this paper. Feminist symbols are valued as important
in their own right, demonstrating and underscoring the otherness of the feminine. Within the
biblical tradition the eternal feminine is sought in such figures as Israel as the bride of God,
Mary the virgin-mother, and the Holy Spirit. Osiek points out that those who work well with

symbols and who understand romantic feminism favor this position as a way of
In addition to that of Carolyn Osiek’s, which we shah refer to, see also: Kathenne Doob Sakenfeld, “Feminist
Perspectives on Bible and Theology: An Introduction to Selected Issues and Literature,” Intrepretation 42
(1988), 5-18 and Janice Capel Anderson and Stephen D. Moore, Mark and Method: New Approaches to Biblicat
Studies (Minneapohis: Fortress Press, 1992), 105-112.
48

op. cit.

Osiek, “Feminist Perspectives,” 100.
50Ibid., 100.
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understanding oneseif and the world.

Such an approach tends toward exclusivism and a

spiritualizing tendency, which then moves it out of the social-political sphere.
Many know well the fifth hermeneuticai position in this schema, that of liberationist
feminism. It understands human liberation to be the central message of the Bible. Therefore,
it follows that this position sees the first task of feminism is liberation from the powerful
oppression of patriarchy so that ail can relate as equais.

Osiek recognizes important

methodological differences between theologians who liold the liberationist position, but finds
basic sirnilarities in their common attempt to interpret the Bible with an alternative vision of
saivation and the radical transformation of the social order.5’ One of the values of such an
approach is its refusai to accept reinterpretation of texts within the patriarchal framework and
its insistence on a total restructuring of the tradition while not compietely rejecting it. The
task is to create a society based on a biblical eschatology in which the dignity and value of ail
human beings is central.
What is evident after examining these currents in feminism and the ways in which
feminist theology has attended and given further expression to feminisrn, is that Mary Daly’s
view is far from being the only response that takes utterly seriously the sin of patriarchy and
the hierarchy and sexism that springs from it. The voices of those remaining within the
Christian tradition are becoming more skilled and clear in their feminist critique.
In the closing comments of lier article, “Tlie Bible and Ferninism,” Sandra Schneiders
notes the ricliness of approaches that exist among feminist theologians. It rernains outside
the scope of this section to offer a more thorough examination of specific writers.52 I retum
to my experience and the signal example of the funeral liturgy of a sister. In light of that
experience and the foregoing examination, I concur witli Sandra Sclineiders regarding
feminist perspective on biblical interpretation. She cornes to the conclusion that any practice
of liberating interpretation done by scholars must be accompanied by “a pastoral practice
that avoids, first, the public proclamation—without counter commentary—of oppressive texts

51

Osiek discusses the work of Elisabeth Schtissler-Fiorenza, Rosemary Radford Ruether and Letty Russeil as
variations on this perspective. One of the key differences between the three is their understanding of revelation
and their application of methodology. For a more detailed comparison, see Anne E. Carr, “The New Vision of
Feminist Theology,” 13-2 1.
52
The rereading of lane Rax’s lecture, “Feminism and Postmodemism” followed by Charles Taylor, The
Malaise of Modernity (Concord, Ontario: House of Anansi Press Ltd., 1991), and then discoveting Walter
Brueggemann’s Texrs Under Negoriation: The Bible and Postmodern Imagination (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1993)
leaves open many mteresting and exciting questions. See also, several helpful articles from Semeia 51 (1990),
especially that of Gary A. Phillips “Exegesis as Critical Praxis: Reclaiming History and Text from a Postmodem
Perspective,” 7-49.
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and, second, the developrnent of inclusive-language liturgical texts.”53 Such a practice, of
necessity, clearly distinguishes between a text read as the history of an ancient community
and the same text proclaimed as good news to the community listening.
If the work of feminist biblical hermeneutics is to have meaning, it must corne from
and retum to enrich and enlighten our contemporary hurnan experience where we are and as
we are—aiways new, aiways beginning.

Sandra Schneïders, “The Bible and Feminism” in freeing Theotogy, 50.
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B.3.

Remember me?
Iamthe girl
With the dark skin
whose shoes are thin
I am the girl
with rotted teeth
I am the dark
rotten-toothed girl
with the wounded eye
and the melted ear.
I am the girl
holding their babies
cooking their meals
sweeping their yards
washing their clothes
Dark and rotting
and wounded, wounded.
I would give
to the humn race
onïy hope.
I am the woman
with the blessed dark skin
I am the woman
•with the teeth repaired
I am the woman
with the healing eye
the ear that hears
I am the woman: Dark
repaired, healed
Listening to you.
I would give
to the human race
only hope.
I am the woman
offering two flowers
whose roots are twin
Justice and Ho5pe
Let us begin.

54llisabeth Schflssler-Fîorenza, But She Said: feminist Practices ofBiblical Interpretation (Boston: Beacon
Press, 1992), 216-217. Here, quoting Alice Walker, Horses Make a Landscape Look More Beautiful, Fiorenza
suggests the poem as offeting a symbol of both patriarchat oppression and of the basileia, a sign of courage and
hope in reference to the bent woman of Luke 13:10-11.
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Elizabeth Schûssler-Fiorenza uses this poem with reference to a specific biblical text
in lier book, But She Said, and in this context it provides an illustration of one of the central
presuppositions of her work. That framework is the operating principie of liberationl
oppression that gives shape to our feminist reflection. In fact, it may flot be going too far to
say that the poem also intimates a second of her presuppositions: that women and men are
equal. Despite the fact that ouï history, our Christian heritage and ail the institutions of ouï
culture teil us otherwise, Elisabeth Schùssler-Fiorenza maintains (and reminds us), that the
gospel tradition witnesses to Jesus’ radical rejection of ail relationships of inequality based
upon dependence or domination. Through creative use of the historical-critical method and
feminist analysis she reclaims early Christian history as women’s history and makes it
possible to see that history as the heritage of both women and men. It is in the critical and
thorough reading of the Bible with its silences and its words, and in doing theology in a way
that takes account of more than the “historical winners” that we wiil discover the power that
is ouï heritage. As Alice Waiker’s poem suggests (and I believe Schuissler-Fiorenza would
agree), it will be in the listening w women themselves that we will leam. In listening to the
struggle for liberation and selfhood, in remembrance of their history and heritage, we will
realize the justice and hope promised by Jesus to women and men equaliy.
The work of this thesis fails within a feminist hermeneutical model which, when
applied to the question of New Testament ministries, seeks new ways to read the texts. I
attempt to read witWthrough a vision of liberation that “is informed by the biblical prototype
but is flot derived from it. It places bibiical texts under the authority of feminist experience
insofar as it maintains that revelation is ongoing and takes place ‘for the sake of ouï
salvation.”55 It is in this sense that I seek new language in reading and responding to the
biblicai text. New responses engender new questions. What new questions arise and what
such a new reading offers in terms of opening biblical and theologicai perspectives, suggests
an on-going movement between methods of interpretation. Concretely if the central message
of Jesus’ teaching on the reign of God is one of inclusion, liberation and justice, the current
ecciesial poiicy and practice as regards ministry evokes questioning and reevaluation.

Flisabeth Schiissier Fiorenza, Bread Not Stone: The Challenge o! Feminist Bibtical Interpretations (Boston:
Beacon Press, 1984), 14.
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My hypothesis is that through the use of feminist hermeneutics applied to texts on the
diverse ministries evident in the New Testament and on the place of women in these
ministries, a renewed reading and an interpretation responsive to contemporaiy questions and
needs is possible. Such a re-reading of biblical texts will offer both a critical evaluation of
previous interpretations and provide new perspectives or status. Perhaps more importantly, it
will also allow new questions to be formulated.
The methodology employed, shifts the interpretative paradigm from that of
androcentric “value neutral” scholarship, to a new interpretative paradigm that entails
scholarship that is, as Schiissler-Fiorenza calis it, engaged scholarship. The starting point is
“the advocacy stance for the oppressed,” over against that of an apologetic of scientific
objectivity and detachment in critical investigation. I consider the struggie of women today
as the hermeneutical key that provides a challenge to the dominant historical paradigm of
interpretation. I examine SchUssler-fiorenza’s books, then, to seek with her and others to
reconstruct rather than reinterpret history by simply adding women to the male story. One of

the primary concems is the theological reconstmction of early Christianity that is the
reconstructed history of women as well as men.
For consistency with the taxonomy given above, this section is divided into two parts.
They are indicated as B.3.1. and B.3.2. In B.3.1. the development of Elisabeth Schûssier
Fiorenza’s thought as expressed in three of her books: In Memory of Her (1983), Bread Not
Stone (1984) and But She Said (1992), is addressed. This is

first

presented by looking more

closely at the presuppositions mentioned above: the framework of liberationloppression, the
equaÏity of women and men, and the centrality of historical reconstruction informed by
feminist hermeneutics. This is followed by a brief discussion of the four principles she applys
throughout ber work. Finally, I discuss the focus of cadi of the three books in an effort to see
the development of lier thought and work. The next section, B.3.2. delineates concepts central
to Dr. SchUssler-Fiorenza’s work: historical reconstruction, women-cliurch, revelation,
inspiration, and rhetorical analysis which is her “strategy of interpretation.”

B.3.1. Presuppositions. As liberationist feminist, SchUssler-Fiorenza situates lier biblical
and theological method within the experience of women who are struggling for liberation,
and then seeks to use it in order to help in overcoming oppression. As she writes in In
Memory of Her: “The basic insight of ail liberation theologies, including feminist theology,
is the recognition that ail theology, willingly or flot, is by definition always engaged for or
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against the oppressed.”56

Dr. Schtissler-Fiorenza sees her feminist theology as a critical

liberation theology that seeks to explore and expose women’s experience of struggie under
the oppressive reality of systemic patriarchy. Working out of this presupposition, or the ever
present interplay, we might say, of liberationloppression, she combines

feminist

hermeneutics and historical-critical scholarship in order to identify, reconstruct and re
interpret those patriarchal structures and texts that have dehumanized and alienated women.57
Like liberationist perspectives discussed earlier, Schtissler-fiorenza’s feminist
liberation theology holds a similar basic premise. It is the belief that the central message of
the Bible is human liberation--that this is what the “reign of God” is about, and that this
announcement of salvation by Jesus is meant to be experienced in history, within time and
space by everyone.

The message and ministry of Jesus is addressed to, and creates, a

“discipleship of equals.” Socio-political or economic systems and social structures of life
based on false dualisms or double standards that inherently give rise to behavior and thought
marked by oppression rather than liberation must be rejected as distortions of the Biblical
message. Texts and traditions that present or condone models based on pattems of
dominance/subordinance or superior/inferior valuations are judged inadequate, but are not
reason enough to relinquish the Bible to those who would use it to reinforce patriarchy as
Christian.
Operative in this, is another of ber presuppositions: that women and men are equal.
The oppression of women as inferior and unequal is part of a larger pattem of dominance
submission that has political, economic, and social as well as theological implications. When
elaborating some of the concepts specific to her work, shows that the Jesus movement and
the early Christian missionary activity gives strong evidence of being egalitarian and
surprisingly free of the patriarchal elements which could be found in the culture of the time.
It is “particularly in those texts of the New Testament that transcend androcentric-patriarchal
structures” that she gives expression to “a new vision ofredeemed humanity.”58
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Elisabeth Schûssler-Fiorenza, in Memoty ofHer: A feminist Theotogical Reconstruction 0f Christian Origins
(New York: Crossroad, 1983), 6.
Elisabeth Schùssler-Fiorenza, Bread Not $tone: The Challenge of Feminist Biblicat Interpretation (Boston:
Beacon Press, 1984), 5. She discusses lier use of patriarchy’s classical expression as found in Aristotelian
philosophy, and as such is “a pyramidal system and hierarchical structure of society and church in which
women’s oppression is specified flot only in terms of race and class but also in terms of ‘marital’ status.”
Carolyn Osiek, “The Feminist and the Bible,” in Feminist Perspectives on Biblical Scholarship, ed. Collins,
103.
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One constant in feminist interpretation of the Bible and of feminist theology that
Schûssier-Fiorenza retums to again and again, is that Christian self-identity is not simpiy a
matter of religious beliefs but is also a communal-historical identity. That women’s voices
have been silenced and their experience made ail but invisible in and through the biblical
record—its transmission and interpretation—is a reality that must be addressed and analyzed
with the most refined critical tools. “Both Christian feminist theology and biblical
interpretation are in the process of rediscovering that the Christian gospel cannot be
prociaimed if the women disciples and what they have done are not remembered.”59 The task
of historical reconstruction, so central to Dr. Schûssler-Fiorenza’s work, as we shah see,
“must not only restore women to history, it must also restore the history of Christian
beginnings to women.”60
As expressed in her early book, In Memory ofHer, Schûssler-Fiorenza recognized the
need for the cultural-historical shift from an androcentric to a feminist paradigm of reality.
Such a construction needed to be made in order to arrive at a rigorous historical and scholarly
methodology that would put women at the center of “a continuous history and tradition that
can daim Jesus and the praxis of the earliest church as its biblical root model or prototype,
one that is open to feminist transformation.”6’ She was beginning to articulate and develop
her own hermeneuticai process in an effort to discem the real attitude towards women within
the Jesus movement and how early Christian praxis invoived both men and women in its
inclusive vision of the “reign of God” that Jesus proclaimed. When writing In Memory of
Her, she distinguished her Iiberationist method from various other theoretical models of
biblical interpretation: doctrinal. positivist-historical, and dialogical-hermeneutical.

She

describes the theoretical tensions between theoiogical and historical scholarship present in
each model and how such questions as revelation and Biblical authority are handled. Her
work, particularly as expressed in historical reconstruction that is taken up so vigorously in In
Memory of Her, challenges the interpretative models used by scholars whose understanding
of history is androcentric.62

In Memory of Her, p. xiv. It is as Rosemary Radford Ruether wiites in Sexism and God-Talk: Toward a
feminist Theology (Boston: Beacon Press, 1983) “...socioeconomic humanization is indeed the outward
manifestation ofredemption,” 216.
60
In Memory of Her, xx.
61
Ibid., 36.
62
Ibid., 4-7. Followed by serious consideration of other types of feminist theology, Fiorenza touches on the
work of Elizabeth Cady Stanton and others involved in her work. Dr. Fiorenza makes this important observation:
“While the feminist historical hermeneutics of Tise Woman ‘s Bible has established the androcentric character of
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Elisabeth Schtissler-Fiorenza contends that what is true of ail liberationist
methodologies and theologies is true of her approach as well. She describes her scholarship
as being, out of necessity, engaged rather than neutral (i.e.. disengaged?), and of a sort that
arises from a position of advocacy over against an apologetic of intellectual detachment and
objectivity.

It can be no other way—because, says she, the Bible itself is engaged. It

conditions powerfiul pastoral and ecclesial conclusions and wields tremendous influence in
even wider cultural and political situations.63
In Bread Not Stone, chapter two, $chUssler-fiorenza presents models of biblical
interpretation. They appear in slightly different form and context from her earlier writing, In
Memorv of Her. In chapter two (Bread Not Stone) Dr. Schilssler-Fiorenza speaks of the
relationship between the community of faith and biblical interpretation, identifying three
pattems that she calis “The Doctrinal Paradigm,” “The Historical Paradigm,” and “The
Pastoral-Theological Paradigm.”64

The latter of the three lias benefited from the

methodologies of form and redaction criticism and has demonstrated “how much the biblical
writings are theological responses to pastoral, practical situations.” Once we employ the
resuits of these critical tools in herrneneutical discussion, the notion of a value-free,
objectivist study of history, becomes obsolete. In this regard, in Bread Not Stone Dr.
Schûssler-Fiorenza goes further in her application (or at least in her articulation) of such an
engaged hermeneutics and of the new scholarly paradigm expressed in part by the “Pastoral
Theological” model she describes. Again, we see the author struggiing to hold in balance the
tension between the specific historical cliaracter of biblical texts in the interest of historical
critical scholarship, and the contemporary questions of Christian life and faith that concern
the Christian community.65 Schiissler-Fiorenza’s work in the 90s found her stiil committed to
some of the same goals and ideas but with great development. “I have sought in my own
work to contribute to the articulation of sucli a critical ethical-political paradigm for biblical
bibtical texts and interpretation, it has not brought into focus the history of women as participants in patriarchal
biblical history, society and religion flot set free the liberating impulses of the biblical tradition,” 27
63
In Memon, of Her, 29. “Regardless of how androcentric texts may erase women from historiography, they do
flot prove the actual absence of women from the center of patriarchal history and biblical revelation. ...feminists
cannot afford to disown androcentric biblical texts and patriarchal history as their own revelatory texts and
history.” Appreciative of the incisive work of Mary Daly, Schûssier Fiorenza nevertheless, is at odds with
DaIy’s conclusions when she writes in this same vein: “The text may be the message, but the message is flot
cotermÏnal with human reality and history.”
64
Bread Not Stone, 25ff.
65
In her 1999 book, Rhetoric and Ethic: The Potitics ofBibtical Studies (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1999), Dr.
SchUssler Fiorenza describes how over the last decade and one haif this mode! “evolved into a hermeneutic
cultural one, which is rivaled by a rhetorical-political ethos of interpretation.” 31.
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interpretation for liberation. Exploring wo!men’s positioning in the margins of biblical
scholarship and Christian theology, my work lias pioneered a critical feminist biblical
interpretation for liberation.” 66
In lier book, In Mernory of Her, she has entered into the work of historical
reconstruction in order to put in place the paradigm shift required for a feminist liberationist
hermeneutics.

Here, she flot only questions patriarchal texts and traditions, but also the

“traditioning” that took place as later writers re-worked and “androcized” (my word) texts
that were originally free of androcentric mistransiation or misinterpretation.67 Dealing with
the patriarchal context, that is so pervasively present and increasingly influential, demands
that we employ what Paul Ricoeur has called (Schûssler-Fiorenza often identified with) a
“hermeneutics of suspicion.”
Four Hermeneutical Principtes.

SchUssler-Fiorenza focuses on questions of

reconstructing early Christian history and the development of a feminist critical method in In
Mernoiy of Her. It is in Bread Not Stone where we find she develops in greater detail the

principles of interpretation she identifies as constitutive for a feminist critical analysis. Here,
and throughout this book, Bread Not Stone, she works to make the paradigm shift necessary
to put these principles of feminist interpretation into effect. It is a shift from understanding
and interpreting the New Testament as “archetypal myth” which suggests a binding,
unchanging pattem, to the New Testament as a “prototype” which suggests openness to the
possibility of change and transformation. Only when such a paradigm shift occurs, will new
readings be possible. Relative to this, she reflects in lier later work, But She Said, that even
when employing such feminist principles, we must remain vigilant in making certain that
such an approach does not reinforce the patriarchal system. That indeed, it does flot end in
being co-opted by the dominant patriarchal mind-set and method. With good reason she asks
“whether we ‘squander’ the word.”68
What are these four hermeneutical principles or “structural elements,” as she calis
them, and how do they work? As noted above, the hermeneutics of suspicion recognizes the
androcentrism and patriarchy of many biblical texts and asks whose interests are served. It
assumes that the text and its interpretations serve the interest of patriarchy and therefore must
5e thoroughly analyzed at the level of interpretative model, scholarly and popular
Ibid.,32.
67lnliemoryofHer,52.
68
But She Said, 4.
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presuppositions and understandings, and the biblical writers and traditioning processes
themselves, before the full truth—the feminist inheritance—can be restored. This is also the
element of hermeneutics that addresses the questions of biblical translation, inclusive
language, God-Ianguage, and one-sided reconstructions.
Secondly, a henneneutics of proclamation evaluates which texts are suitable for
liturgical use. As we shah

see when discussing Schtissher-Fiorenza’s understanding of

revelation, she holds strongly to the conviction that texts which in any way underscore
oppressive patriarchal patterns or sexist traditions, cannot be included among those we
identify as having the authority of divine revelation.69 It is the hermeneutics of proclamation
that must also be used to insure that feminist-neutral or feminist-positive texts flot be taught
or proclaimed in such a way as to reinforce the oppressive values that are at work in
contemporary patriarchal culture. Just as in her eariier work, In Memory of Her, she insists
that there are texts that express “a liberating vision of human freedom and wholeness.” These

are texts that place women as weli as men in a central position as agents and active
participants in history, and which must be proclaimed as such. Applying the first of these
two hermeneutical principles then, the hermeneutics of suspicion and the hermeneutics of
proclamation, works toward a critical translation of the Bible that is carefully evaluated for
its oppressive or hiberating potential in specific cultural settings.
The third principle is a henneneutics of remembrance I take it up in some detail as a
part of the discussion of Schûssler-Fiorenza’s focus on historical reconstruction. In the
present context, suffice k to say that through this process .of reconstruction, ail bibiical
traditions are recovered in the search for traces of women’s history as active and central
figures in early Christianity. As with the two principies mentioned above, historical-critical
analysis is employed, but it is used to move beyond the androcenti-ic text in order to reclaim

and remember women’s sufferings and hopes. The task of a hermeneutics cf remembrance is
to become “a dangerous memory”7° which allows and inspires the reclamation of our biblicai
heritage, one of suffering and oppression but aiso of liberation and religious agency.
Through use cf a henneneutics of creative actualization, SchUssler-Fiorenza
supplements the work of historical reconstruction. Women daim our biblical heritage by the
use cf historical imagination—the retehling of biblical stories from a feminist perspective.
69
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Through ritual and art women reformulate biblical visions from the viewpoint of the
discipleship of equals.

A part of her explanation of this hermeneutical principle resists

paraphrase, as one finds in it a rare moment of warmth—even passion as she writes:
We [women] rediscover in story and poetry, in drama and Iiturgy, in song and dance, our
biblical foresisters’ sufferings and victories

.

.

we reteli the story of the Passover or of the

Last Supper; we re-vision the liturgy of advent.

.

.

In ever new images and symbols we

seek to rename the God of the Bible and the significance of Jesus. We not only spin tales
about the voyages of Prisca, the missionary, or about Junia, the apostie, but also dance
Sarah’s circle and expenence prophetic enthusiasm. We sing litanies of praise to our
foresisters and moum the lost stones of our foremothers. Only by reclaiming our religious
imagination and our sacred powers of naming can women-church ‘dream new dreams and
see new visions.’ We do so in the full awareness that creative participation in the biblical
story must be won in and through a feminist cntical process of interpretation that repents
of the structural

5m

and intemalized values of patriarchal sexism.7’

Finally, in analyzing the three works writings of Elisabeth Schtissler-Fiorenza that I
have identified, I trace the trajectory of her thought. Is there movement in ber perspective and
development in her work?

Though much of the foregoing should help to answer these

questions, a further look at the expressed goal and general focus of each book helps with the
summation that follows.
Focus. As she herself said of the flrst part of In Memoiy of Her, ber focus is on the
question of how early Christian origins can be reconstructed so that Christian history and
heritage can be identified as women’s history and heritage. She concludes that women as
well as men are legitimated as agents and leaders in shaping that history.

As a feminist

historian and theologian, Schiissler-Fiorenza recognizes and employs historical-critical
methodology whule allowing a feminist critical herrneneutics to inform and reform the
androcentric interpretative paradigm habitually applied to the androcentric texts habitually
read. She provides a thorough and comprehensive look at the issues in methodology and
hermeneutics that are involved in restructuring early Christian theology and history.
In Chapter 2 of In Memory of J-1er, “Toward a Feminist Critical Method,” her
discussion of several methodological questions is the closest she cornes in the first section of
the book to actually applying or illustrating her theoretical construct. Here, one understands
concretely what she means by learning to read the silences in the texts. She examines how
71
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androcentric language when read as generic language changes translations, understandings,
interpretations, and conclusions. She points to how the feminist historian must work to take
text and context seriously, while aiways sorting the androcentric traditioning, which
conditions meaning.
Greater precision, even a shift in focus, is evident as we take up the next work: Bread
Not Stone. The fact that Schiissler-Fiorenza focuses on her notion of “women-church” as the
hermeneutical center of feminist biblical interpretation is not insignificant. In Bread Not
Stone she works to develop a full-fledged feminist hermeneutical model. She says her goal in
Bread Not Stone, is “to position a critical feminist biblical interpretadon for liberation within
the center of biblical studies

•“

She proposes elements of this model of interpretation

which arise from the experience and praxis of women-church. She addresses the questions
arising from historical-critical scholarship and its restrictive limits for the community of
faith. Though clearly, she is rooted in the academy and a tradition of soÏid historical
scholarship, she manifests an understanding and appreciation of the tension between complex
biblical interpretive work and the concems of the ordinary believer.

She delineates the

pastoral and moral theological concems which surface in the face of historical-critical
interpretation and proceeds to demonstrate that a feminist liberationist model takes as its
center women-church, and flot the patriarchal church. It cari use biblical and theological
intellectual tools rightly when it works to transform oppression and patriarchy into the
liberated discipleship of equals it once was and can become again.
Even a cursory perusal of ber book, But She Said suggests that the author is
expanding ber intellectual horizon, stretching her ideas and trying to discover new
applications or forms. The incorporation of poetry and ideas from other women’s writings,
as well as the employment of references to “reader-oriented” and other newer forms of
literary criticism, including diagrams and semiotic significations, makes clear that Professor
Schtissler-Fiorenza is expanding her method and doing further exploration. She writes in the
Introduction to this book:
By contextualizing feminist biblical interpretation within the variegated
space of feminist interpretative practices, this book seeks to situate a cntical feminist
interpretation for liberation dfferently. [Italics, bers.] By problematizing women’
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voice and agency, by making women the subjects of biblical readings

.

.

.1 seek to

articulate a critical feminist interpretation on feminist political terms.73
In the ten years that have ensued since the writing of In Memoiy of Her, she has evidently
become more consciously political. Her use of Margaret Atwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale as
an opening image is indicative of what she says later as regards discourse and its political
implications. In But She Said, Schûssler-Fiorenza builds on her previous work with critical
feminist interpretation, but also attempts to construct another hermeneutical center, that of
woman-church, from which a feminist discourse can engage. She says that in so doing she
tries to “destabilize the center and the margins of ‘malestream’ biblical smdies,” and thus a
different biblical reading will emerge. The section of the book with which we are concerned
proves her true to ber chapter titie, “Charting the Field of feminist Biblical Interpretation.”
Indeed, in lier typically thorough and precise manner she lays out a taxonomy of strategies of
interpretation. She includes her own approach arnong them, serving to further underscore her
point that these are flot meant to be in competition with one another or in any way placed in
rank-order of importance or value.
From this first chapter, SchUssler-fiorenza moves toward what she calis a rhetorical
paradigm, introducing a method of inquiry that goes beyond the exploration and
understanding of the meaning of the text. It remains somewhat vague to me in terms of how
this changes the feminist liberationist model she bas established. As I found myseif so often
noting as I read much of lier work, “but what does this look like? What does this mean
concretely? I want to see more of it.” Though technicaÏly it is outside the scope of this
chapter, one notes that later in the book, she calis for situating feminist historical
reconstruction “within a critical rhetorical paradigm of historiography74 in order to
reconstruct early Cliristian history differently. Perhaps the empliasis on rhetoric—be it
feminist biblical, political historical, or theological—is a shift in accent or emphasis which
will make a significant difference. The “historical re-imagination” of Mark 6:17-29 which
she includes at the end of chapter one, in But She Said, is engaging, yet it again demonstrates
a greater freedom in employinglapplying something of lier method ratlier than a change in the
model she had already established in Bread Not Stone.

But She Said, 7.
74Ibid., p. 80.
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The remarkable contribution of Elisabeth SchUssier-Fiorenza in hermeneutical and
methodological theory opens critical questions and challenges the very best scholarship.
Much of the work of applying her theory remains to be done. We proceed now to address
some specific concepts of Schùssler-Fiorenza’s work.
Historical Reconstruction. Biblical religion is historicai religion.

Christianity in

particular has a history and a heritage that has shaped centuries of thouglit and cultures. We
have noted earlier that Schûssler-Fiorenza bases the work of historical reconstruction on the
growing realization among Christian feminist theologians and biblicists that the Gospel
cannot be “good news,” and cannot be proclaimed as such, if the women leaders and
disciples around Jesus are not remembered. As long as women remain invisible, marginal,
and incidentai to the biblical texts, and subsequent translations, interpretations, and theology,
the pattems of domination and oppression will remain in place. Patriarchy wiil continue to
be biessed as orthodoxy and the “historicai winners” will neariy aiways be the men whose
names and actions are remembered and recorded in Christian history. Hence she calis for an
examination of this history and heritage, beginning with the texts and their contexts.
But how to “write women back into early Christian history?”

Historical and

theological critical analysis must be fiiliy employed to assure more than an apologetic
treatment of women in the Bible. Where there are traces indicating things “lost” in the text,
the bianks must be filied in. Clues and suggestions woven into texts are searched out to
discover realities about which the texts do not speak. Conflicts of interest or ideoiogy within
the early Christian community are brought to light through examination of the bibiical and
extra-bibiical literature of the period. Both feminist and historical perspectives are employed
in order to allow new questions to surface. A cuiturai-reÏigious critique that reveais
patriarchai history for what it is can begin to undermine the legitimization of corrupt religious
structures. while at the same time empowering women in their struggle against such
structures. In fact, a reconstruction of early Christian history is absoiutely essential to restore
women’ s heritage to that story, and to restore that story as the history of women and men.
Feminist theory poses challenges to androcentric models and methods, insisting that
ail texts are products of patriarchy and must be dealt with as such. Elisabeth Schussier
Fiorenza, in integrating such a perspective, places women at the center of the hermeneutics
empioyed in bibiicai reading and historicai reconstruction. The feminist paradigm stresses
the interaction between the situation and text, insisting that texts cannot be taken at face value
but must be read in such a way as to discover their iiberative as weil as their oppressive
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capacity. Feminist historical reconstruction, as has also been acknowledged. is cansciously
contextual and engaged. Since scholarly discussions have led to the conviction that there is
“no single way of conceptualizing early Christian origins,”75 renewed interest in the social
world of Christian beginnings is in evidence. In reviewing the various models that have been
applied to such sociological reconceptualizations, she points to the methodological problems
involved in each, and again calis for a method of evaluation or reconstitution which can
identify the graduai patriarchalization of segments of early Christianity. On the one hand,
liberationist historical reconstruction is advanced when the sociological-theological model
used, is flot one that is looking to establish history as “what actually bas happened.” On the
other hand, it can actually be liberating, when it takes account of social interaction and
religious transformation. It can actually be liberating, when it holds in balance a Christian
“vision” and an historical realization that remembers struggie for equality and struggie
against patriarchal domination.76
Such a cultural-religious critique reveals patriarchal history for what it is, and can
begin to undermine the legitimization of corrupt religious structures while at the same time
empowering women in their struggle against such structures.

The point of historical

reconstruction then, is flot to create history that is unreal or to make up words where there is
silence. It is not ta bring us to the “real facts” about Mary of Magdala. It is, in the words of
Schûssler-Fiorenza, “ta open up to historical memory what bas been suppressed in traditional
historiography in order ta examine the exclusions and choices (itaiics mine) that constitute
our historical knowledge of early Christian beginnings.”77
Women-Church.

As we shah see when discussing Schussler-Fiorenza’s understandings of

revelation and inspiration, the notion of “women-church” or ekktesia gynaikon is profoundly
related ta these other concepts in her understanding. Women-church is the movement of self
identffied women and women-identified men in biblical religion, past and present, which as
we shah see becames the locus of divine revelation and grace.78 Just as in the history she
seeks ta reconstruct, there is nothing intended here as exclusive or inversely sexist. She
speaks of women-church as a “politicai-oppositional term” ta the patriarchy she defines and
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defies as a heuristic category.79 Because it is understood as the dialogical community of
equals—based on the Greek notion of ekktesia, the gathering of ftee citizens—women-church
is the obvious of such a feminist biblical interpretation that seeks to render critical judgment
and embody genuine freedom. In so being, women-church becomes the fuÏlest expression of
the New Testament meaning of church: the public assembly of free women and men

empowered by the Holy Spirit to struggie for the liberation urged by the biblical vision of
justice, equality, and salvation.
The work of historical reconstruction involves both critique and retrieval, but it does
flot end there. A new praxis must arise from the incorporation of the reconstituted historical
material and the contemporary insights of the feminist investigation, and would seem to point
us to women-church as the locus of such dialogue and creative construction. As we shah see
again shortly, the norm for feminist theology and biblical interpretation cannot be limited to
particular biblical texts, since these are part of an androcentric perspective. It is the women
themselves who struggie for liberation and wholeness who become the criterion for judging
daims of authority or authentic revelation as to whether they are oppressive or liberating. It
is women-church who discover how to reclaim the Bible as the root-model for a discipleship
of equals—as bread flot stone.
Revetation.

The Dogmatic Constitution on Divine Revelation (Dei Verbum) deals in one of

its chapters with the controversial question of the sources of revelation. Whether there are
two sources (Scripture and Tradition) or one source (Scripture alone) remains unanswered by
the Council. They did, however, insist that it is flot from the Bible alone that the church
could be certain about everything that has been revealed.

Working with the writings of

Elisabeth SchUssler-Fiorenza shifts our interest in the understanding of revelation and its
sources radically. An obvious and immediate question surfaces in this regard: How can a
God of liberation, salvation, and life be revealed in texts and traditions which are
androcentric and oppressive of women?
0f the various models of biblical interpretation the author discusses in In Memory of
Fier, it is the doctrinal approach that understands the Bible flot as a historical moment or even

as an expression of divine revelation but as revelation itself. The Bible is God’s word. At
the opposite extreme in such an understanding, is a positivist historical exegesis that attacks
such an a-historical notion of authority and revelation. In its place, it identifies revelation
1

cf. Endnote #3 on Schussler-Fiorenza’s use and understanding of “patriarchy.”
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and divine authority with historical facticity. Both approaches remain deaf to the question
raised. Schûssler-Fiorenza, on the other hand, says that one thing divine revelation cannot
be, is identified with texts or traditions that perpetuate or legitimate patriarchal oppression
and human suffering arising from injustice. She goes further to say that any texts that do
have this effect, that “forget” or remain suent about women’s sufferings, must be
“demythologized as androcentric codifications of patriarchal power and ideology.” In this
same vein the question of the canon—which texts we shah identify as sacred—is linked to
life and liberation. She offers the idea that the canon cannot be derived from the Bible itself,
but can only be formulated in and through women’s struggie for hiberation.
Schiissler-Fiorenza retums consistently to the feminist vision of a liberationist
theology that, as in most of its forms, would insist “revelation and bibhical authority are
found in the lives of the poor and the oppressed whose cause God, as their advocate and
liberator, has adopted.”8° In these writings, the relationship between revelation and women
church is strong. li is flot only women’s oppression that is brought to light, but their power is
also highlighted as the locus of revelation itself. A critical feminist hermeneutics of liberation
suggests “the litmus test for invoking Scripture as the Word of God must be whether or not
biblical texts and traditions seek to end (emphasis, mine) relations of domination and
exploitation.”81 Finally, she challenges biblical scholarship to develop a new paradigm for
understanding biblical revelation. Such a paradigm would envision the New Testament as a
prototype rather than a monohithic archetype, and which therefore would allow for an on
going, deveÏopmental understanding of the life and ministry of Jesus that continues to be
revealed in the discipleship community that he cahled into being.
Inspiration. Following on the heels of her understanding of revelation, a word about Dr.
SchUssler-Fiorenza’s notion of inspiration is in order. Again, we begin with what inspiration
is not. If, as we saw above, one cannot accept the political or personal “ethos and ethics” of a
biblical text because of its inherently oppressive nature, neither can one accept its authority
as Holy Scripture, reveahing a God of life and justice. We cannot speak of the text as being
inspired nor can we “locate inspiration in the text,” as the author herseif says, “not even in its
‘surplus’ or polyvalence of meaning.” Rather, inspiration must be situated “in biblicah people
and their context.”82 The on going diahogical and prototypical understanding of biblical
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revelation mentioned earlier, cornes to mmd as SchUssier-Fiorenza emphasizes the process of
inspiration. Inspiration is not a static reality to be contained or fixed in written word or text.
It is what is found in those wlio are struggiing and poor, especially women: what moves them
to remember and to believe in the God of life and freedom.
In describing the new biblical hermeneutics and the kind of scholarship it cadis for,
Eiisabeth Schiissler-Fiorenza insists that whiie it continues to enhance rather than obstruct
historical-critical scholarship, it also centers on the people rather than the text.

“If the

process of inspiration is located in the history of God’s people, then it is historical in
character. But this histoiy is not closed, it is ongoing, and it looks to the future of liberation
and saivation for ail humanity.”83
Rhetoricat Anaivsis. The contours of Schùssier-Fiorenza’ s strategy of interpretation are in

focus. How she speaks of and understands rhetorical analysis, in surprising ways summarizes
some of the recurring themes in her work. She uses “rhetoric” in the sense of a strategy of
persuasion.

By the time of writing But She Said, she speaks directiy about the political

impact of discourse. In the introduction to this book, using Atwood’s novei as her vehicie,
Schtissler-Fiorenza is, I believe, speaking of her own recognition of the “subversive”
potential of reading and writing.

She writes there, “Scholarly discourse that remains

unconscious of its rhetorical fiinctions and which is abstracted from its political contexts is in
danger of ‘squandering’ the word.”

The work that one does in reconsnhicting history,

deciding upon text and translation, and determining the meaning of such, depends aiso on the
rhetorical goal one has in mmd. Her increasing awareness of this is evident in subsequent
work.

It is in this sense, that I would identify her as becoming increasingly “political.”

Throughout ail of her work she lias been pointing the reader to recognize that history is neyer
“just” history, the “history of’ someone or something. h is written and read “for” someone
or some purpose.
The critical feminist rhetorical model she suggests is based on such an awareness of
history and its potential for shaping meaning. It presents interpretation as both “a complex
process of reading and reconstruction and as a cultural-theological practice of resistance and
transformation.”84 Her strategy of interpretation for liberation seeks to practice a method of
rhetorical inquiry that goes further than ttying to explore and understand the meaning of

83Ibid., 147.
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texts. Its work is to question texts and their symbol-content, if you will, in order to determine
the effects such discourses produce and how these effects are produced.
Schtissler-Fiorenza’s model also espouses “a rhetorical reading strategy.” Such a
strategy deals with language and translation being strictly observed and not compromised or
co-opted.85 Among other things, employment of such a strategy demonstrates the sense in
which she is using the term “rhetoric.”

This is flot mere word play, not is it faddish

manipulation of texts and terms. The rhetorical analysis she is suggesting is for the purpose
of helping determine whether and how the biblical text itself promotes biased perspectives
and plants seeds for lasting stereotypical images.
A model such as the one that Elisabeth Schiissler-Fiorenza has presented holds the
important potential for opening the Bible in such a way that perspectives and persons once
relegated to the margins can participate from the center. As she herseif says, this model does
flot perceive the Bible simply as “a historical source of evidence documenting women’s
reality, but it sees the Bible as a perspectival rhetorical discourse” which constructs meaning
in particular historical-political moments. It is to be able to see, to name, and to reconstitute
our Christian heritage and history for the present as well as for the past.
To know me may flot have been to love me, BUT
To know me only from this biblical text is NOT to know me.
My hope now lies in YOU, My SistersHave courage to question
to be suspicious of biblical texts about womea lilce me found on pages dubbed
GOOD NEWS and proclaimed as WORD 0F GOD.
Be tenacious in your struggle to know the truth
to name the oppression where you find it

and to set ftee and proclaim a
LERATING
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Feminist Critique of Scholarly Works Dealing with NT Data Regarding
Church and Ministry
INTRODUCTORY REMARKS
to
Chapters Two, Three and Four
The interest of this thesis is, in part, ministry

as

it appears in the New Testament

data, and therefore as understood within the context of a communÏty of faith, a churcli.
Equally important to the project is the examination of how this data lias been interpreted
and what theology of ministry developed out of it. What were the implications for the
members of the first Christian communities? What are the implications for contemporary
communities of faith, most particularly women? This section of the project considers the
work of noted scholars that treat this topic or at least aspects of it. “To consider” in this
sense, means to read such scholarship critically, through a particular lens: that of a
feminïst

optic.

How I re-read the texts and study the scliolarship on this topic is through

such an optic. I critique as a believing Christian feminist woman reading to find the
liberation for ail promised in the Gospel.
My objective in this task is threefold:
1) To read each author noting hisfher goal, method and choice of biblicai texts in order
to determine which texts lie has selected and how he interprets them. What
conclusions does the author draw and how does he use the bibiicai texts. In each
study, I also read to see what has flot been said in a given author’s work. This
includes asking which texts he/she does flot seÏect and why these might be relevant to
lis study.
2)

To determine what a feminist analysis can add to the understanding of church and of
ministry tbrough a feminist reading and examination of each work under
consideration. This may mean pointing out texts other than those the author has
selected; it may mean asking questions in order to further the dialogue; it
adding my point of view and experience as a Chnstian feminist woman.

3)

means

To answer what previous conclusions for a theology of ministry must be challenged,
reshaped, or expanded when adding the feminist optic.
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The majority of scholarship on ministry up until recently has been done by men and
for men even if, at times unintentionally or inadvertently. A feminist analysis, by
contrast, hopes to bring new or alternative perspectives and fresh questions to studies we
may have once considered “ail sewn up”/already covered. White male perspectives and
presuppositions have dominated biblical scholarship until recently. This has resulted in
androcentnc and patnarchal interpretations and the theology that follows. With Mary
Rose D’Angelo of the University of Notre Dame, I consider the canonical texts such as
those examined in Raymond Brown’s work to be the “officiai common memories of the
Clinstian communities.”87 lime and experience change our memories and sometimes
reveal new aspects or dimensions of such memories. Feminist analysis, D’Angelo notes,
shifts the importance of some texts when it examines them in light of women’s
experience, of ancient sources that have been rediscovered and reevaluated, and with the
use of interdisciplinary tools such as new forms of Iiterary cnticism, and socio-cultural
studies. Thus we read the studies done on NT texts with the hope of adding to rather than
diminishing the memory common to our past and allowing it to help us articulate our
contemporary experience. In so doing, the goal is to discover and add the common
memory of women where it has been forgotten or erased altogether. A feminist critique
of NT data and the traditional exegesis that lias “opened the meaning of the texts,” is not
only intended to restore women in the earÏiest Christian communities and church history.
It evaluates with a hermeneutics of suspicion how we have translated texts, whether we
teach or preach “man-made” history paralleled with patriarchal biblical interpretations,
and androcentric theology. It challenges the underlying presuppositions of what is
considered “objective,” “normative,” and “universal.” A feminist perspective asks
whether such work adequately reflects God’s salvific action among God’s people both
past and present. One contribution that its analysis offers theology and biblical study is to
87
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bnng women from the margins to the center of the Christian story.88 EquaÏly important, it
strives to create a variety of models and paradigms for studying and teaching scnpture
from non-triumphalist, inclusive, non-racist perspectives. “Feminist writing of history,”
according to Luise Schottroff, “has to break through the silence of androcentnc sources
and their androcentric interpretation. Caria Ricci cails this process ‘the exegesis of
silence.”89 This demands a careful reading, sometimes it means reading against the texts,
as ït were. It means findïng in the scenes and hearing in the voices what and who ïs there.
Who and what is being portrayed, who is speaking and for whom. Further, we apply such
a reading to both the texts and their interpretations. Having done this, one then can ask
the important question: who is absent from this picture and whose voices are flot heard?
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Recently in a presentation and discussion led by Dr. Douglas Hall (professor of Theology, McGilJ
University, Montreal) he lamented the loss of Christianity’s sense cf MOVEMENT and noted that this is
reflected in the theology cf this century. He remarked that it is those “who are on the edge” cf faith, of the
instirntional churches, and the world, who are the important ones fer promoting a lively, dynamic dialogue
with those “at the centre”. This is the dynamic that may help retum us to a sense of our being “followers of
the Way” and Christïanity as movement. In his book, Why Christian? (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1998)
p.130ff, he speaks of life as change and that the only really permanent is God’s love. “So movement is flot
only a matter cf the church’s structure, it is bound up with its very message and mission,” p.l30. Women,
people of color, the poor, and other marginalized groups have been on “the outside looking in” for decades,
even centuries. Their questions, challenges and critical observations about the “status quo” are key for a
renewal of scholarship that is in reat touch with the real world.
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Luise Schottroif, “Toward a feminist Reconstruction cf the History cf Early Christianity” in feminist
Interpretation The Bible in Women ‘s Perspective. Eds. Luise Schottroff Silvia Schroer, Marie-Theres
Wacker (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1998): 181.

Chapter Two
FEMINIST CRITIQUE IN CONVERSATION WITH
RAYMOND BROWN

The Churches the Aposties Left Behind, (New York: Paulist 1984).

A. AUTHOR’S GOAL IN THE CHURCHES THE APOSTLES LEFT BEHIND
The first selection from the scholarship dealing with New Testament data
regarding church and ministry is Raymond Brown’s The Churches the Aposttes Left
Behind. Although now dated in one sense (published in 1984), it stands as a solid,
endunng study—so typical of Brown, perhaps one of the greatest NT scholars in North
Amenca. This panicular work is pertinent to our topic because in it the author examines

“a number of different church situations reflected in the sub-apostolic works ofthe NT
concentrating on the most important etement that enabted each chu rch to suniive afler
the apostolic hero or guide had departed the scene.”90 Brown explains in the Preface to
his book that it has grown out of a series of lectures that were intended te meet pastoral
needs of the audiences present without neglecting solid biblical and theological
scholarship. The primary audience of this material was a listening rather than a reading
audience. Reflective cf this audience, lis examples most frequently draw from or point to
the ecumenical implications cf his study cf the texts. This bock is the resuit of the Sprunt
Lectures, given at a Presbyterian seminary. He views the book as a companion to two of
his earlier works, The Commun ity of the Betoved Disciple, and another book which he
wrote with John Meier, Antioch and Rame. Ws pastoral goal in this book, Brown states,
is the same as the companion books just mentioned. He wants to speak to the churdhes
today by way of corrective, challenge, and encouragement. In The Chu rches the ApostÏes
Lefi Behind, Brown does this through the investigation of Christian communities from the
viewpoint of their diverse understanding of what was important for survival and growth
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after the death of the aposties. The immediate goal, then, of Brown’s work, clearly is to
answer this question of the survival of the churches.

B. AUTHOR’S PRESUPPOSITIONS AND METHOD
B.1. One of Brown’s presuppositions as regards the dating of the texts is in
agreement with rnost scholars today. We can no longer assume that the NT was written
wïthin “the apostolic lifetime”. Brown is in accord with the majority of scholarship in
saying “rnost of the NT was wntten after the death of the last known apostie.” He briefly
touches on the question of whom he means by “apostle,” though I find bis explanation
incomplete. This is a point that cornes into our discussion further on in the work.
However, it does indicate that Brown supposes he can find an adequate response to bis
questions without treating the texts of Paul. He notes that the nurnber of texts available
would be considerably larger if one included second-century material and the gnostic
writings. But Brown limits bis study to just seven of these wïtnesses, which is to say
seven from among those post-Pauline works written between 67-100 C.E. In the general
overview of this work, a further assumption or presupposition is evident. It is bis belief
and hope that Catholic scholars in dialogue with Protestant scholars might experience a
certain “meeting of rninds” as to what NT strengths and weaknesses can mean for
Chnstians today. He also believes the task of exegesis to be “flot only to determine what
the NT situation was, but also to ask what it means.”91 The implications of this statement
will surface as we continue our study.

B.2. His method in answering this question as suggested above, is flot to deal with
different models of the church presented in the NT, but rather to stand seven witnesses
side by side, finding the emphasis or thrust of each church in living Christian community
life. He works under the methodological problem of the partiality of the texts. That is to
say, our texts are limited insofar as letters, for example, provide only one side of the
conversation. Some texts are simply incomplete or consist of several bits of different
texts stitched together. There are variations in the ancient sources. He acknowledges that
caution must be given to how completely the writing portrays a comrnunity’s views.
Whether the writing is the expression of a single individual’s thought or if it truly
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conveys a community’s convictions, is another question that remains in sliadow.92 After a
general survey of the communities detectable in the NT, the author examines seven very
different churches, demonstrates clearly the great diversity in emphasis within each one,
and concludes each study with a section entitled “Strengths and Weaknesses.” In
discussing the strengtlis and weaknesses, as lie perceives them, he makes sornewhat more
contemporary applications.
The first chapter of lis book gives this overview of the different churches
discernable in the NT. He finds a rernarkable diversity in thought and identifies at the
outset three variant forrns of post-Pauline thought.93 The first to be discussed is that
found in The Pastorals [I and II Tirnothy and Titus], second, Colossians/Ephesians, and
finally, Luke/Acts follow this. A post-Petrine witness is examined in I Peter. Next lie
finds two different strains of post-Johannïne thouglit (the epistolary writer’s audience and
the secessionist adversaries). Here lie includes chapters on The Gospel of John and The
Episties. Finally lie concludes with a “a witness of a more conservative Christianity
respectful of the Law.” This chapter examines the Gospel of Matthew. He maintains that
ail these texts corne from the last third of the first century.
Brown’s workshop is filled with historicai critical tools. The importance of
historical criticism is evident throughout bis study as he focuses on questions of
authorship, date, and authenticity. Who the author is, wliat lie is literally trying to say,
and when, are important elements in historical criticism. It is a consistent part of Brown’s
examination of the literature lie bas selected. The exarnination of the Petrine heritage
gives hints of form and redaction criticism. Source and redaction criticism are evident,
especially in lis chapters on the Johannine literature. Brown names “Author Criticism” as
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Taldng this cautionary word as regards texts a step fiarther in the direction of a feminist optic, we want to
underscore another “partiality” from which we work. Not only are the texts themselves partial, but their
study and interpretation have also been limited in many respects. Until recently, women have been denied
or have been marginalized as regards involvement in scholarly exegetïcal work. We have worked with (and
under) an historical vision presented in male terms and from primarily male models of scholarship and
perceptions of “what really happened when.” Only recently have we been free and trained to question a
historiography of early Christianïty in which “male” is normative. Luise Schottroif, in the same article from
Feminist Interpretation, p. 180, quotes from an article of Gisela Bock who writes of traditional
historiography. “Women are flot merely forgotten; the feminine is understood as a special instance of the
male species of ‘mankind,’ whereas the history of men is defined as normative history.”(Bock, 1987).
See C. K. Barrett. “Acts;” and also his “Pauline Controversies.” Brown follows Banett’s discernment of
these ‘three strains’ ofpost-Pauline thought discernable in the texts.
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a branch of Redaction Criticism in his book, An Introduction to the New Testament.94
This is the “tool” lie is using as lie examines liow the writers creatively sliaped the
matenal they ïnherited. Because he is dealing wïth deutro-Pauline letters in several cases,
it is a tool frequently used.

C. FEMINIST PRESUPPOSITIONS AND QUESTIONS
My goal is to examine certain of Brown’s presuppositions and the manner in
whicli these may shape his findings. I do so from a Christian feminist stance, relying on
tlie feminist biblical hermeneutic discussed at length elsewhere in this paper. I have tned
to read cadi “witness” and Brown’s analysis of it, in the context of the whole work,
keeping the autlior’s intention in mmd. Feminist criticism (which Brown identifies under
tlie “umbrella titie” of Advocacy Cnticism) is not unfamiliar with or opposed to historical
critical analysis. What is unique to feminist criticism is that analysis begins from the
question of women’s experience and women’s struggie against patriarchal oppression.
The starting place in tus perspective is to read and question the scriptures based on the
presupposition that women are an oppressed group. Applying this perspective to Brown’s
analysis will surface additional questions and additional examples. In my reading and
response, I examine which texts Brown selects and ask which texts are omitted. I want to
know how tic exegete arrives at his conclusions and the applications he makes from
them. I also want to know who gets to say what “it means.” Ecclesial structures or even
doctrinal content should arise out of the reading ratier than using the scnptures as a

support or defense of structures or doctrine already in place. Feminist criticism calis for a
reexamination of the patriarchal reading of history and the androcentric structures that
give shape to these texts. Tus analysis of Brown’s book poses questions from a feminist
point of view in regard to language and approacli. Adding a feminist voice to the
conversation means looking carefully (with “suspicion”)95 at what the author chooses as
texts and seeing how he and tradition itself has interpreted such texts. Perhaps there are
texts that have been omitted. Perhaps there are new interpretations available to

fui out the

“ministerial picture.” Are there further insights, challenges, and considerations that
Brown, Raymond An Introduction to the New Testanient (New York: Doubleday, 1997): 23.
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feminist reading can raise today, more than ten years after Brown’s writing? How does a
different method of reading this lïterature help us do that? In light of intense and
extensive feminist work done in the last decade, how might the selection, interpretation,
and application of these NT texts have to be expanded or revised to answer or add to
Brown’s question? What aie the implications and ramifications of Brown’s answers to
the question of community survival for understanding ministry in particular? 0f course, I
read from a different point of view than that of Raymond Brown. I bring to my reading a
strong consciousness of feminist issues and cntical methods of reading that Brown did
not employ. I do flot consider it a David and Goliath scenario that we are creating here.
Two individuals, a man and a woman, from different generations, backgrounds, and
experiences approach these texts differently. Someone of the stature and sidil of
Raymond Brown commands my utter respect. Wise scholar that he was, I trust lie would
want bis work to prompt discussion, challenge, and critique.

D. BROWN’S PROCEDURE and FEMINIST RESPONSE
Brown selects seven different NT witnesses seeking to answer one specific
question: What were Christians in the Sub-Apostolic Period96 being told that would
enable their respective churches to survive the problem of the passing of the authoritative
apostolic generation? What messages, wliat teachings were they being given that would
enable them to go forward in faith and to grow? My procedure simply will be to follow
along the order of Brown’s study—interjecting questions, alternative responses,
interpretations, or emphases. In addition to this, I have tried to apply examples from bis
exegetical conclusions that reach beyond lis ecumenical applications. These examples
will identify other current experiences of durci and church structures—again, with an
empliasis on women and other marginalized groups in the institutional churcli. This in no

This concept was first empioyed by Paul Ricoeur and later became well known through the work of
Elisabeth Schtissler-Fiorenza.
Brown identifies three periods shaping the first century, cautioning that thïs is a “convenient
generalization” which shouid flot be held ton rigidly. He speaks of: the “Apostolic Age” (30-60/33-66?),
the “Sub-Apostolic Age” (60-90/67-100 when rnost of the NT is written except Paul’s writings which corne
from the earlier period), the “Post-Apostolic Period” (100- Ignatius of Antioch, I Clement). This “third
generation was moving away from claiming the direct mantie of the aposties.” Therefore, we can say that
Brown is taking ail of his texts from the Sub-Apostolic Age. 6.
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way is to suggest a lesser importance given to ecumenical concems. Following Brown’s
lead, let us begin.

D.1. THE PAULINE HERITAGE IN TUE PASTORAL EPISTLES
In the Pastorals, the first witness of Brown’s examination, lie identifies the
ernphasis on church structure required for the continuance of the church after the death of
the apostles (meaning, in fact, Paul). The texts (1 and 2 Timothy and Titus) underscore
the importance of church order modeled after the household. Institutionalization is put in
place through the setting up of an authoritative administrative structure. In light of this,
Brown points out a significant shift of roles in the persona of Peter and Paul. Paul, the
ever-zealous missionary preacher, becomes in 1 and 2 Timothy and Titus the spent
apostle now portrayed as a pastor concemed with the on-going life of the churches. “As
for me, I am already being poured out as a libation, and the lime of my departure lias
corne. I have fought the good fight, I have finished the race, I have kept the faith” (II Tim
4:6-7). Hence, we have the term “Pastorals” for these Deutero-Pauline writings. Peter too,
once the “fisher of men” becomes the “shepherd of the flock,” as we shail see in the
Petnne pastoral epistie and Johnannine writings. The establishment of a structure in the
Pastorals is most directly expressed by the appointment of local presbyter-bishops. In
some cases, these roles are already in place. They are to be the officiai teachers and are
responsible primarily for passing on “sound doctrine and to refute those who contradict
it” (Titus 1:9b). It remains unclear as to whether every church had them, yet Titus is
advised to appoint leaders if they are not yet identified (Titus 1:5).

A further

complication arises from the fact that the terms presbyteros and episkopos are used
inconsistently and have more than one meaning. Texts that Brown doesn’t mention that
might broaden the picture include the two places where the narne of Onesiphoms is
rnentioned (2 Tim 1:16; 2:19). Along with Prisca and Aquila (2 Tim 4:19) have “rendered
service” to an extent that Paul does not want it to go unnoticed. As we shah see in other
places, the role of the householder often hints at including teaching andlor leadership.

‘s

The Didache, a manual of Church Order (ca. 100?), encourages the mem bers ofthe cornmunity of faith to
elect leaders (italics, mine). “Appoint for yourselves therefore bishops and deacons worthy of the Lord,
men who are meek and flot loyers of money, and true and approved; for unto you they also perform the
service of the prophets and teachers.” [15:1-2]
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From a feminist viewpoint, these letters are very frustrating and offensive. They
reveal in tone and language (gynaikaria “morally silÏy women” 2 Tim 3:6b, and graodeis
mytiwus “old wives tales” 1 Tim 4:7, for example), a definite negativity towards
women’s roles in early Christian communities. These texts are laced with prejudicial
attitudes toward women and slaves in particular. 1 Timothy, for example, speaks of the
manner in which men should pray and of how women should dress (1 Tim 2:8-9). Whule
it is clearly not a part of Brown’s agenda to single out questions specific to women or to
feminist concems, these indeed “lace” my reading of botli biblical texts and Brown’s
analysis of them. For example, if we extend the reading to look at 1 Tim 3:11, which
Brown has flot included, we wonder if this may refer to women deacons or the wives of
deacons? The text prompts this relevant question. Brown notes that such an exclusive
stress on the structure of leadership can become over time a consistent way of life. He
marks this as a danger and a weakness. As a result, lie says, new developments and new
ideas are more often suppressed rather than encouraged. Relative to this point, he uses
Vatican II as a contemporary Roman Catholic example of the expressed wisdom of the
cliurch in relaxing some of the “negative doctrinal controls” that have grown up over the
centuries. A question in response to this observation might be who bas benefited from
these “relaxed controls”? Women, the divorced, the poor, gay and lesbian persons are
among those whom a feminist analysis views as the invisible or marginalized of church
and society. In practice, are they more visible and more welcome today to join in open,
constructive ecclesial dialogue and development? How has their experience of faith
changed the Post-Vatican II church? Unfortunately, we know them best as voices in
protest, expressions of pain, and what some would label “unhappy dissidents”—silly and
unrealistic—not satisfied with what “rights” and freedoms have been extended to them.98
Brown acknowledges another weakness in the texts in that the empliasis on
“sound doctrine” and the idea of entmsted truth (1 Tim 1:3-4; 2 Tim 1:14) can lead to a
fear of new ideas. Those having “itching ears”, he says, may in fact be inquisitive minUs
with new questions and new paradigms to suggest. This is a very good point. A
98

The presider at a Sunday Eucharist recently quoted notes from the SYNODE DIOCESAIN DE
MONTREAL (May 1999). He read from Point Three: “Que faire pour lutter contre... .Ia discrimination faite
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contemporary application might be sighted in the officiai siiencing of the voices of such
as Edward Schillebeeckx, Charles Curran, Leonardo Boif, Hans Kiing, Ivone Gebara, and
Tissa Balasuriya. While this is unfortunate, the author says, after ail, theology can’t be
“created anew in each generation.” Feminist criticism challenges this idea. It asks: if
inquisitive minUs are formed and informed by Scnptures and Tradition, and invited to
express themselves, why can’t it be created anew? In fact, we know that experience forms
and informs us constantly. This suggests—even demands—it seems to me, that theology
and our reading of Scripture must be created anew through and in the experience of each
generation present to the Spirit of God. Another weakness Brown identifies is that there
is no hint of encouragement to the faithful in the Pastorals to be contributive and
constructive in the upbuilding of the church. Brown lists this among the weaknesses in
the Pastorals’ response. Feminist analysis reads this differently. It is more than a
“weakness.” It is a sin against the Holy Spirit. Feminist analysis urges significant, visible
changes that must anse from the contemporary church’s experience.
Brown’s perspective does not take note of the fact that a great deal of the content
of the Pastorals deals with regulations, exhortations, and rules for personal life or
cominunity life which in large part vary according to one’s sex. Reading the lists of
qualities as a whole, it is strildng to see a remarkable contrast in what is demanded of
men and women. The qualities insisted upon for the bishops and eiders (who are
presentedlnamed as being only male) and for the “old men” and for the “young men” are
not the same as those cited for women. Is there more than one Christian identity?
Elsewhere we read “There is one body and one Spirit.. .there is one Lord, one faith, one
baptism” (Eph 4:5). Yet this text from Timothy suggests that there are different norms for

men and for women regarding how to identify in and with Jesus Christ. Brown writes that
these requirements for public figures (Titus 1:5-9, for example) assure “religious
respectability” for the “common good.”99 They include such points as being good money
managers, flot greedy, but generous and devout. They shouldn’t be addicted to wine and
shouid marry only once (1 Tim 3:1-7; 5:17-23; Titus 1:5b-9). As mentioned above, in 1
wonders if the English translation found a more inclusive way of describing these “open” and “fratemal”
communities.

C
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Tim 2:8-15 the contrast is especiaily striking. The pericope begins with the
encouragement to and the manner in which men should pray. In the very next breath,
within the same phrase in fact, women are instructed as to how they should dress and
wear their hair. They are reminded more than once of the importance of their silence and
submissiveness, particuiarly to their husbands (flot how many times they marry but how
they shouid behave in that marnage and family). The manner in which there is mention of
women teaching is specific, in the case of the Pastorais. The older women should teach
the younger women to love their husbands. They wilI, after ail, “be saved through
chuldbearing

.

.

.“

(1 Tim 2:8-15). Brown does make reference to these lists and

demonstrates some of the inherent weaknesses in them. It appears however that he does
flot see any noteworthy weakness in the Pastoral’s misogynist treatment of women and
the unjust demands made of slaves.
The texts that follow, along with some of those in 1 Cor 11 and 14 (iTim 2:8-15;
Titus 2:4-5, 9-10; 1 Tim 5:3-16), are texts that a feminist analysis will not omit or gioss
over. These and other texts wili be examined at another point in the project. Like so many
established exegetes, Brown suffers from gender blindness, which exhibits itself when
these texts are studied. He has not mentioned, for example, 1 Timothy’s treatment of
widows. Most of chapter five in the letter is concemed with distinguishing the “real”
widows and what their “ministry” entails. This is pertinent to the analysis of church
structure, since “widows” appear as a distinct group that the author of the letter is dealing
with. The actual role of widows is also somewhat vague. In 1 Tim 5:9-10, there is a
question of their having a particular responsibility for visitation, prayer, intercession, and
other good works in the community. It seems this is included in the titie “widow.” The
biblical author distinguishes “real widows” from those who are not to be counted. This
suggests that the text is not about establishing a role or order that did not exist. He is
placing limits on the group of whom he seems not to approve. Why? In fact, evidence of
a group of widows in the early church is very strong. The author of 1 Timothy is
concemed with limiting their activities. if we look at 5:3-16 we find that the requirements
tend to put boundaries around their activities. Who is a real widow? A woman without
The complaint that an ail male cetibate hierarchy may flot be the “best” group to determine rules on such
topics as birth control for the “common good” is one example of the flaw in thinking that an exclusive,
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without chiidren, grandchildren, or any other means of support? A widow without
children would be rare in this society. Only older women can be among the “real”
widows, “flot less than sixty years old and has been married only once, she must be well
attested for her good works, as one who has brought up chuidren
Isn’t there an
inconsistency here? A “real” widow is without chuidren. Whatever the case in ail of this,
.

.

.“

Brown makes no mention whatsoever ofthe widows or their role in the “structure” ofthe
churches as portrayed in the Pastorals. 1 Timothy seemed quite concerned about them.
Almost every reference to women or slaves makes reference to how or whether
they should speak. “Let a woman learn in silence. I permit no woman to teach. she
.

.

.

is to be suent” (Ï Tim 2:11)100 “Some people have deviated
and turned to
meaningless talk, desiring to be teachers, without understanding either what ffiey are
saying or the ffiings about which they make assertions” (1 Tim 1 :6a). Brown and others
.

.

.

identify these deviants as gnostic teachers, but a text such as 2 Tim: 3:1-9 which speaks
of “weak or silly women” makes one less certain that the text cited above may not in fact
refer quite particularly to women. In response to this reference, Brown says that some
may be offended by what “appears to them as sexist,”°’ and that “preachers should take
the trouble to interpret the passage critically.” Once again, according to officiai church
teaching, this means that a man shouid explain to women what this tone suggests and
how the words are to be interpreted, Theology and biblical exegesis done from an
androcentric model of analysis reads it this way. Feminist interpretation is concerned
with how women read and interpret tone and verbiage. Women should be the first to say
what these texts have meant in their experience.

To say it appears sexist does flot

confront it directly. It is sexist. Women are ail but silenced in the Pastorals. This has
played itself out in church history again and again. In lieu of cutting out offensive Bible
passages in public reading, Brown suggests, “an intelligent audience.. ask thernseïves
[italics, mine] constructive questions that will lead them to recognize the human
.

conditioning in the biblical account.”°2 This is reminiscent ofthe “what is the sound of
one hand clapping?” koan. What Brown does not address is what intelligent hearers do
closed group can know’ infallibly what is in fact, for tue commou good.
100
Paul’s ambivalence toward wornen can be demonstrated in examining ffie authentic letters. The core
idea in the text from I Timothy 2:8-15 is alrnost identical to that found in I Corinthians 14:34-36.
W1
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lead them to recognize the human conditioning in the biblical account.”102

This .is

reminiscent of the “what is the sound of one hand clapping?” koan. What Brown does flot
address is what intelligent hearers do with the questions they ask themselves. Should they
flot be encouraged to ask those who have the power to open the interpretations and
change the sexist, exclusive (and at times misogynist) ministerial applications that have
resulted from androcentric reading and the resulting patriarchal structures? Ibis response
is similar, I find, to the way he treats “the unpleasant fact that women personify the
dangerousy weak and naïve.” Fie says he would “like to go beyond” it in order to
concentrate on the problem of the class of those who are taught. Ibis, it seems to me is

begging the question. If women’s experience is taken seriously and the text is read as a
unity, this is a question that must be addressed. It is crucial, in fact, because it underlines
the basic question of the interpretation of the Bible. If only for the sheer fact of the
amount of space given in these letters, to setting the norms of women’s behaviour, they
cannot be overlooked.’°3 Looking to other great religious traditions we find, curiously
enough, the same kind of efforts to codify women’s lives. The Koran, The Hebrew
Scriptures, and other sacred normative writings are laced with instructions as to how
women are to behave and live. The mobility between teachers and those taught, Brown
concedes, has flot been encouraged in the Pastorals.
Brown says he will pick up the Pastorals’ treatment of women in Chapter Seven.
There, in dealing with the Johannine writings, he emphasizes Johannine egalitarianism.
He then illustrates the “no second-class Christians” in the Johannïne vision. He does so in
terms of

“no second-class status, no second-class geography and no second-class

chronology.” At this point, he does flot even mention gender after the kind of head nod he
gives it in chapter two, saying, “we’ll deal wïth this later.” It is curious, to say the least,
that Brown Jeaves this so general. We know by implication whom he means. One
wonders if Brown would see explicitly in the Johannine vision “no second-class sex.”
Without disrespect to the author, these letters are openly hostile to women and slaves, yet
Ibid., 44.
Linda Mahoney, notes that “twenty-eight verses out of the total of 242 are devoted exclusively to
women; if we were to include references to groups of unspecified membership that certainly include
women [those in the group that is taught—mine] they would encompass more than haif the total.” Linda
Mahoney, “The Pastoral Episties,” in Searching the Scriptures A Feminist Commenta,y, ed. Elisabeth
Schûssler-Fiorenza (New York: Crossroad, 1994): 377.
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he bas few remarks about this fact. Since bis intention in writing this book is essentially
pastoral, I find it disappointing that his response to the Pastorals’ treatment of women is
so minimal. He doesn’t corne close to the explicit identification of equality in Christ we
find in Gal. 3:28. Along this same fine, Brown notes that the church is named in the
Pastorals as “the household of God.” He sees in this, the second haif of the Pastorals’
solution for survival. The presbyter-bishops “are to be like fathers taldng responsibility
for a home, administering its goods and providing example and discipline.”04 The very
mention of the household codes says a great deal about where women fit in the grand
scheme of things. Why flot stay wïth the unpleasant fact of how wornen have been
silenced and immobilized in almost every public sphere, according to these codes? In
doing so we might see more clearly the reasons for the lack of mobility. The strength
Brown sees in the virtues dernanded of these church’s leaders is the concomitant
assurance of “a benevolent, holy, and efficient administration.”05 The word “benevolent”
reminds one of Brown’s earlier comments about the teachers and the taught. While the
word may mean the good wanted for another, for many contemporaries, the word
“benevolent” suggests one in a position above another. It suggests someone who bas
something that another bas flot. One often hears the term used with “despot” or
“dictator.” It suggests a hierarchy and the notion of superior/inferior, the strong helping
the weak. Patriarchy generally values order, ranklstatus and efficiency. Would a “just”
and “Spirit-filled” administration flot be a more desirable way of describing Christian
leaders? Let efficiency take second place to being responsive to world need. Let good
order follow good service and responsible stewardship. Let holiness be manifest in
compassionate, inclusive, openness to diversity.
The analysis closes on a positive note: that despite the acknowledged weaknesses
in the texts, Brown believes that the Pastorals offer a helpful response to the church’s
survival. From a feminist point of view, the “weaknesses” have flot been adequately
acknowledged in the analysis here. These letters give expression to vicious and
defamatory polernics against their unidentified opponents. They are directed at persons,
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flot simply ideas or points of view, and need to be named and strongiy challenged.’°6 The
Pastorals reveai more than any other NT writing the role assigned women in early
Clinstian communities. Brown says that the “firm administration of officiai teachers
has tended to dominate church history precisely because it (this structural proposai)
worked so well.”°7 This is one perspective. As we shah see, there are many signs of
resistance both wïthin and outside the texts, sometimes subtie and sometimes blatant,
when ail the voices are heard. Without intending sarcasm, it would be interesting to ask
the Jews, the Muslïms, and the divorced or gay Roman Catholic, celibate priests and
women religious, how well it has worked. Ask women, the poor, and people of color how
weli it bas worked. Ask those outside the circle of officiai teachers. We may need to
adjust our read on just how well it lias worked. Ours is a church that has been engaged in
wars, discriminatory practices and tacit approval of violence against women, and even
genocide. As for the assurance of a future, ours is a churcli struggiing with a diminishing
participation in sacramental liturgies, a priest shortage, married persons resisting Church
teaching on birth control and questions of sexual morality, religious communities flot
drawing new members. This is flot to say that the Spirit has abandoned us, but it does
challenge us to ask how tmsting we have been of the Spirit’s mysterious and creative
ways.

D.2. THE PAULINE HERITAGE IN COLOSSIANSJEPHESIANS
The second Pauline strain of thought Brown examines is that found in Colossians
and Ephesians. The answer to survival in the churches envisioned in these texts,
according to Brown’s interpretation is an emphasis on holiness and love. Colossians is
the first of the Deutero-Pauline Epistles. Dated within a decade after Paui (ca. 67-77?),
this is the beginning of the creation of a “new Paul.” And as Brown points out, in these
two Episties we see a pronounced shift in Paul’s eschatology. The church, through an
emphasis on love and holiness, is at times equated with the kingdom. The Father “lias
rescued us from the dominion of darkness and transferred us into the ldngdom of Fils
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beloved Son in whom we have redemption and the forgiveness of sins”(1:13-14). “You
were also raised with him [Christ] through faith in the power of God” (Col 2:12). Brown
notes the similarities with the Pastorals insofar as there is mention of the church as the
“household of God” and some emphasis on the ethical behavior of members of that
househoid. There is an awareness of a charismatic church structure evident in these letters
(Col 2:12-17; Eph 4:11) and unlike the Pastorals there is no stress on apostolic succession
or on the instïtutional aspects of the church. We find here an exalted ecclesiology in
which an almost divine character is given to the church. Christ is the head of the body,
which is the church. In this vision, Christians are already exalted through baptism in
Christ, the Head over the body of the church Eph 1:22-23; 4:4-6; 5:23; Col 1:18, 24).
Aiongside these texts, it is important to see also those texts that use the Pauline metaphor
differently. Here Christ is seen as the Body—all the members making up that Body (Eph
4:4-5; 1 Cor 12: 12-31).
Brown sees haif of the question of survival answered in the approach to the
church in which the theme of love is very strong. He writes of the bridai imagery present
in the authentic Pauline texts. In the vision presented by Ephesians and Colossians such
imagery is expanded to a relationship between Christ and the church. The love between
husband and wife is to reflect the kind of love Christ has for the church. The church is
presented as the “radiant Bride of Christ” (Eph 5:27). if one puts women’s expenence at
the cerner of this reading it is clear that the author (s?) of these Episties lias a definite idea
as to the place women play in the church. Both letters tell wives to be submissive to their
husbands (Col 3:18; Eph 5:22). This is very unlike at least one undisputed Pauline text in
which both husband and wife are wamed to recognize the physical authority each hoids
over the other (Cor 7:4). In fact, the passage in Ephesians 5 manifests unequivocally the
attitude toward women. “For the husband is the head of the wife just as Christ is the head
of the church, the body of which lie is the Savior. Just as the church is subject to Christ,
so also wives ought to be, in everything, to their husbands” (Eph 5:23-24). Another text
that is often cited in relation to this of Ephesians 5 is that of 1 Corinthians 11:2-16.
However, here we have another approacli tliat might be suggested. This text bas
traditionally been interpreted as a text about women’s head covenngs and the submission
that is appropriate for a woman. Yet today, more and more interpretors see thïs as an
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affirmation of the fact that women were prophesying, as well as men, and that this text is
Paul’s cali for the appropriate manner in which they should prophecy. It is flot about
submission or domination by a man. Brown makes no comment on any of these verses.
The author interestingly picks up and includes in the “Strengths” section of his
chapter the fact that “the body of Christ imagery personalizes the church and encourages
our love for it in imitation of the love that Christ has for lis Bride” (p.53). He laments the
fact that before Vatican II the language of “mother church” was common. Lamentable,
indeed. Brown sees it as lamentable because, he says, it “smacked of over-supervision
and of a maternalism that reduced everyone to a child status, or at tirnes to a childish
status” (p. 53). Yet, in the end, lie caves in and says we don’t really have anything better.
If we reversed this pejorative descriptive (maternalism) of the sexist “mother-church”
image to “patemalism,” although it stiil remains pejorative, it creates a more accurate and
even more lamentable situation. That the Bridai imagery is present in several of the
canonical texts, there is no question. What developed out of it institutionally is not really
a “mother-church” but a “father-church,” with ah

officiai ecclesial ministries and

decision-maldng roles held by men. Hence, we might more nghtly say that the image
“smacks” of over-supervision and patemahism. Fohlowing the teaching and ministry of
Jesus as presented in the canonical Gospels, it is hard to believe that the institutional
church which resulted, accurateiy reflects the inclusive cali to discipleship and tIc full
participation in the new life that Jesus promised. The author points out the shift in
Vatican ll’s understanding of church wherein we are called “The People of God” and the
“Pilgrim Church.” I am offended and I cannot accept Brown’s conclusion to the
discussion of church titles. “For ail its defects,” lie writes, “mother church’ was both
personal and familial; and even when a mother overdoes lier role, she can be ioved by lier
dhuidren.”°8

One wonders just how does a mother overdo lier role, and by whose

standards is this judged? This is no more than a reversion to a sexist cliché that does not
promote creative discussion.
Brown cornes back to the example of Vatican II and the shift it made from the
irnagery of “Mystical Body of Christ” to “The People of God” in describing the Church.
Analysis from the perspective I am suggesting stands this observation of Brown’s
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alongside the aforementioned problem of “Mother Church” imagery. Have Post-Vatican
II patterns of behaviours led to radical reform cf hierarchical and patriarchal structures?
One must recali too, that it is by changing our patterns cf thinking that we are able to
change our behavior.
In this same section cf Brown’s work, he points to the attitude cf Christ giving
himself up for the church (Eph 5:25). It follows that the apostie gives himself for the
church. What isn’t said is that it also follows that spouses give themselves up to one
another in mutual love. Brown continues, “if there are stili others who are willing to give
themselves for the church, the church will survive.”09 In John’s gospel Jesus speaks cf
laying down his life for the sheep (10:15, 17). In response te Brown’s suggestion or hope
of “stiil others willing te give themselves,” verse 1$ from this same chapter in John
cornes te mmd: “No one takes it [my life] from me, but I lay it down cf my own accord. I
have power to lay it down...” Love demands fteedom. Jesus sets the example cf a life
freely given. There are indeed others who want to give their lives and are wilÏing te serve
lovingly in Christian faith communities. The freedorn te choose to “lay down their lives”
is sirnply net given te them. It becomes a question cf who “gets to;” who is free to share
in the sacramental and rninisterial life cf the church? Women admitted te ordained
ministries and the sacramental participation cf married priests are just two examples
where we have heard individuals say they feel called te serve in a ministry but are net
allowed te respond. Brown speaks at one point of the defining moment and the
primordial importance cf baptism in a Christian’s life. Yet when it cornes to the question
cf being willing te give one’s life following the example cf Christ, it seems bapfism isn’t
enough cf a prerequisite for full participation. A ferninist perspective says, ne—it is more
so a question cf being able te choose. Hew one lays down one’s life is simply flot a free
and open question for ail themembers ofthe body cf Christ.
The cali te “holiness” and its realization in Christ as the Bridegroom te the
“spotless bride, holy and without blemish,” (the church) is the second part ofthe answer
to survival in the Ephesian and Colossian church. In Brown’ s analysis cf the texts he
recognizes the presence of sin in the early church as well as in the contemporary church.
This is a problem, he says, particularly when we try te mask errors or pretect those guilty
‘°9lbid., 54.
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of injustices. In fact, he identifies these as “sins and stupidities, especially those of public
church figures.” He refers to the Aposties’ Creed and the statement of belief in the holy
catholic churcli. “As long as people have that faith,” he goes on, “the church will last, no
matter how inefficient its administration.”10 Our critique lias to ask: What church? What
face will that church have? Are we meant to put our faith in the church? Finally, what
does an “inefficient administration” mean for the sacramental life of a church for whom
the sacraments have been the nounshment of faith? The implications are flot
in sign ific an t.
Brown proceeds to jab at The National Cathotic Reporter when lie discusses the
extreme contrast from closing our eyes to dishonesty and oppression to “breaking the
silence and telling ail.”

A man of Brown’s stature, both in the eyes of the church and

in the academic world, cannot make such a remark without it having significant influence
and repercussions. Brown sees a weakness in the silence these NT letters may have
demanded and acknowledges the harm done at times by such silence. His rather off
handed comment as regards the NCR does flot suggest to me an open reception of
differing opinions or “breaking of silences.” Wliat happens to those who speak out
against injustices within the institution of the church? Sometimes it is the prophetic voice
that is most difficuit to hear or understand.
In the conciuding section of the Colossians/Ephesians’ analysis, the author speaks
of another of the weaknesses in the ecclesiology presented in these ietters. An emphasis
on tlie church, lie says, lias tended over the years to weaken the sense of the local
churches. The undisputed Pauline letters ail address a specific, local cliurch. Brown
suggests that it would be a loss to let go of the sense of the churcli but notes the critical
need on the local level for a “knïtting together of the members”. fifteen years after the
writing, we are witnessing the drop in church attendance and in individual identification
with a home parish. In some cases this is due to liturgical activïty or a lack of social
concem and response to contemporary probiems. Feminist critique of the current
situation struggies flot to be simplistic or reactionary in responding to this lack of
identification with the local cliurch. Rather, it asks questions such as: Wliat do local
“°Ibid., 55.
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ordinanes (bishops) do to support the development of unique, individual parishes? A
local church should reflect the lives of the members—their concems, interests and
particularly their chansms. Too often we hear of cases where Bishops or pastors become
authontarian and legalistic in the daily operation and life of the parish community.”2 No
doubt, the creation of Parish Councils and a more active lay participation in parish life
has helped in recent years. There are local churches that have a strong sense of
community identification. Unfortunately, however, it is not uncommon to hear of
members dropping off because “Father has to have the last word on ail decisions” or “he
doesn’t come to the meetings”. What looks like a circle of conversation and discemment
arising from common concem, in fact, works like the old pyramidal model where power
resides in a small, often singular voice. Decision-making resides there too.
Finaily, a partial phrase at the conclusion of this chapter may appear to be a minor
point but prompts a comment from my perspective: “Lest I end this section on a negative
note.

. .“

At the risk of sounding “nit-picking,” it strikes me that this hints at the very fear

or inability to face defects that Brown has spoken of earlier. There are negative points to
be confronted when we analyse texts, interpret them, and evaluate the resulting behaviors
and choices. What is wrong with ending a section on such a point?

D. 3. TUE PAULINE HERITAGE IN LUKE/ACTS
In Luke/Acts, Brown examines the third variant strain of Pauline thought. He
focuses on two important elements in the ecclesiology found there: continuity and the
Holy Spirit. These are constants throughout Luke and Acts: the continuity from Israel,
through Jesus, to the apostles and the earliest communities, and the powerful intervention
of the Holy Spirit in ail these actors. These two factors, Brown suggests, are the answer
to the church’s survival. The author’s analysis in this chapter focuses on a relativeÏy few
texts from Acts and even fewer from the Gospel. He cites approximately 3$ texts from
Acts and 6 from the Gospel. However, the two books are generally accepted today as a
Comparisons are odious in this case. Brown writes, “The dubious service that the National Enquirer
renders to the nation, the National Catholic Reporter renders to the church.” Chu rches, 56.
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sisters before the reception of communion: “For the sake of unity in the bouse, we wili ail receive
communion on the tongue.” In a certain sense this did knit the community (accustomed to receiving
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two-volume work written by the same hand. The answer to Brown’s original motivating
question may be more obviousiy found in Acts. This might explain the textual emphasis.
An interpretation drawn from a complete; that is to say, a single reading of Luke/Acts,
may yie]d other conclusions. It also may flot change the conclusions.

Reading the

material as a unity however, does raise some important questions that affect one’s
analysis and evaluation of the ecclesiology found there. As noted, the author identifies
the sense of continuity as a major factor in the survival of the churcli. It is a sense
“wherein the church is closely related to what went before”13 Therefore, it seems one
must look at how the churcli in Acts is in continuity with the message and manner of the
Jesus of the Gospel.
From a feminist hermeneutical perspective, I find myseif focusing more on
questions and points of interest that Brown fails to discuss or even mention, such as the
fact that Luke’s Gospel shows a particular interest in women. He guards the material
about women found in the Synoptic parallels and even adds his own unique stories
accenting women. There is more material about women in this Gospel than appears in
any other NT literature. Although recent evaluations of this fact challenge the traditional
notion of Luke as the “champion of women,” this makes it ail the more interesting when
asking the question of what the church looked like and it survived. In addition to this,
there is a marked change in the material regarding women when one comes to “Vol. II—
The Acts of the Apostles.” The presence of women is down played; their appearance is
more sporadic. While the biblical writer cannot eliminate their activity entirely, it is
somewhat more subtie and less defined. Brown takes no particular notice of this or of
what it might mean for the profile of the church that survives. In fact, he secs the
continuity factor iinking Jesus’ life and ministry to the cali for the young church to
witness what Jesus has donc. He does not question or remark on the fact that the Gospel
does not have major blocks of material focused around any one particular disciple or
apostie. By contrast, Acts focuses first on Peter and then on Paul with a

striking amount

of narrative material. And although women are depicted as prophets, witnesses, and
active disciples in Luke’s Gospel, Brown takes no notice of this fact either, nor of the
communion in the hand) together—but certainly flot in the sense of identification with church that Brown
intends.
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apparent change in the treatment of women in Acts. Somewhat hidden but nevertheless
present, women in Acts are, as in the Gospel recipients of the Holy Spirit, missionaries,
and witnesses to the faith, heads of households (that is to say, leaders of churches in their
homes), prophets, and teachers. Thïs is very significant, particularly in light of what
Clarice Martin describes as the “tendencies of biblical writers to proscribe women’s
presence, participation, leadership, and agency in traditions that narrate Christian
origins.”114 If the strength is placed on continuity, then, ferninist analysis questions this
omission in Brown’s evaluation. There is an important message here.
As noted, Brown’s analysis of the dynamic young church reflects the biblical
writer’s preoccupation with Peter and Paul and the “aposties and eiders” and their
missionary /teaching activÏty, which is to say, the predominately male leadership.
Relative to this point, Brown later notes that one weakness that arises from the
presentation of the church in Acts is its triumphalistic tone. Taldng into account some of
the considerations mentioned above might soften such a tone and the elitism it projects.
We might soften such a tone by bringing into focus some of the other actors of the story
as we read through this lens. We may in fact reinterpret our texts and corne to other
applications of them in practice. Early in his work, Brown rerninded us that we must
aiways keep in mmd that we are working with partial texts. In the study of the Acts of the
Aposties this is especially important to remember: that in fact Acts does not report “fuily
what actually happened in the beginnings of Christianity.” The “hermeneutics of
suspicion” that feminist analysis applies reminds us, as I have briefly demonstrated
above, that references to women in the texts are already filtered through androcentric
interpretations. Most exegetes simply do flot question the fact that historically nearly ail
of the pnmary actors are men or maies. The resuit is that the “historical role of women
(and not men) is perceived to be problematic, because maleness is the ‘adequate’
historical norm, and the hegemony of an almost exclusively male presence, leadership,
and agency in the Christian movement is accepted ipso facto.”
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Brown also cails for “taking seriously the fullness of the canon”. One simply
cannot avoid aspects of these texts that do indeed reflect a tnumphal, exclusive church, as
the author notes. His analysis highlights several such texts: 1:5,8; 2:32-33; 4:8,31; 6:1,7;
14:23; 15 (great apostie Peter); 20:28; 28:28, to name a few. However, a feminist reading
strives to read the text as a whole--attending particularly to marginal or invisible groups
and individuals. Such a method is one way of expanding our perspectives and
understandings while taking utterly seriously the fullness of the canon. It brings to center
stage the understudies, as it were, rather than les grandes vedettes. We look for disciples

mentioned in passing, some named and some unnamed. For example, actors such as
Candace and ber royal administrative officiai (8:26-40) suggest a dimension worth
noting. At first giance, the two might be thought to simply add to a “high church” model.
Royalty though she is—she is a foreign Queen, black, and a woman at that! The
conversion narrative of ber black Ethiopian eunuch, an officiai in Candace’s monarchy,
points to a church that ignores the boundaries of culture and color. Bring Tabitha
(Dorcas), “a disciple and devoted to good works and acts of charity” (Acts 9:36-43), to
center stage, and we see not a triumphal church but a humble, servant church. This is a
church in which women are disciples; consequentÏy they minister and are socially active
in their witness to the Risen Jesus. Priscilla and Aquila (18:1-28), also not mentioned in
Brown’s analysis, demonstrate a tradition and a model of partnership in family life, work,
and ministry. They are, we would say today, “animators of faith” forming and teaching
Apollos, among others. They witness and work in the community of believers. Further,
they seem to pose a challenge to a uniform understanding and practice of the household
codes imposed more and more in Greco-Roman society. Sapphira, too, should be
mentioned, despite her unhappy fate (Acts 5:1-11). She is a partner with Ananias in the
decision about keeping a piece of property. The church in the deception holds her equally
accountable. She appears to be a woman of some means. To speak of Lydia (Acts 16:1315) would also add a dimension to a profile of the ecclesiology found in the text. Her

story offers a source for investigation of women’s participation in religious practice,
social and economic activities—ali of which are factors that wouid affect how the church
long-standing reputation for the highest scholarship, it does seem to me that Brown too, labors under the
presuppositions Martin speaks of here. In Searching the Scriptures: A feminist Comrnentary: 774. See also
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survived. This is a Spirit-filled church that is experienced by ail the followers of the Way.
Acts 2: 17-18 points to a church in which “Sons and daughters,” “male and female slaves,”
would receive the Spirit and would prophecy. “And everyone who calis on the name of
the Lord shah be saved.” Every voice counts in this church. A circle rather than a
pyramid offers a more accurate symboi for a feminist readïng of Acts 2:43-47. This is
another text Brown does flot cite or comment on.
The omissions that we have noted in Brown’s treatment raise the question of
whether Brown himself does flot struggle with what he secs as the real origin of the
church. It would seem that the churcli is bom inlthrough the officiai ministries and the
administration of the organization and that of the daily life of the ordinary Christian is
simply what follows.
The text in Acts describing the community’ s manner of deaiing with the question
of the distribution of food and the choice of the seven servers (6:1-7) is revelatory for
many reasons. One point it demonstrates is a wholiy new and innovative ministeriai
response to a community need. Secondly, it is the community who selects the seven.
Thirdly, “select from among yourselves” would suggest the Spirit-fiiled community is the
agent of identifyïng the charisms necessary to meet the community’s need. On the
downside, the names of seven men are Iisted as those quahified and apparently made
official by “the aposties, who prayed and laid their hands on them.” Brown makes no
reference to this text and the part it plays in the church’s survival. Yet obviously it helped
solve a probiem that could have become very divisive for the ongoing life of the church.
Androcentrism surfaces again in this text. Yet a feminist critique considers this text
important as an exampie of the obvious flexibility and freedom to create structures
through which humans are responding to real human needs and to what work/ministry is
appropriate, depending upon one’s sex. No, here the emphasis should be on
aclcnowledging a new ministry created in the Spirit of Jesus.
A weakness that Brown has identified in Acts is a potential lack of mobiiity and
freedom of spirit in the community. The text in chapter 6, while not without problems for
a feminist reading, nevertheless manifests both mobility/flexibility in the community and
freedom of spirit.
fn 35 in this document, 28.
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A feminist critique further identifies a question in relation to Brown’s recognïtion
of Luke/Acts presenting the continuity from Israel through Jesus to Peter and Paul and
the growing church. This same text from Acts 6 makes reference to something we have
first seen in I Tim 5:22: “Do flot ordain anyone hastily (do flot readily lay hands on) and
H Tim 1:6 “rekindie the gift of God that is within you through the laying on of my
hands.” In these cases and others, the laying on of hands (epi-)tithenai tas cheiras [epi])

are references to ordination to a particular office or ministry.”6 As for continuity with the
Gospel on this point, we see Jesus laying hands on women and men in order to heal, to
bless, to forgive, to comfort, to include, or to invite (see Luke 4:40; 13:30; 18:15-17).
There is nothing in the Gospel texts that suggest Jesus’ laying on hands is meant to be an
officiai appointment or mandate for leadership or necessariiy to pefform any particular
function.
Brown concludes this chapter with another example from the reforms of Vatican
II. He refers back to lis earlier prediction that the Roman Catholic Church would have
“to rediscover as prominent the image of the body of Christ in order to preserve the sense
of a church holiness that cornes from Christ and goes beyond the status of the
members.”7 Feminist analysis demonstrates that we have flot yet gone beyond the
status question. The experience of wornen in the church today is one where status is the
defining principle for mobility and accessibility in and to the “Body of Christ” in its
institutional form. Countless examples could be given wherein the discrimination against
women and the laity in general, as well as the scandais around high-ranking church
leaders, have threatened the holiness of the church today. It goes without saying—we
have work to do in this regard.
In the past, corporate life in North America spoke of “a span of control” and
marveied at the rnodei of the Roman Church and its effective, extensive power structure.
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SCRIPTURE INDEX
(Selected Texts referred to by Fr. Brown in The Churches the Aposties Left Behind)
THE PASTORALS__________
I Timothy

LUKE/ACTS___
Luke
1:6, 15, 35, 41,67,80
2: 1-2, 22-27,37,39
3:1-2
5:10
6:20-25
10:27, 29-37
12:13-21
16:19-25
22:19,30
24: 34,51

2:7, 12, 815
3: 2,3,4,5,6,15
4: 1-2,1-11, 14
5: 2,9,11,17
6: 4-5,28

II Tïmothy
1:6-7, 11, 14
3: 1-9 (6-7), 10, 14
4:3, 6-7

Acts

Titus
1:5,7, (5-9), 10, 11(1:9-2:1)
2:1
3:1.5.9

COLOSSIANSJEPHESIANS______

Colossians
1:12, 13-14, 18, 20-21,24-25
2:8-23 (singling out 2)
3: 1-3, b
,

Ephesians
1:10, 13, 22-23
2:6, 11-22, (singling out 19. 20. 21)
4:4-5, 11-16,30
5:21-33 (singling out 21.23.25.27.29,33)
6:12

1:5,8,11,16
2:4,9,14-17,33,38,41,46

(Acts—contd)
3:1
4:4, 8, 31
5:42
6:1,7
7:48-49
9:17.31
1038 44-47
15
13:2,47
14:23. 25
15:8 28
16:6-7
18:12, 15-17,29,39
19:5-6,21
20:25,28-29, 32-35
21:19-20
23:26
24:14
25: 1-2, 12
28:28
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OTHER NEW TESTATMENT
REFERENCES_______________
Romans
4:25; 5; 10: 4
I Corinthians
1:23; 4:15; 7:8; 8 (entire chapter)
11:25
12:17-20,21-31 (entire chapter 12)
14:34-36,15:5, 9-10
II Corinthians
3:6;4:6; 5:14; 6:4; 11:5

Galatians
1:1; 2:1 if, 4, 11ff, 14; 3:1; 5:12, 14

Phulippians
3:9

Hebrews
1:2-3; 6:4; 10:32

Gospel of Mark
1:14-15; 6:51-52; 8:18, 29-33; 9:33-37; 10:35-40
12: 1-11
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Chapter Three
FEMINIST CRITIQUE IN CONVERSATION WITH
JEAN DELORME
«Diversité et unité des minïstères d’après le Nouveau Testament » dans Le ministère
et les ministères selon le Nouveau Testament (Parole de Dieu) aux Editions du Seuil,
Paris 1974.
A. AUTHOR’S GOAL IN «DIVERSITÉ ET UNITÉ DES MINISTÈRES
D’APRÈS LE NOUVEAU TESTAMENT»
The precision and rigor with which Jean Delorme analyzes the subject of
ministries in the New Testament simplifies the task of reading his work with an eye to
applying a feminist critique. At the outset he clearly states that his goal is to write a
biblical theological essay on the diversity and the unity of the ministries identified and
identifiable in the New Testament. Two questions shape and substantiate his study: What
is the rapport between the diverse ministries and their ministerial agents? What is their
unity? He proposes to find a synthesis, thus a reconstruction, in his work with the texts,
while being aware throughout his study, of its “philosophical and theological
implications.” He strives to achieve this by retuming aiways to the test of the NT data
itself. He does flot intend to present an historical tableau of the NT ministries and their
development as partially witnessed in the ongins of the church. He refers us to André
Lemaire”7 and others who have written from this perspective elsewhere. History cannot
be ignored, Delorme acknowledges, but this is flot the primary concem in this work. His
researcli perspective is to build a biblical theology of ministry. The theology that arises
from his study, he states, is based on the New Testament data alone. He recognizes that
historical problems will aiways be present when dealing with texts of human provenance.
The author acknowledges that most of these problems will not be treated here. His
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Lemaire. André. Les ministères dans l’Égtise, Paris, Centurion, 1971. Delorme notes «On trouvera dans
cet ouvrage une bibliographie très riche. Voir aussi de même auteur, Du service aux ministères: les services
ecctésiaux dans les deux premiers siècles, Concilium n° $0 (1972), 39-5 1. I add to the list: Simon Dufour
and Rémi Parent, Les ministères, Québec, Editions Paulines, 1993. Other similar studies Delorme mentions
will be referred to in other places in this study.
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position as regards the texts themselves is an acceptance of a tradïtion that gives these
Scriptures a canonical authonty. He does flot wnte as an historian but rather as a biblist.

B. AUROR’S PRESUPPOSITIONS and METHOD
B.1. The foregoing discussion cf the author’s goal reveals some of his implicit
and even explicit presupposftions. As Delorme enters into lis study, he expresses more cf
his presuppositions. The data found in the NT is marked by an histoncal evolution that
cannot be overlcoked. Sociological and cultural settings differ and thus shape the texts in
particular ways. Delorme points to the fragmentary and sometimes anachronistic
elements in the texts. Even if dating is established for some of the events described, the
author acknowledges that their movement through time does flot aiways correspond to
what the “facts” cf the texts say. He recognizes the piffalis of borrowing from one part of
the NT to judge the rest. He guards against viewing the diversity in the wntings on
ministry from the “ministerial forms” developed after the period cf the NT. Forms of
ministry that appear in the texts may themselves have existed elsewhere beforehand and
disappeared in fact by the time of the writing. Even a cursory reading cf the NT reveals
tremendous diversity when one begins to lay out the data around the tcpic cf ministry.
Delorme reminds his readers that entire aspects cf primitive Chnstianity are littie known
te contempcraries, and that there is always the subtie danger cf projecting on the past our
current conceptions. Finally, Delorme frequently returns to the emphasis the texts give to
ccmmunity. While scme activities distinguish certain members cf communities from
others, this is neyer a reality that can be considered outside the bcundaries cf the
ccmmunity. Each member is called and gifted. He believes it is impossible to treat
ministries according to the NT without having the role cf ail the baptized, and even more
importantly, the reÏationship established between the Church and humanity as the
backdrop, the context—virtually the key—to solid analysis cf the question. It is a
dialectic one enters intc when discussing the specificity cf a ministry. Those activities
that single eut individuals or groups in some way in the texts, by tities, names, or
functions, for example, are aiways te be seen in the ccntext cf the gifts given te ail those
without functional distinction. For Delorme it follows without question that a theology cf
ministry implies a theology cf church.
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B.2. As regards method, we have once again anticipated some of this in the
previous sections.

The texts containing references to “ministers” and “ministerial

activities” are read in context, respecting the different communïties, times, and places
from whïch they arise. As well, Delorme adds, we must respect the varying theological
perspectives and language, and the fact that different tïtles are sometimes used for sïrnilar
tasks or works, and that sometimes the same tities describe differing tasks or works. He
warns against the temptatÏon to harmonize or homogenize these activities. Rather, lie asks
what is the rapport between the texts? As well, it would create an incomplete if flot
thoroughly false picture, to build an entire theology around a single text or even a few
pnvileged texts. Rather than to try and harmonize diverse readings, we look for a
language that bridges yet respects the differing perspectives, such as those between John
and Paul, for example. I favor a method, such as this, which involves reading and
working with the texts synchronicalÏy rather than diachronically. The synclironic
approach works “together witli” (from the Greek, yn) or alongside the present form of
the text. Thus he moves through successive approaches before trying to corne too quick]y
w a principle of unity among the texts. More of lis method is uncovered as we watch bis
work unfold.
C. FEMINIST PRESUPPOSITIONS AN]) QUESTIONS
Before proceeding further into the details of Delorme’s study it seems an
appropriate point to identify the presuppositions, intentions and the questions I bring as a
Christian feminist to this critique of his work. Delorme and I share the same question as
to how one might distinguish between the various designations assigned to individuals
and groups (appellations such as the Twelve, deacon, apostie, prophet, co-worker, etc.).
One wonders how fine or how definitive these distinctions can be, given the limitations
and inconsistency of our data. Added to this question, I wonder how, if paying attention
to the smaller details, the lesser figures who only appear “in the wings of the stage” might
change the distinctions or uncover the commonalties in characters and roles of
community service. I too read with bis awareness of the variety and evolving socio
cultural and political-religïous settings of the texts. Delorme lias already noted that in this
study the process of history in the shaping of the text is of secondary importance to him
here. This fits perfectly with a literary synchronic approach which asks about the shape of
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the text in the here and now. “In literary

criticism,

the dialogue is with the text and the

present concems of the reader foremost in mmd.” 118 The discourse one constructs for
this reading must be constantly surveyed and critiqued. This holds true for feminist
criticism as much as anything Delorme is doing with language. Feminist discourse must
be vigilant about reading answers into the texts to every issue of concem for women
today. However, a feminist perspective must be equally vigilant to bring women’s
experience into the public formulation of the traditions from which they have been
excluded or forgotten.”9 In the same vein, Delorme wams against speaking out of the
context of today’s tenns of “ecciesial structure,” “institution,” “priesthood,” or
“ministry.” Whether he succeeds in this or flot is yet to be seen. I agree wïth Claudia V.
Camp when she writes, “ail interpretation is constrained by the questions (and I would
add, experience) of the contemporary interpreter.” To a certain degree, this flues in the
face of the statement made early on by Delorme wlien lie says, “the theology tliat arises
from my study is based on the New Testament data atone.” (italics, mine.) Theology
aiways has a point of view; it takes a stance and it reflects someone’s experience. If
Delorme is suggesting that the biblical texts is the only basïs for lis theology, I ask
“whom is it good for?” For whom is lie doing this “reconstruction”? It is unclear what
Delorme’s foremost concems are in seeldng the answers to his two questions and why
these are important for a theoiogy of ministry.
My desire to use a feminist hermeneutic is because, in part, what it does is it
interprets existence. I am particularly interested in the existence of the whoie of the
disciples of Jesus and of the whole of the early communities of faith. This is to say that
existence of women and their experience needs to be brought into the light in ail biblical
textual study. In an essay entitled “The Bible and Feminism,” in Freeing Theotogy,
Gillingham, Susan E. One Bible, Many Voices DifferentApproaches to Bibticat Studies (Grand
Rapids, MllCambridge, U.K.: Eerdmans Publishing Company 1998): 173. A lengthier, more developed
discussion ofthis topic can be found in her book. (See especially chapters 5-7).
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aware of these falsifying and alienating experiences imposed upon them as women by a male-dominated
culture. .The critique of sexism implies a fundamental principle ofjudgment. This critical principle of
feminist theology is the affirmation of and promotion of the full humanity of women. Whatever denies,
diminishes, or distorts the full humanity of women is, therefore, to be appraised as flot redemptive.”
In Letty Russeli, ed. Feminist Interpretation of the Bible (Philadeiphia: Westminster Press, 1985): 115.
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Sandra Schneiders makes two points that most senous New Testament scholars would
flot refute today. The first is that the Bible is the ultimate patriarclial text and has been
used misogynistically throughout its history. One lias oniy to think of how a text like that
of 1 Timothy 2:8-15 bas been used for decades to keep women in their place, and even
worse, as a defense for abusive and dismissive acts against them. The basis for
Schneider’s statement above, more gentiy put, is the recognition that the scriptural record
privileges the male as normative and presents females as subject to males by divine
design. German scholar, Marie-Theres Wacker says of 1 Tim. 2:12-15, that the argument
of this text “is sexist because it dispossesses women of ecclesiastical authorization to
teach and counsels them instead that their way to salvation lies in giving birth to
chuidren.”2° Woman is seen, as man’s “other.” Schneider’s second point is one many
feminist readers struggle with, in addition to being a very unpopular topic for non
feminists. The Bible presents God in primarily, though flot exclusively, male terms. li is

flot a far stretch to the conclusion that “since God is male, men are gods.”
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Following

this une of thinking leads to the infamous solution to the women’s ordination problem: it
is clear that a woman can’t possibly physically represent Jesus Christ as priest when we
know that Jesus was a man.
Thougli patriarchy has assumed diverse forms, the understanding of it that I bring
to this critique is as that which institutionalizes male dominance over women in home
and society at large. This will not be a conflictual stance in the present work, sïnce the
feminist optic I assume is altogether like that of Delorme. My optic rejects entireiy the

paradigm of dominationlsubordination in ail forms, master over slave, male over female,
and humans over the earth. Delorme, too, whule flot consciously setting out to oppose
systems of dominance, uncovers patterns of service and ministry that are inconsistent
with hierarchical power structures of service and which cannot, at least overtly, operate
effectively on the basis of dominance. I, however, will be looking for the subtie ways that
120
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Waker, Mane-Theres, in feminist Interpretation: The Bible in Women ‘s Perspective.Luise Schottroif,
Silvia Schroer, and Marie-Theres Wacker, eds. (fortress Press: Minneapolis, 1998): 51.
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Feminist scholarshïp has produced important studies on the topic. The works ofElizabeth A. Johnson
($he Who Is), Catherine LaCugna, ed. (freeing Theotogy), Sally McFague (Models ofGod) are among
those worthy of attention. Simone Weil wrote: “There is a God. There is no God. What is the problem? I
am quite sure that there is a God in the sense that I an sure that my love is no illusion. I am quite sure that
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the texts betray themselves; how on many occasions they portray certain people as “bit
players”—nearly invisible and often voiceless, slaves and women, for example. This
pattem shows itself whule the mission of Jesus and the emergence of the church unfold in
the texts as if it is carried on through, by, and for men.
To Delorme’s question of the rapport between various “ministerial agents” and
their activities, which lie has defined as “the service of God,” I add the question: what is
the rapport between those who are “served” and those who “serve”? Is there gender
distinction made in these categones of ministerial agents? if gender is problematic in any
respect, I ask, for whom and according to whom—the biblical writers or the interpreters
of those writings? Jesus gives no evidence of having a gender bias in lis mission and
teaching. Are tasks or charisms among the followers of Jesus determined or limited in
any way by sex? If so, in what ways and for what reasons do these become tasks or
dharisms Ïimited to/by gender? Does service mean something different for men than for
women? The texts reveal discrepancies or inequities between groups such as slaves and
householders, men and women. Delorme makes no comment on this point. But how does
this affect our understanding of ministry and our reading of the texts? So much depends
on how we ask the questions. And our questions arise from our experience. So if it is a
woman who is reading these texts, or a poor, disenfranchised member of her society, how
do the questions change?122 How is she to interpret the meaning of 1er existence on the
basis of these texts or this interpretation? What legitimates changes in the criteria for
interpretations of the texts? These are real questions that make a difference for those who
have been and stili are excluded from free or full participation in ministerial activity, the
service of God, on the basis of their biological sex. Once again, while Delorme looks at
the rapport between ministerial agents from a different angle, a feminist criticism cannot
ignore adding this perspective and bringing these questions to the conversation.
As meritioned earlier, the author speaks of forms of ministry that appear in the
texts that may in fact have existed elsewhere and beforehand, and had probably
there is no God in the sense that I am sure that there is nothing which resembles what I can conceive when I
say that word.” In Waiting for God, 32.
122
Olivette Genest, «femmes et ministères dans l’Eglise » SR, 16 (1987). Genest devotes a long openÏng
section of her article to the importance of this point from a feminist perspective. Not only which questions,
but also how they are formulated, already indicates an interpretative stance. On this point I refer the reader
back to Ringe’s article in The Wonzen ‘s Bible Cornrnentarv cited above. 1-9.
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disappeared by the time of the wnting. The implication of this possibility for feminist
concerns is that the contrary may also be true. Women’s stories, activities, and functions
may have at one penod been more visible than at other times. Wlien applications of
ministenal agents and their activities in the biblical texts take on concrete expression—
women quite simply are different, and in most texts, are less visible. Carol Ringe wntes,
“Clearly, women’s perspectives or the consequences for women’s lives were flot the
primary concem of the biblical authors.”23 I think it is safe to say also that this is clearly
not a primary concern for Delorme in lis analysis. Fair enough. This is, however, the
perspective and primary concem that I want to add to the conversation. As I read
Delorme’s work and the biblical texts themselves, I will be looking for texts that might be
brought into the discussion. I wïll read Delorme’s work with the vested interest of women
in ministry in order to see if it makes a difference to any aspects of Delorme’s
examination andlor conclusions. I believe that the gender of believers is flot an issue in
the NT, and along with Sandra Schneiders I say, “we should flot allow ourselves, either as
believers or as scholars, to be manipulated into acting as if ït is. The burden of proof lies
with those who wish to set limits to the exercise of Christian freedom by female members
of the community.”124

D. DELORME’S PROCEDURE and FEMIMST RESPONSE
To achieve his expressed goal of writing this biblical theological essay, Delorme
proceeds to answer his questions by working within the limfts of the internai relations of
the corpus of NT texts. His work takes shape in three parts. He begins with a thorough
elaboration of the multiple types of « Figures et fonctions ministérielles ». Next lie
moves the reader tlirough his study to a second section which examines the notion
of «Serviteurs et service en Église

».

Finally, the third section, « Le service de l’oeuvre

de Dieu au profit des hommes », rounds off the author’s conclusions to the initial
motivating questions.

D.1. When spealdng of ministers or ministries in the New Testament, we
discover immediately the vast scope of data with which we must contend. Delorme
‘23Sharon H. Ringe, “When Women Interpret the Bible,” in The Women’s Bible Conzmentaiy, Carol
A.
Newsom and Sharon H. Ringe, Eds, (Louisville: Westminster/John Knox Press, 1993): 2.
124
Sandra Schneiders, in an article entitled, “Women in the fourth Gospel and the Rote of Wornen
in the
Conte,nporary Church BTB (12) 1982, 35.
“,
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considers the multiple tities such as aposties, prophets, and teachers. Likewise, he
identifies ministenal activities identified, often vaguely, by functions such as deacons,
presbyters, and overseers. We need consider those named and unnamed workers.
Individuals such as Timothy, Apollos, Barnabas, Paul, Phoebe, Priscilla, Lydia, and Mary

are named. In some cases, Paul also greets or refers to “co-workers,” “brothers,”
“sisters,” and

“Chloe’s liousehold,” without further identifying details. The analysis

begins with the group of the Twelve, the aposties, prophets, and teachers. He then
considers other diverse figures that appear in scattered places throughout the texts. This is
the first step towards a synthesis. The answer to the first question of the relationship
between the diverse ministries and their agents emerges from their activities—what they
do distinguishes one from another. Delorme writes that only after this relationship is
studied in some depth can we identify a relatively simple network of relationships that
leads to a few «grandes fonctions fondamentales

».

Delorme approaches this diverse

spectrum one step at a time, coming at it from different directions.

D.1.1. Close inspection of the texts manifests different yet similar uses of the
tities “The Twelve” and “the aposties.” The Twelve are mentioned in ail four gospels and
in Acts 6:2 and 1 Cor 15:5-7. In each of these cases, they seem to be a separate

group

from the aposties. In only two places are “The Twelve” put together with “the aposties”

(Mk 3:141/Mt 10:2 and Rev 21:14). Yet the term “apostle” or “the aposties” occurs about
83 times, if one counts the synoptïc parallels and Paul’s frequent reference to himself as
an apostle. Space limits a long summation of Delorme’s work on this complex question
of apostleship. It is enough perhaps to note one example of the complexity: the Pauline
use of the figure of the “Twelve” is replaced or assimilated in Luke-Acts by that of the
“apostles.” Delorme thinks that this points to a missionary experience that has
transformed the image that the church lias of itself at its origins. It also emphasizes wliat
is hinted at in various places in the gospels and the letters and is at times expressed
directly: that this is a universal church, open to ail. What can be said of this ministry of
apostleship? The first Messenger, Jesus, announces God’s reign (Mk 1:14-15), and
through lis life, death, and resurrection bas himseif become the Message. It is a particular
ministry characterized by a “sending out,” a “mission” to announce the work of God
accomplished in Jesus. It is foundationai and it springs from the cali of Jesus Christ.

8$

Whatever we are to make of it, this ministry appears more frequently than any other
service in the NT, and the “apostie” appears first in the two lists of ministries or charisms
(iCor 12:28; Eph 4:11). This is flot to say it has any kind of hierarchical value above
other activities or gifts of the Spint. That “aposties” appears first in both these lists and
occurs so frequentiy in the texts, simpiy emphasizes its predominance and importance as
a ministry in the growth of the church.
At this juncture, I want to make explicit what Delorme doesn’t address. An
obvious feminist question asks, “So are there women aposties in the NT data?”
Delorme’s treatment of aposties on one level is very thorough, but lie really neyer notes
directly that ail sorts of people—again, named and unnamed—are aposties. They appear
sometimes as partners, sometimes as married couples, sometimes as men, and sometimes
as women. Sex or class does flot seem to enter into the question. Some of Paui’s writings
are among the earliest references to apostieship and cieariy indicate the presence of
women active in this service. Romans 16:7 refers to Andronïcus and Junia as being
“prominent among the aposties.” 0f course, there is a long and telling history of changing
the name to “Junias,” a name that is unattested in ancient sources but nevertheless works
to change Andronicus’ panner to a man)25 Prisca and Aquila, though neyer calied
aposties, fit the description of aposties in several respects (cf. Rom 16:3-5; Acts 18:1-3,
18-19). Other women Paul refers to without the titie of “apostie,” include Phoebe (Rom

16:3-5), and Euodia and Syntyche who “struggled beside me [Paul] in the work of the
gospel” (Plu

4:2-3). There are severai elements in these references that suggest

apostleship.
Relative to the question of women aposties in Jesus’ mission, John’s Gospel (4:741), gives the account of Jesus and the Samaritan woman. It is an important missionary
narrative. Often the interpretation of this text lias focused on Jesus as the iiberated male,
or at least on his openness, compassion, and divine insight, receptive to sinful women and
even foreigners. And thus tIc woman is cast as a sinner and foreigner. Looked at from
another angle, she plays the important role of witness. She receives and accepts Jesus’
125
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seif-revelation to lier. Slie brings the reveÏatory news of Jesus to lier village and
announces the Messiah to the people. “The witness which the woman bears is quite
clearly apostolic in the Joliannine perspective.”126

Her apostolic witness and

effectiveness is evi dent in 4:39. “Many Samaritans from that cÏty believed in him because
of the woman’s testimony

.

.

.“

(dia ton togon).

For John, the effectiveness of the

apostolic witness is to lead others to Jesus as Savior of the World. John 4:41-42 contains
the seal of autlienticity, so to speak, of this apostie. The echo of lier apostolic witness is
heard again in 17:20 when Jesus prays for those present at table “but also for those
believing in me through their word” (dia tou logou).
In the same Gospel we have a named woman apostie. Mary Magdalene is with
Jesus at bis death on the cross (19:25), goes in search of Jesus at the tomb on Easter
moming (Jn 20:1-2; 1vflc16:1-8 Ils), recognizes the Risen Jesus (20:14-16), and is
commissioned by Jesus to announce lis Resurrection to the disciples (20:17-18). Mary’s
place in the tradition as apostie and leader stands alongside Peter’s. Yet sadly, any
awareness of ber part in the biblical tradition has for centuries been overshadowed by the
stronger and incorrect version of the tradition—that she is the seductive prostitute tumed
repentant sinner. This is an involved and complicated issue also and will be taken up at
another point in the study. It is another striking example of how interpretation changes
our perceptions of reality. It is curious that Delorme neyer refers to this text in John, but
only the later verses (20:21-23) where the group present with the Risen Lord is less
clearly defined.
This is but a sampling of the evidence that we shail discuss at another point in the
study on a feminist reading of/for ministry according to the NT.
D.1.2. The prophets and the teachers (doctors) are frequently mentioned in the
texts. Along with aposties they appear in the two lists mentioned above. Acts recognizes
the presence and place of prophets in the Jerusalem community and gïves importance to
their role at Antioch (Ac 13:1-3). The prophets and teachers are identified by their names
in this text: Bamabas, Simeon, Lucius, Manaen, and Saul. Later in Acts (21:8-10), four
daughters of Philip who have “the gift of prophecy,” are flot given names, though
126

Brown, R.E. “Role of Women in the fourth Gospel,” The Communit’,? ofthe Betoved Disciple (New
York!RamseylToronto: Paulist): 18$-189.
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cunously, in the very next verse we have thïs,

“. . .

a prophet named Agabus came down

from Judea”(lO). Delorme makes reference to the text from chapter 13:1-3 several times,
but doesn’t cite the text from the text in chapter 21 in a single place in lis work. Delorme
wntes that the prophets are held in great esteem among the brotliers—both those who
move about and those who remain in one community. In this case he has left out what I
consider a significant text insofar as ït is a clear reference to the diversïty of the ministry
he is wnting about. Inciuding these texts we can add that prophecy is manifest in men
and women, those who move about and those who remain in one particular church.
In general, prophetic activities vary in many cases. They intervene in the
assembly to instruct or interpret; they are inspired by the Spiiit of God, and have a first
place in certain churches (1 Cor 14:4-5, 29-33). The prophets’ words might be about a
mission, an individual, and a message of reproach or of consolation and encouragement.
Their message is to manifest the will of God, and the ministry is aiways for the
upbuilding of the church (1 Cor 14). My reading of the texts indicates that both men and
women are given this ministry. lCor 12:7-11 speaks of a gift that seems to be available
“for the common good,” regardiess of sex. In faimess to Delorme, one notes that lie does
cite these passages, but makes no direct point of this being a ministry shared by women
as well as by men. To the contrary, lie omits those texts that would clearly demonstrate
this point.
Another obvious text on this subject that Delorme overlooks is that of Luke 2:3638. Here we have a rare case in which a woman is both named and identified as a
prophet. We are even given some detail of her life and a hint of her prophetic message.
Anna, the prophet, meets Jesus and bis parents in the temple and “began to praise God
and to speak about the chiid to ail who were looking for the redemption of
Jerusalem”(v.38). In Luke’s second volume, Acts 2:1-21, he quotes the prophet Joel,
“Your sons and daughters shah prophecy.” There is nothing to suggest that women would
flot have been present in the group of disciples gathered in the house when the Holy Spirit
filled them with prophetic speech on that Pentecost day. This demonstrates a point to
which feminist cnticism is sensitive and from which we can leam a new way of reading.
In failing to mention the two texts mentioned above, where women are specifically
identified as prophets, one is more inclined to simply overlook or simpiy neyer consider
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the possibility that women would be among those gathered in the house when the Holy
Spint fihled them wïth prophetic speech. The text Luke quotes from the prophet Joel loses
something of its concreteness and power when we think of a room filled with men only
and Peter then coming out wïth them to announce what is happening. This is an example
of what happens when texts are interpreted through androcentnc, patnarchal terms. We
read and further interpret in a manner that truncates rather than enriches the meaning of
the message. We overlook persons or perhaps misread meanings.’27 Another text that I
find isa glaring omission in Delorme’s discussion of prophecy, is that of 1 Cor. 11:2-16.
Read in context, Paul takes for granted that women gave the service of prophesy in early
communities and here, insists only that they veil their lieads (“their hair be bound”) when
offering their prophetic message. However much the text is laden with sexist problems, it
is about prophecy, and women are included. So, despite the fact that there is littie
mention of this point, it is clear that prophecy would have been a role or cliarism active
among men and women in the community of believers.
Teachers complete the triad of ministries Delorme takes up according to the two
lists (1 Cor 12:28; Eph 4:11) mentioned earlier (although the latter of the two adds
evangelists and pastors before naming teachers). In the Gospels, Jesus is often presented
as teaching individuals, lis disciples, or the crowds. He is recognized early on as a
“teacher with authority”(Mk 1:22 II). Delorme suggests that the appearance of the
title/role of teacher in the community of disciples is a manifestation of the development
of the doctrinal reflection and the teaching that arises based on the word of the aposties
given through Jesus Christ. Having received the Word, the community now needs
instruction for living it out. Act 1:1-3 witnesses to the presence and importance of the
prophets and the teachers. These are gifts/services that complement one another. The one
who teaches is the disciple of “the one Teadher,” Jesus. As to the feminist question: a text
in Acts 18:26 indicates that botli Priscilla and lier liusband tauglit Apollos of the Way.
Delorme cites this passage as an example but makes no comment. Phoebe, a deacon and
benefactor of Paul (Rom 16:1-2), was a prominent leader in the church at Cenchreae and
most likely would have taught. The liousehold led by Cliloe (1 Cor 1:11) might easily

r’
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have been under her tutelage or instruction. Along these fragmentary unes, other

witnesses appear over time. Second century texts, or more likely legends, as one
example, teil of a woman missionary, Thecla, who was a companion of Paul, and was
commissioned to teach the word of God.’28

D.1.3. Another group of ministerial figures Delorme clusters together in a kind of
general category. These figures are particular to certain writings, and like so much of the

data we have already considered, details are scant and consistent pattems rare. Here we
speak of itinerant mïssionaries or delegates of the churches sent from one place to another
as apostles.” Simeon, Lucius, and Manaen are identified as prophets and teachers before
Bamabas and Saul, also named among prophets and teachers, and are sent out by the
Holy Spint. At Salamis in the synagogues of the Jews they proclaim the word of God
(Acts 13:5). Co-workers or collaborators in the labor of the gospel are frequently
mentioned in the Pauline corpus (Rom 16:3, 9, 21; 1 Cor 3:9; 2 Cor 1:24; 8:23; Phil 2:25;
4:3;Col 4:11; lThess 3:2; Philem 1:24, and also in 3 Jn 8). Sometimes they are identified

by name, as in the case of Prisca and Aquila (Rom 16:3), Urbanus, Tryphaena and
Tryphosa, and Titus. At other places we have vague references to nameless “co-workers”
for the Gospel. Regardless of the scant detail, clearly, “co-workers” inciude women and
men. The vagueness of ministries manifests itseif again in lTh 5:12-13 where Paul
tweaks our cunosity when he appeals to the community to “respect those who labor
among you, and have charge of you in the Lord and admonish you

.

.

.

“The Pastorals

introduce such tities as presbyters, overseers, and deacons. Long iists of required

qualities and charactenstics for those who

fui these roies

appear in these letters. What is

not clear is if they existed anywhere outside these particular churches. Although we have
seen the term diakonos in other, earlier texts, “servant” rather than “deacon” seems a less
problematic and clearer description of what is meant. Presbyters, in other places
translated as “eiders,” may designate oider, wise persons or a specific roie. It is flot
entireiy clear. To translate “overseers” as “bishops” is also problematic and probably
anachronistic.
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What does Delorme do with such a melange of tities and functions? He concludes
that a) the basis for and foots of these diverse activities simply remain undeterrnined and
indeterminable; b) the best that can be said is that change and adaptation is present from
the beginning of these various forms and activities within the community. Change and
growth are necessary in each community and manifest themselves in the dynamic, fluid
quality of these ministerial activities. The relation of ail ministries seems to corne back
very often to the aposties—and their role in the communities. In this light Delorme
conciudes that there is a foundational ministry: that of the Holy Spirit at work in
believers, rnost particularly in the aposties, to which I would add, those aposties Delorme
identifies and those he does flot!
D.2. A certain clarity or order begins to crystallize as the author next identifies
three dimensions in the exercise of ministries. The first is that of the relationships with
non-Chnstians and the missionlexpansion of the churcli. Paul’s letters and Acts provide
many examples. Ministries are rnanifest in a second manner through the communion
between the young churches thernselves tActs 8:14-17; 15; Gal 2:1-9, et ai). The third
dirnension of the exercise of ministries appears in those glimpses we get of the internai
relations within specific communities (1 Cor 12 and Mt 18, for example). At tïmes these
are proNematic situations. We have oniy to look at the Johannine community as an

example. Paul is often dealing with problems within particular communities, whether
questions of justice or orthodox practice (1 Cor 1:10 ff; 11:17-34; Gal 3, for example).
Two points appear particularly relevant from a feminist critical perspective in
Delorme’s approach of grouping the diverse ministries according to these dimensions of
their exercise. First is that even in this regrouping which Delorme has made in terms of
the rapport with non-Chnstians in tenns of the mission, the rapport between churches,
and the relationships established wïthin individual communities, there is no clear unity in
this multiplicity of ministers and their activities. Not every role or titie means the same
thing in every case. He draws this conclusion but does not make any theological
applications. An application I would look for might be how this study influences a
biblical theological of ministry. Secondly, he concludes that the data does flot give
primacy/superiority to three special ministries or to the fact that they are exclusively
male. The possibïlity of drawing conclusions contrary to this fact indicates an incomplete
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or mis-reading of the NT texts. So how is it that we end up with a theology of ministry
that gives pnmacy to aposties, prophets, and teachers? Even the latter two fali far behind
the ministry of apostleship—which somehow lias become equated with ecclesiasticai
hierarchy.
With the disappearance of the aposties in the eariy part of the Book of Acts, their

ministry does flot die, but it is taken up in new forms and in new persons ready to
announce the gospel. They are flot repiaced as Judas in the opening section of the Book
of Acts. In the missionary service and in the deepened communion within local churches,
Delorme notes that the roles of a few—especiafly gifted for certain tasks—exist, but they

are meaningiess without the active participation of ail the members. It is easy to
understand why lie maintains that a theoiogy of church is the necessary compiement ta a
theology of rninistry.

D.2.1. In another of bis successive approaches Delorme now reexamines the texts
on tlie diverse ministerial figures in terms of common values. He identifies two major
functions common ta ail, with individuals being more involved in one or the other
function. These functions are named: the Service of the Word, and the Service of
Communion (that is the unity of believers, the upbuilding of the church in Jesus Christ).
D.2.1.2. The pnority of the Word and its proclamation is clearly central to the NT
texts. Jesus begins his public life teaching and preaching. “Jesus came to Galiiee,
proclaiming the good news of God, and saying, ‘The time is fulfilled, and the kingdom of
God bas corne near; repent, and believe in the good news” (Mk 1:14). As Delorme
notes, rnany of the verbs assocïated with the early foilowers of Jesus who are sent out—
“to prociaim,” “to teach,” “to be witnesses to the word”—again places emphasis on the
service of the Word. The aim is ta gather the people and to announce the good news of
the Gospel to them: God’s rnysterious action with them and througli them in Jesus. It is as
Paul says of himself: “Christ lias flot sent me to baptize but to prociaim the gospel...” (1
Corl:17). Those who receive it welcome its transforming power manifest in new
reiationship between brothers and sisters. The Word gathers the hearers into a
community.

D.2.1.3. In the ministry of the service of communion we sec in a generai fashion
the service of those who help direct, those who offer a service of assistance, and the raie
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of a presider. “But we appeal to you, brothers and sisters, to respect those who labor
among you, and have charge of you in the Lord and admonish you; esteem them highÏy in
love because of their work.” (1 Th 5:12). There are many similar verses Delorme cites: in
the Pastoral letters, in 1 Peter, Acts and lames for example, we know of the presence of
presbyters, deacons, and overseers. At best, these roles or functions witness once again to
great diversity and originality in the communities. The ministry of Stephen, Philippe,
Apollos, and Phoebe as co-workers and servants is another evidence of leadership in the
communities, but just what such service is, is difficuit if not impossible to either define or
typify. In most cases the meanings and roles mentioned in such texts are fragmentary and
vague at best.

D.3. Given the ongoing interest and controversy (despite the Pope’s efforts to
close any discussion on the topic) surrounding priestly ordination and institutional
sacramental practices, particularly today in the Roman Catholic Church, a comment on
Delorme’s brief treatment of the Service of the Sacraments should flot be overlooked.
Delorme identifies the actions of birthing, feeding, and reconciliation of relationships
(my terms, flot his) as organic to the life of the community. Is this a distinct service, he
asks, able to be offered by a select few? One thing is certain: it is in the context of the
Service of the Word and the Service of Communion, that baptism, eucharist, and the
pardon of sins might be seen as services performed within but also by the assembly. Do
the texts point to particular agents who perform these actions? As with many other
similar questions, whether in regard to leadership or participation, most often the texts
that refer to what we might cail “sacramental” activities are not consistently or clearly
described, especiaÏly in reference to the question of who does it and with and for whom.
As to baptism, it is not necessarily the acknowledged “pillars” (James, Cephas and John
in Gal 2:9) or other leaders (Peter, for example, in Acts 10:48) who “perform” the action.
Paul, although he has baptized (1 Cor 1:14-16), he protests that his ministry is to be a
missionary preacher rather than a local baptiser? (1 Cor 1:17). The same blurring of the
question occurs when we examine texts that might refer to eucharist and reconciliation. In
the synoptics (e.g., Lk 21:14 ff.), it would seem that the eucharistic table envisions Jesus
and the aposties at the head. Yet, stand this text next to the earlier image descnbed in 1
Cor 11:26, and it appears that it is the community who makes eucharist. The comrnunity
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is encouraged to decide when to forgive or to exciude members who have broken with
community, according to the Spirit of Jesus Christ (1 Cor 5:2-5; 2 Cor 2:6-10; Mt 18:10-

35). Despite a lack of great detail, Delorme notes that order and some fonn cf leadership
are necessary to the life cf the churches. Further along in bis work he presents a model
for detennining what competencies or gifts are called for in the performance of these
important communal activities.
Delorme’s summary of this section in his study is simple and clear. For the
Gospel to be served, he writes, there needs be a receptive community where the Word is
lived eut in brother/sisterly re!ationships cf loving service to one another. These two
basic activities, the service of the Word and that of Communion point te the common
ground for unity. Although the New Testament data is characterized by a certain
indeterminacy as regards the forms cf service and the organization of ministries, at the
same time it manifests a simple enough model in these fundamental functions that would
seem te transcend time and cultures. With the possibiÏity of the same fluidity of response
te the basic cal! cf Service te the Word and Service to Building Communion, the model
appears te be applicable for the Church in any age. The mission, Delorme wntes, is for
the gathering of people (le rassemblement); the gathering is for the mission. It is difficuit
to stand Delorme’s conclusions and their implications alongside the praxis that has
developed over the centuries. It is hard to believe we have used the same texts to arrive at
where we are today. The bulk of Delorme’s work is in this first section, and now we are
ready te move on.

D.4. A second major step in Delorme’s work leads him te see in the vocabulary of
the NT a globa’ category from which we gain another perspective on the diverse
ministerial activities enlivening the early church. The category is that of service. Thus he
entitles this section: « Serviteurs et service en Église ». It is at this point that Delorme
distinguishes between the terms “minïstersfministries” and “services”/”servants.” As he
says, these words are net equivalent, but given our historical situation, if we !imited
ourselves to the familiar terms of “ministers” and “ministries” from the beginning of this
study, we would have been more restricted in our identification cf relatively stable
activities, functions and titles as “ministries.” As he rightly suggests, contemporary
experience for the most part would have us identifying these former terms with sacerdotal
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categones. Perhaps until recently, the figure of the pnest and hïs work consecrated
through sacramental ordination has dominated our notion of ministry. Delorme is in favor
of allowing for the less definite, more fluid notion of minister/ministries as we pursue the
questions. Without it, we end up with this notion of “sacerdotal priesthood” (ministers of
Jesus Christ) at one end of the spectrum and “laity” (non-ministers/foilowers of Jesus
Christ) at the other end of the spectrum. Thus if we keep these terms more open, as
Delorme suggests, there is much more room for seeing the plurality of “ministries” being
carried out both in the earÏy Christian communities and throughout history. In this way,
such diverse expressions of ministry pose no threat to or diminishment of the importance
of “sacerdotal priesthood.” A feminist hermeneutical approach affirms what Delorme
concludes here. It is flot interested in diminishing or destroying ministry; on the contrary,
it is aiways in search of expanding and including ail activity that will “build up the body
of Christ.”

D.4.1. Delorme continues to read the texts by way of comparison, bringing
together those elements that help us see a common ground for the figures or functions
presented thus far. As mentioned earlier, the general function of service and servant
works as an “umbrella” category. The Pauline writings frequently employ the term for
service (diakonein, diakonon, diakonia). Delorme points out the fact that this is neither a
characteristic word in the religious language of the period, nor is it typical of NT Greek.
On one level it suggests a meaning around the notion of “table service.” We find this
sense of it in texts such as Acts 19:22 and Philemon 13. However, more commonly, in
the writings of Paul, we find the word associated with interdependence and assistance
(service) in the community of believing brothers and sisters. As well, many individuals
are identïfied as servants or for their service: Paul, Apollos, Phoebe, Timothy, and
Epaphras, for example. Paul boasts of hïs ministry as one of service par excellence (2 Cor
6:3). The word doutos and its forms also appear in the New Testament. Jesus makes
himself a slave out of obedience even unto death (Phil 2:7). This kind of self-giving for
the “good of the many” plays itself out in the various forms of service the foilowers of
Jesus offer to one another.

D.4.2. Service is linked with authoriry. The vocabulary for authority that
manifests itself in Jesus’ public life and in that of his disciples is unlike any that is related
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to socio-political or even religious language of the period. The “authorities” or “leaders
of the synagogue” identified in the NT data, refer to heads of the State or of Judaism (as
in Lk 12:11). The “authority” (exousia) identified with Jesus and his disciples is marked
flot by politicai power or social status (10:1 1/; Mk 3:15; Mt 28:18). It is authority that
shows itself in service. Jesus’ power and authority is consistently identified with service.
It is this power and authority that is shared with his disciples. Those sent by Jesus are
given authority by virtue of the Word they carry to others (Lk 10:16). John’s Gospel
gives a most strildng example in the portrait of foot washing (In 13:1-16). Any power or
authority shared by Paul or Peter or other members of the eariy communities is that
exercised through the power of Jesus Christ, crucified and risen—the servant who lays
down his life for his friends.
Not all services carry the same weight of authority in the communïties of
believers; flot ail servants hoid the same place in the churches. Some within the
community command greater authority than others do. Paul instructs, directs, corrects and
at times sends “orders” based on his authority. He appeals for respect for “those who
labor among you, and have charge of you in the Lord and admonish you” (1 Thess 5:12).
Similarly, the letter to the Hebrews calis for submission and obedience to the “leaders”
who are keeping watch and who will give an account of souls (Heb 13:17). Paul,
likewise, admonishes Titus to “speak, exhort, and reprove with ail authority” (Ti 2:15).
D.5. Anticipating this final major section of lis study, «Le service de t’oeuvre de
Dieu au profit des hommes », Deionne describes the “agents” identified in the first step
as those he calied «serviteurs

».

The service they render is that of the “work of God for

the benefit of God’s people.” This is a work accomplished in and through the life, death,
and resurrection of Jesus and is continued in and through the church. This final section,
which also is moving Delorme doser to lis second major question as to the unity in ail of
this, is to look for an underlying principle that holds together the diverse elements.
D.5.1. Such a principle, he concludes, is the very work of God. It is the action of
God through Jesus Christ in the Spirit and continuing through the iife of the community.
It has a dynamic, double aspect: both a past and a present expression. Above ail, this is
evident in the diversity of the gifts/competencies given to women and men to participate
in this divine action. Delorme sees its expianation expressed most clearly in Paul’s words
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to the Connthian community. “Ail this is from God, who reconciied us to himself through
Christ, and has given us the ministry of reconciliation; that is, in Christ God was
reconciling the world to himself

.

.

.

we are ambassadors for Christ, since God is making

his appeal through us.. .we work together with God..

.

“(2 Cor 5:18-6:1).

D.5.2. Once again, Delorme cautions against generalizing or harmonizing the
multi-layered pattems of service uncovered. And in order to counter this temptation, he
employs what he calls a simple grille d’analyse. The model he proposes follows certain
elements of the work of A. J. Greirnas.’29 He applies it flot to the tities he has delineated

—

the diverse types of servants—but uses it rather to determine the type of competencies
necessary to be abie to render a particular service. He notes that every ministerial activity
is accomplished as the service of God for the benefit of God’s people. This supposes the
capability (une compétence) or qualification, which makes it possible. This competence is
received with a charge or commission (un mandat) and is at the basis of ail service in the
church. Someone (un destinateur gives the mandate to or for an individual or a group

(les destinataires). When the commission is accepted, the person to whom k is given has
a contract (un contrat) to perform the service. It is made officiai (une investiture) when
both competence and contract are present. Delorme proceeds to apply this model to the
triad of aposties, prophets, and doctors (teachers)—in part because of the frequency of
their appearance and activities in the texts.
Those sent to announce the good news (tes envoyés/aposttes) are aiways Jinked to
the revelation Christ made to them in his resurrection. It is an “investiture,” Delonne
says, that is very different from what was expected and not totally unlike that of the
prophets of the Hebrew Testament. To welcome this revelation is to recognize the
mission and competence of the apostles. The investiture of the apostles after Easter
implies an origina] relationship between them and the church. The mandate concems the
people they are to evangelize. This then brings them into being as church. But the church
cornes into being flot oniy from the work of those strictly called aposties. The
competence and investiture is given to many others. Paul writes to the Corinthians (1 Cor
15:6) “he [the Risen ChristJ appeared to more than five hundred brothers and sisters at
129
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one time.

.

.

.“

Acts too, recounts the one hundred twenty persons among the believers

before whom Peter stood (Acts 1:15). On the day of Pentecost the Spint is given to ail
present (Acts 2:1-4,llb). The evangelîst Luke speaks of the women who came to the
tomb (23:55), the piighms at Emmaus (24:13-32), and the companions of the eleven who
gathered together saying, “The Lord has risen indeed” (Lk. 24:33). So the church and
the aposties receive at the same time the capacity or competence to fulfiil the mandate
that defines them. The church itself (te destinateur) has an apostolic mission. Not ail are
aposties in the same way, some are envoys and some are destinataires. Deiorme sees a
correlation that exists between the aposties and the church, whïch corresponds to that
which links the Twelve and the disciples in the church.
The prophets are, in generai, the organs of communicating a Word given from the
Spirit (te destinateur). They prophesy in a particuiar situation for a particular hearing in
order to convey an understanding of the Gospel and a concrete expression of the Divine
wiil. In prayer, they interpret tongues or actions of grace. There is no particular
investiture for prophecy except in the case of the Book of Revelation under the form of
the vision (1:9-20; 10:1-11). The prophets’ mandate, as it were, cornes from withïn the
comrnunity (which is also te destinataire). The aposties and the community recognize the
Spirit moving in those prophets who practice discemment in the name of the Word of
God. This is the same Spirit, who lives in the communÏty and is the source of the gifts
given to ail but to some members in particuiar.
The teachers/doctors mentioned in 1 Cor 12 are established by God. Delorme
finds no investiture texts for the teachers, as such, but the competence is recognized first
off as a gift of the Spint. It is the capacity to instruct in the Service of the Word of God.
Like the aposties and prophets, the teachers are established gifts given to the Church
by
God for its iife and growth in Christ. In the ietters to the Ephesians, Hebrews, to Timothy,
and Titus, the pastoral charge of those responsible for the community (the meaning
of
which is vague), does seem to include teaching.
As for the detaii of “the iaying on of hands,” we know that it was a rite practiced
in Judaism to ordain or invest the teachers. Deiorme points out that beyond this Judaic
practice, there is no clear meaning or consistent carry over of the practice of the laying
on
of hands (epi-tithenai tas cheiras) in the Christian communities. In Acts,
where it is
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mentioned five times, it is linked to the Holy Spint and the reception of baptism. Acts
19:5-6 is a strildng example. Those present with Paul at Ephesus are baptized in Jesus’
name and have “hands laid on them.” Not unlike the scene at Pentecost, they experience
the power of the Holy Spirit and “spoke in tongues and prophesied.” In Acts 8:16-19,
Peter and John are sent to the believers in Samaria. “They prayed for them that they
might receive the Holy Spirit”. Through prayer and “the laying on of hands,” they receive
the Hoiy Spirit. The group of Seven are chosen by the community in Acts 6:1-6 (“men of
good standing, full of the Spirit and of wisdom”) to care for the needs of the Hellenist
widows. Once the community had selected them, they stood “before the aposties, who
prayed and laid their hands on them.” In ail these texts except that of Saul’s conversion
story (Acts 9:1-19), it is the aposties who perform the action, aiways in the presence of
the community, whether large or small in number. Ananias in the case of Saul, “laid his
hands” on him and lis sight was restored, and he was filled with the Holy Spint (Acts
9:17-18). The presence of the Holy Spirit is perhaps the only consistent factor we can
identify from this evidence.’3°
Paul’s wntings neyer use the term presbyteroi, yet they appear in the Pastorals
and are occasionally associated with the “laying on of hands.” In 1 Timothy, for example,
Paul encourages Timothy to teach and exhort, “flot neglecting the gift that is in you which
was given to you through prophecy with the laying on of hands by the council of eiders”
(1 Tim 4:14). Curiously in 2 Timothy, the same Paul addresses Timothy to “rekindie the
gift of God that is within you through the laying on of my hands” (2 Tim 1:6). Whether
through the iaying on of hands by the council of eiders (presbyteroi) (iTim 4:14) or by
prayer and fasting in the appointment of eiders (Actsl4: 23), the investiture of the Spirit
is affirmed socially where the community and certain individuals together play the role of
human destinateur. Once again, the role of the community is affirmed. For example, in
‘3°

Robert f. O’Toole discusses this in his article in The Anchor Bible Dictionary Vot.3 Edited by David
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the case of the Seven referred to earlier, the community is flot simply the recipient of the
service but is also able to discem the gifts

0f

the Spirit. Delorme notes that the

community “gives itself its servants and at the same time receives them.”
From a ferninist

point

of view looking at the meaning and practice of the “iaying

on of hands,” there is something further to be said. As Delorme’s analysis clearly
emphasizes, the role of the cornmunity cornes into play in this practice as weIl as in every
action of service. Also, the fact that its origin and meaning in the Christian cornmunity is
hazy at best makes it difficuit to draw hard and fast conclusions as to its interpretation.
However, somehow over time we seem to have gotten the littie we know about the
“laying on of hands” and its significance to the early Christian cornmunity, tumed around
and associated with an institutionaiized and officiai action. Although the Greek is the
same in these texts, out of ten different translations I verified, the New Revised Standard
Version translates the text from 1 Tim 5:22 as “do flot ordain anyone hastily.” Despite the
fact that ordination does not aiways or necessariiy mean sacerdotal ordination, the
connotations that this contemporary translation leave, would strike rnany readers as a text
about ordination of priests. There is no evidence for this in the texts we’ve iooked at. To
speak about “iaying on of hands” raises a red flag for feminist readers who are suspicious
of texts that have become in practice much bigger and more officiai and hierarchical than
they appear in the biblical record.
0f utmost importance in Delorme’s thesis is the recognition that these distinctions
as ministers are of secondary importance in relation to the fact that it is by their
functions/competencies that the three corne together and can be exercised. The divine gift
is recognized by its fruits and is expressed in an act of social investiture. The titie of
“minister” bas become institutionalized, yet once again, what makes the difference in the
life of the community is flot so much the titie as it is in the gift that is bestowed and itself
bestows the competency.
The persisting debate around the terms “charisms” vs. “institution” is fuelled by
the fact that “charism” is borrowed from the Paul’s writings and is thus often thought of
in Pauline terms alone. “Institution,” on the other hand, lias negative nuances associated
with k and is rarely iinked with biblical vocabulary. Delorme conciudes that in the
biblical texts it is not the question of charisrn vs. institution that presents itself. What is
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important, lie believes, is the reiationship between divine investiture in full human
participation with the work of God on behaif of ail people and the social action arising
from and in response to the divine gift of the Spirit in the Church. The roles or actions of
those who receive the mandate do not oppose one another—regardless of their
identification as “charism” or “institution.”
In conclusion, Delorme refuses the question “unity or diversity” of ministries in
the New Testament and speaks rather in terms of “unity in diversity”. First, lie sees the
multiplicity and diversity in these ministries and ministers as a sigri of vitality. Secondly,
the ministerial figures that appear in these texts are aiways figures of service. Their
service is pattemed after that of Christ. Authority, as well, accompanies their service and
is also exercised after the manner of Jesus Christ: in obedience to God for the good of the
many. Third, Delorme concludes that there is continuity and discontinuity, as it were, in
the expressions of service of God on behaif of men and women. Within the texts
themselves we have seen the deveiopment and evolution of Jesus’ mission and expression
of service as it is taken up after the Resurrection. When needs are met, sometirnes
ministries change or end. Jesus’ activity and mission as presented in the Gospels,
expresses itself in new forms and applies itself differently in different communities. It is
in this sense that Delorme identifies divine activity in the community as having about it a
sense of past and present. This suggests to me the dynamic and creative quality of the
Spirit’s presence in every community, in every epoch. In Delonrie’s fourth conclusion he
retums to the necessity of receiving the competence to perform a ministry. There are
many types of competencies, but they aiways arise from the Spirit within the church. The
work of the aposties takes on pnmacy insofar as ail the ministries that evolve corne after
the birth of the church that the aposties have gathered througli their mission of preaching
in the power of the Holy Spirit. This stresses the importance of apostolic ministry at the
source of the church’s life. A certain caution is called for at this point. A feminist critique
is uneasy with, in fact, rejects a conclusion that identifies this apostolic ministry as then
sornehow above ail other ministries. Delorme does flot suggest this, but he does corne
back to the fact that their authority continues even after they are gone. Throughout his
study he stresses the important role of the community. A ferninist critique wants to see
the implications of this in the playing out of this vision of church. A herrneneutics of
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suspicion is cautious with words like “primacy” and “officiai.” The affirmation of
ministries does flot confer an authority based on power. Any authority that accompanies
the work of God expressed through minïstenal figures or their activity manifests itself in
service. There is nothing in Deiorme’s analysis that directly ieads to the image of a
pyramid of ministries or a power-based diversity. The texts demonstrate that it is an
ordered church but not that it is a hierarchicai church. I have tried to

fui

out the

ministerial picture with texts that Delorme has flot included. This is to underscore that it
is an inclusive, universal church that crosses boundaries of race, sex, and class, flot oniy
in membership, but also in the expressions of service within itself. It is a church that
offers service and calis people to be servants without distinction based on any measure of
value or hierarchy. As Delorme has insisted, who does what is based on the competency
or qualification of the individual. This approach provides a helpfui contrast to one that
makes distinctions based on whether we are dealing with charisms or establishedl
institutionaiized ministries.
The feminist eye sees in ail of this an image of church that is a circle. There is
complementarity in ail the services rendered to God for the good of the body. Paui’s
reminder in 1 Corinthians 12 takes on fresh meaning when we think of this vast diversity
of ministries carried on within this interdependent body that is the church. It is a giant
step from this vision of church to that of a church that expresses its mission informed by
notions of the “primacy of Peter” and the “first place” of the aposties that became over
time such a central force in shaping the theology of ministry and its praxis. Deiorme
makes a further reinforcement of the point that though the apostles disappear from the
scene, the threefoid service of which they were a part, continues on in the iife of the
church. This, he concludes, demonstrates the Church’s on-going dependence on the
mission of the aposties. In his conclusion lie identifies the “laying on of hands” as the rite
that manifests the dependence of the church on apostoiic authority. Yet the texts have
indicated that it is flot the aposties aione who perform this action. Delorme does flot
mention that according to the texts, prayer and fasting are aiso ways of confirming the
competence and giving the mandate to perform a particular ministry. Uniess I misread his
earlier discussion of this rite, this is flot a clear or consistent pattem for passing on
apostolic authority. Those individuals we have identified as aposties eariier in this work:
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Prisca and Aquilla, Phoebe, Junia among others, were active before Paul was with them.
There is no indication that they had an investiture such as “laying on of hands,” yet they
stand solidly within the circle of apostolic authority, it seems to me. A further point
Delorme does not make clearly enougli, from my perspective, in this biblicai theological
essay is how theologically, we have becorne a church that identifies the papal and
episcopal hierarchy as the direct une of apostolic succession. What is the biblical basis
for this jump?
Finally, Delorme cornes full circle in the recognition that the unity of the
NT manifests itself in its very diversity. One part of the NT writing, one text, does flot
neutralize or silence another. It is between and with ail the diversity in the writings,
Delorme says, that the unity expresses itself. The same is true with the ministries he lias
examined. The dialectic is between God and humanity. Unity and diversity are a part of
both sides of the equation. This is a hopeful and idealistic conclusion to a fine study.
However, even Delorme recognizes the fragiÏity of the unity because of the hurnan
tendency to see diversity as division. The final word from a feminist analysis is to affirm
the pnnciples that Delorme holds up, but to reject the many ways in which the
interpretation of these biblical principles betray the very message they convey. As I have
tned to point out, even in this fine work of Delorme, lis selection of texts and the
interpretation he gives to certain actions make a difference in the way we experience and
live out the diversity of ministries according to the NT. There can be no real dialectic’3’
until ail the voices in these texts join in the conversation. Feminist criticism makes the
effort to see and listen anew to these texts; it questions which texts are selected, which
omitted, and how they are interpreted. I have tned to join Delorme in lis effort to
answer the question of diversity and unity in NT ministries by adding those voices that
are

were silent or silenced, particularly those of women.
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Webster’s Dictionary defines the word diatectic as “the art or practice of debate or conversation by
which the truth of a theory or opinion is arrived at logically” and the juxtaposition or interaction of
conflicting ideas, forces, etc.” (New York: Random House, 1992).
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SCRIPTURE INDEX*
Selected texts referred to by Jean Delorme in
« Diversité et unité des ministères d’après le Nouveau Testament »
MATTHEW_____
7: 15, 22, 29 (15-23)
9:6
10:1 //s.2, 1$ Ils
13 :3-23
16:18/!
18 (entire chapter) highlights 2, 15-18, 1820
22:13
23:8, 10, 5-12
24:14
28 (entire chapter) highlights 8-20
MARK
1:22, 27
3:15
6:7, 30
9:35, SOus
10:41-45 (42-45) Ils
11: 28-33
13: 9-10
16 (entire chapter)
LUKE____
4:6, 36
9:60
10:1, 16, 19
11:49
12:3540,4148 (4748)
17:5, 7-10, ()
22: 14-19, 26, 30//Mt 19:28
24 (entfre chapter) hightlights

1: 12-13
5:27
10:16
12:26
13: 1-16, 16-20
14: 12-3 1
15: 14-16,17, 20,26-16:15
17:2, 21. 23
20:21-23
21:11, 15-17

ACTS_________________
1:7,15-26 (17, 25) also 1: 15-2:4
2:14. 14
4:32-37
5:3
6:1-6 (1.2.3.4.5,6) y cited individually
7:10
8: 14-17 (j, 17-19,25
9:12, 15, 17, 32
10:3842.48...) cli 10-11 cited as unit
11:1-2, 22,29-30
12:22, 25
13:1-3, (each verse referred to several times)
17, 23-31
14: 4, 12, 23, 27-28
15 (entfre chapter) 2,3,4,7.22,25,32-33
18:20, 24-26
19:5-6, 22
20:24, 2$-29/2$-32
21: 8, 18, 19
26:18
ROMANS
1:5, 16
6:16-17 (16-22)
10:8-13, 14-15, 16
12: 4-8, 6-8, 13
14:18
15:15-32, (18, 25, 26-27)
16:1, 34,7, 19

y

33

1 CORINTHIANS__________
1:13-17, (14-17)
3:21-23
4:1-2, 8, 15
5:2-5 )both chapters cited as whole
6:5
7:6, 10,12, 22, 40
9:14, 16,17, 19
10:17
11:23,26
12 (entfre chapter) also 1-3, 8, 10, 13, 18,
1 CORINTHIANS (contd)____
15: 1-8, (i), (i_6,7), 11, 24
16:14,15,16
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2 CORII’JTHIANS___________
1:24
2:5-10, (2)
3:7-9
4:5
5:18-21 (20) (check outp. 324)
6:3,4
8:18-1923 }chapters 8/9 entirely
9
10:5, 8
11:23
13:10

3:2, 4-5, 7, 12
4:1-6,U-), 13,14
5:1-2, 7-8, 10, 14, 16,17,22
6:1, 3-5, 12
2 TIMOTHY_______________
1:6,9,11,14
2:2, 14-18
4:5,11
TITUS______________
1:5,6-7,(,9
2:5,8,10,11.15
3:1-2, 5-7, 8

GALATIANS________________
1:11-17, 18
2:1-9 (esp 2, 5,6,7,9) 5-10 (cited as whole)
PHILEMON__________________
3:28
1:13
4:11
5:5-13 (verify)
EARLY CHRISTIAN WRITTNGS
6:6
1 CLEMENT 44:3
EPHESIANS______________
2:20
DDACHE15:1
3:2,5,7
4:1-3, H, 25-5:2
6:10

1:1, 5-7, 27-30
2:7,15-16, 22, 25-30
3:5
4: 14-19
COLOSSIANS_____________
1:7, 13, 16,23,25,26,28
2:10, 15
3:11, 16
4:3-4, 7, 9, 12, 15, 17
1 TFIESSALOMANS________
2:8, 12
5 (entire chapter) highlighting vs 12-13,
19-21
2 THESSALONIANS_______
3:1
THE PASTORALS
1 TIMOTHY_
1:3-4,10-11, 18
2:1-8, (i), 8-12

*Underscored verses are those cited more than
one time throughout the work.

Chapter Four
FEMINIST CRITIQUE IN CONVERSATION WITH
DAVID L. BARTLETT
Min istiy in the New Testament [Overtures to Biblical Theology SeriesJ, (Fortress
Press: Minneapolis 1993).

A. AUTHOR’S GOAL IN MINISTRYIN THE NEW TESTAMENT
In the opening chapter of this comprehensive and challenging book, the author
discusses the understandings of and challenges to ministry according to officiai church
documents from the Protestant and Roman Catholic churches. He briefly considers other
scholarship on the subject. These writings become the author’s point of entry for joining
the conversation lie wants his book to express. He writes for an audience of ministers,
priests and seminarians—whom lie refers to as “practical theologians.” Yet he adds that
bis even deeper hope is to truly further the conversation flot only witli those engaged in
ministry, but also with those who anticipate entering ministry. It is a conversation about
how ministry is practiced, understood, and might be developed in ah

its diverse

expressions today.
Bartlett’s goal, in part, is to examine aspects of the ecclesiological formulations of
Lumen Gentium and Baptism, Eucharist, and Ministry from the work of a few
theologians and clerics who have also sought to understand and broaden the implications
of those documents. Similar to Raymond Brown and Jean Delorme’s works, Bartlett
argues for the diversity in understandings and expressions of New Testament ministnes.
He reminds the reader that the diverse visions of ministry arise flot only out of different
understandings of the gospel, but also out of different cultural, social, and historical
situations. This too, is a point of agreement with the two other authors examined prior to
the present work. If read with openness and care, the book brings one to a greater
certainty that the unity of the church does not depend on a unïform style of religious
leadership. My analysis of Bartlett’s study will place greater emphasis on the Roman
Catholic documents, theologians, and interpretations than on the Protestant data. A point
with which I am in full agreement is in Bartlett’s suggestion that “it may be that we shall
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discover that, in our quite new situation, what we need to learn from the New Testament
ïs not how to combine old traditions but how to adapt the ancient visions to our own
needs.”132
The author’s idea is that by examining sorne of the major strains in the NT we
will find dues that help us to judge and shape our understanding of rninistry today. if we
hope to move toward a clearer, perhaps more unified (more biblical?) vision of ministry,
it is important that it be shaped by our own time as well as by the gospel’s daim. To this
I would add that “shaped by our own time,” also means shaped by our own experience—
the positive and negative dimensions of church, ministry, and the gospel itself. “Shaped
by our own time,” means shaped by a time in which women are taldng a place in every
public sphere of life, religion and religïous scholarship notwithstanding. I would insist
further, that the “gospel’s daim” be clarified adequately to be able to hear each
individual NT voice in this conversation. Here I return specifically to women’s pan in
the conversation that has been neglected and shut out in so many circles for so many
years. I might add at this point that of the three works I have treated in this chapter (Pan
Two), Professor Bartlett’s goal is by far the one I find most encouraging, hopeful, and
most in accord with the goal of ferninist work on the topic.

B. AUTHOR’S PRESUPPOSITIONS and METHOD
8.1. Bartlett wntes that Scripture “ought to be our guide in matters of faith and
practice. Commitment to Scripture cornes with membership in the Christian community.
The Bible is the charter out of which every church should read its life.”33 He concedes
immediately, however, that this does not mean that Scnpwre is the answer book to many
contemporary questions, or that any “answers” scripture does provide, may necessarily be
the same answer suggested in every text of the NT. Bartlett calis bis interpretation of
Scripture conversational. The Scriptures are in conversation with themselves; for
example, note the striking differences in how Paul and Matthew understand Torah,
apostleship, or even church order. Just so, Bartlett adds his own contemporary
understandings to the conversation. In a certain sense, in this way Bartlett circles the
132

Bartlett, Ministiy in the New Testament, 19.
1331bid., 21.
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question of the authority of Scripture rather than taking a clear position on the issue. He
identifies his preference to reflect “on the nature of scriptural authority rather than to
argue a particular doctrine of inspiration.” Is this a neat way of avoiding the question, or
is it simply a wise response? For reasons both personal and practical, he asks flot how
Scripture originated but how it can be used faithfully. Once again, I find myseif very
much in agreement with this presupposition. My application from a feminist point of
view will lead to at least some different questions andlor interpretations, as we shah sec.
My consideration of texts in addition to those BartÏett has selected may also color the
picture differentiy.

B.2. Bartiett describes his method as selective and typological. The principle of
selection is easiiy stated thougli flot 50 easily expiicated. “I shah look at those scriptural
passages that provide special help in moving toward a contemporary understanding of
ministry.

Some of the passages will suggest directions for development; some may

represent approaches to be shunned. None will be studied simply out of historical
curiosity.”34 Adopting an historical sequence, bis method is to survey the major sections
of NT literature. Thus, he begins with Paul’ s undisputed letters, then continues with the
Gospels of Matthew, Luke, John, and the Acts of the Aposties, and concludes with the
Pastoral Epistles. By attending to the iatest schoiariy contributions on questions of dating
and setting of different documents, Bartlett presents a full spectrum of diverse practices
and theology/theoiogies of ministry in the historical and iïterary context of each block of
literature.
Like Jean Delorme, Bartlett speaks of his method as typological and looks “not
only at the titie” used for various offices or functions in the early church, but also at
specific texts, narrative stories, and symbols. These may give some dues to the ways in
which the first-century Christian communities understood leadership. His assumption is
that these may provide modeis for our present understanding and practice, but only
typologicaiiy. For example, he points out that the apostie is flot a bishop, and John the
eIder is not a member of any officiai presbytery. “No one in the New Testament went to
seminary, and if there was real ordination for New Testament churcli leaders, it chU not

134
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function as ours does or is apt to do.”35 The New Testament offers nch images, symboïs,
types, and models that can help us determine what indeed is a biblical ministry for our
own time. It must be one led by the Spirit but informed by the word and interpreted out of
contemporary experience as well. Bartlett challenges the church today to take a bold look
at the New Testament. He comments that “every church structure we discover in or
behind the New Testament documents stands far to the left of establishment American
churches today—Catholic and Protestant alike.”36

C. FEMIMST PRESUPPOSITIONS AND QUESTIONS
Just as Bartlett speaks of wearing the glasses of a “free-church male cleric” who
has been primarily occupied with life in an academic setting, I too wear a specific pair
of glasses. As a Chnstian feminist I am interested in broadening our understanding of
ministry in the Roman Catholic Church, in particular. I read the biblical texts with an
eye to seeing the ways in which the texts lead us to something other than a two-tiered,
ordained male clergy and laïty, understanding of ministry. I read the biblical texts
asking who is in this text—speaking or being spoken to or about. I ask of the biblical
texts: who is acting, who is present, and who is absent. I review David Bartlett’s
wnting through a feminist lens. This means reading both as a white, Roman Catholic
woman of North America, and as someone interested in finding women’s
involvement in ministry and the service of the gospel at the time of Jesus and the
period of NT wnting. I ask how a text is being interpreted. What can we conclude
definitively and what must be left as an open question? I look at the author’s work in
this book to see whether women are visible, present, or even spoken of. Does
Professor Bartlett leave us with the assumption that the people involved in these texts
are ah male? Does he write for a male audience or for an audience of women and
men?

‘
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D. BARTLETT’S PROCEDURE and FEMINIST RESPONSE
As in the earlier critiques, I follow Bartlett’s study step by step and respond with
questions, alternative responses, interpretations or emphases. His procedure, as

mentioned above, is to take the NT data in historical sequence, asking the same five
questions of the literature he is examining. I respond within each section. At times, I
refer to the contemporary implications for women as Bartlett himself speaks of
wnting theology that is shaped by our times and expenence. Women’s expenence is
of great importance in my reading and reacting to Bartlett’s work.
D.1. CONTEMPORARY VIEW 0f MIMSTRY
My attention in this section is given primarily to the Roman Catholic document
from Vatican II and its implications for ministerial applications. While I will look at the
Protestant document wntten by the Commission on Faith and Order of the World Council
of Churches, my predominant experience and critique corne from and for a Roman
Catholic perspective. Because so much contemporary theology of ministry has failen
back on these documents and the study of them, I think it is worth our time to look in
some detail at Bartlett’s treatment of these texts.
D.L1. OFFICIAL STATEMENTS
Lumen Gentium (The Dogmatic Constitution on the Church), written dunng the
Second Vatican Council, sought to define for Catholics, in a positive way the role of
ordained clergy in their reiationship to the community of faithful church people. For
Protestants, the study document Baptism, Eucharist, and Ministiy, published by the
World Council of Churches, sought to provide the grounds for conversation as the
various Protestant and Orthodox churches move toward greater unity. Documents,
Catholic and Protestant, and the works written in response to these documents are
exceedingly helpful as a means toward understanding the church’s self-definition and as
aids toward self-understanding for clergy and seminarians. They also provide grist for
feminist research to raise questions, challenges, and perspectives that can enrich our
understanding of church, gospel and the ministries that arise from it.

D.L1.1. LUMEN GENTIUM
Lumen Gentium signais a change in the church’s approach to ministry. It speaks
of rninistry first in terms of the whole people of God and flot of the ordained clergy. At
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first glance this is hopeful, new, and encouraging for the lay reader. The emphasis points
to Christ as the sole Teacher and Shepherd. The Churcli is a sheepfold whose one and
necessary door is Christ (In. 10:1-10). She is a flock of which God Himself foretold that
Ne would be the Shepherd (cf. Is. 40: 11, Ez. 34: 11ff.). Although guided by human
shepherds, lier sheep are nevertheless ceaselessly Ied and nourished by Christ Himself,
the Good Shepherd and the Prince of Shepherds (cf. Jn. 10: 11; 1 Pet. 5:41), who gave

His life for the sheep (cf. In. 10:11-15). (LG 1, 6). The document highuights as weil that
priesthood belongs to the whole people of God and is flot exclusively given to ordained
clergy (LG 2, 10). Nonetheless, when the Council Fathers (literally) write of the gifts that
the Spirit has given to the whole church, the order in which these gifts are mentioned
suggests a pnority of authority and value: “The Spirit

.

.

.

fumishes and directs lier [the

church] with various gifts both hierarchicai and charismatic, and adoms lier with the
fruits of His grace (cf. Eph. 4:11-12; 1 Cor. 12:4; Gai. 5:22)” (LG 1, 4). Bartlett himseÏf
observes this shift in emphasis. Obviously, it lias implications for a ferninist critique of
the question of ministry. How can hierarchy resuit from the gifts of a Spint that is like the
wind? “It blows wliere it chooses, and

.

.

.

you do flot know where it cornes from or

where it goes. So it is with everyone who is bom of the Spirit” (In 3:8). The Spirit of God
is given without measure (In 3:34). This seems a contradiction of the bibiical witness.
The Council document goes on to say that tlie bisliops have primary authority for
the life of tlie churcli because they succeed the aposties to whorn Christ himself gave
speciai authority. Foremost among the bishops is the pope, the bishop of Rome, the
successor of Peter, who was foremost among the aposties (LG 3, 18). The bishops are
responsible for administering ail (itaiics mine) the gifts of officiai ministry within the
cliurcli: preaching, officiating at the sacraments, teaching, and goveming. Through the
bishops, Christ hîmself preaches the word and administers the Eucharist and the otlier
sacraments (LG 3,21). What can one say in response to this? The words, “administering”
and “ail” in this context are very probiematic. Gifts generaliy are “given” rather than
“administered.” And I find no biblicai evidence that supports Jesus Christ “administering
the Eucharist and the other sacraments.” Bartlett does not comment on this text from tlie
Council document.
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“Associated with their bishop in a spirit of trust and generosity, priests make him
present in a certain sense in the individual local congregations of the faithful, and take
upon themseives, as far as they are able, his duties and concerns, discharging them with
daily care” (LG 3, 28; see also 3, 21). Clearly, the authority of priests denves from their
bishops and is flot independent of episcopal authority. Indeed, priests serve as the
aposties of the aposties, ambassadors for the bishop. This commentary from the
document is reminiscent of an eariy Christian text in which Mary Magdaiene is called
“the apostie to the aposties.” She wasn’t sent by the aposties, but to them. Lumen
Gentium continues on the topic of priests. Above ail, it points out, the priest’s
responsibility is to preside at the Eucharist. Here, as host at the meal, the priest represents
the presence of Christ himseïf (LG 2, 10). In a celebration where community is so visibly,
tangibly central, I ask in response to this une from the document, and whom does the
community represent?
“At a lower level of the hierarchy are deacons, upon whom hands are imposed
‘not unto the priesthood, but unto a ministry of service” (LG 3, 29). Hierarchy manifests
itself again in this brief mention of deacons. Yet I wonder, isn’t ail ministry intended to
be service in Jesus’ own ministry?
At its closïng, Lumen Gentium retums once more to the role of the laity. “For
their sacred pastors know how much the iaity contribute to the welfare of the entire
church”. And how is this evident? 0f what kind of “welfare” are we speaking? “Pastors
also know that they themselves were flot meant by Christ to shoulder alone the entire
saving mission of the Church toward the world. On the contrary, they understand that it is
their noble duty so to shepherd the faithful and recognize their services and charismatic
gifts that ail according to their proper roles may cooperate in the common undertaking
with one heart” (LG 4, 30).’
Bartlett comments that it is perhaps “not only Protestant bias that detects in these
lines the sense that the hierarchy is called to condescend to share some of its proper
ministry with lay peopie.” The further discussion of the proper role of laity in church
reinforces the inference. “An individual layman, by reason of the knowledge,
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competence, or outstanding ability which he may enjoy, is permitted and sometimes even
obliged (italics mine) to express his opinion on things which concem the good of the
Church” (LG 4,37). One is inclined to say, “Thank you. Members are flot fools or
chiidren and members make up the church no less than its leaders.” Women are pointing
out this condescension over and over. The married deacon’s program is just one example
of where the attitudes and inequities manifest themselves!
A document as important as Lumen Gentium provides an understanding of the
church and its ministry that is clear and consistent, Bartlett observes. And because it
presents a particular Roman Catholic perspective, it also raises some questions. The
author identifies five of his questions.
First, what is the appropriate manner to use Scripture as a resource for
understanding church and ministry? Lumen Gentium draws from every portion of the
New Testament to provide illustration or proof texts for its points. Using the Scripture in
this manner implies that there is a uniform understanding of ministry in the New
Testament and that every writer in the New Testament can be used to support the vision
of every other writer. Bartlett disagrees, as do I, and sees different biblical texts
suggesting different and sometimes conflicting visions of ministry. As with Delorrne,
Bartlett resists the temptation to simply force them into one homogenized understanding.
Second, Bartlett questions the relationship between biblical texts about the twelve
or the aposties, and the institution of the bishop. This, surely, is a question with which I
identify. Lumen Gentium assumes that bishops are direct descendants of the aposties, and
that what Scnpture says about the aposties, the church can affirm about its bishops. This
is a question that demands some exegetical attention. If sucli attention is given, to whom
is it given? Who can hear “bad news” in terms of the biblical data as it stands along side
contemporary praxis?
Third, what is the relationship between the baptized assembly, the people of God,
and its leaders? Is the authority of the clergy the sole source of direction and instruction
for the people, or do clergy receive some authority from the whole body of Christ? Does
the New Testament give substantiation for a hierarchical understanding of church
leadership, or is there evidence for a greater reciprocity between people and leaders?
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Fourth, Since the New Testament neyer explicitly mentions any particular group
of Christians to be responsible for presiding at Eucharist, how are we to evaluate the

daim of Lumen Gentium that the fundamental role of the ordained clergy is to officiate at
the Eucharist? The New Testament presents a great variety of roles and functions for
specific church leaders. Who is to preside at the Eucharist is neyer clearly defined.
Fifth, there is littie information on the selection and appointment of leaders in the
New Testament. The significance of the laying of hands is flot consistent or clear in the
NT texts, as we discussed in our response to Jean Delorme’s work. How does the
understanding of the nature of ordination in LG relate to this reality?
D.1.1.2. BAPTISM, EUCHARIST, AND MIMSTRY

The document Baptism, Eucharist, and Ministry (hereafter referred to as BEM),
was written by the Commission on Faith and Order 0f the World Council of Churches, as
an attempt to provide “theological support for the efforts the churches are making toward
unity” (BEM, preface, 1). Wisely, and rightly, the document, whose aim is to promote
unity, looks both in the NT and in church tradition for insights that might provide the
basis of agreement.
For our purposes, both the section on baptism and the section on the Eucharist are
relevant, since both have implications for the meaning of Christian ministry. In its study
of baptism, the document states “Baptism is normally administered by an ordained
minister, though in certain circumstances others are allowed to baptize” (BEM,

“Baptism,” 5, 22, 16). The presentation that follows, on Eucharist, includes a paragraph
that raises significant questions for our examination:
In the celebration of the Eucharist, Christ gathers, teaches and
nounshes the Church. It is Christ who invites to the meal and who
presides at it.

.

.

.

In most churches, an ordained minister signifies this

presidency. The one who presides at the Eucharistic celebration in the
name of Christ makes clear that the rite is flot the assemblies’ own
creation or possession; the Eucharist is received as a gift from Christ
living in his Church. The minister of the Eucharist is the ambassador
who represents the divine initiative and expresses the connection of the
local community with other local communities in the universal Church
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(BEY, “Eucharist,” 3, 29, 27). Bartlett notes that in both sacraments—

Baptism and Eucharist—the document suggests but does not require
that an ordained person preside at the sacrament. What is interesting is
that when the ordained person does preside at Eucharist, lie or she
presides as a representatïve of the divine initiative, and therefore to
some degree as a representative of Christ himself. It makes me wonder
who represents Christ when an ordained person does flot preside?
The document gives three reasons for the need for ordained ministers. First, the
ordained ministers are “publicly and continually responsible for pointing to [the church’s]
fundamental dependence on Jesus Christ.” Second, according to the document, ordained
ministers provide a focus for the church’s unÏty. This I find puzzling. It is so similar to
the Roman Catholic position on explaining the need for ordained ministers. Is not Christ
the center and focal point of unity for Christians? Third, “The Church has neyer been
without persons holding specific authority and responsibility” (BEY, 2A, 8, 31). To this I
would ask, does this necessarily mean that the autlionty and responsibiiity of ail baptized
members is somehow less significant or important as regards the unity and functioning of
the Body of Christ, the Church? When the document talks about the role of the clergy,
especially as regards proclamation and sacrament, it speaks of the necessary
interrelationship of clergy and people. The next passage, on the Eucharist, suggests the
relationship between the clergyperson as focus of the church’s unity and the clergyperson
as representative of Christ. Once again, one miglit raise questions. However, here the
daim is explicïtly descriptive rather than prescriptive (cf. BEY “Ministry” 2A, 14, 33).
Section 3, “The Forms of the Ordained Ministry,” in Baptisrn, Eucharist, and
Ministry affirms the church’s threefold form of ministry of bishop, presbyter, and deacon.
The authors of this document recognize that there are a variety of pattems of church
leadership wïtnessed in the New Testament. The threefold pattem of ministry, they
acknowledge, did flot emerge until the second and third centuries. The identity and
subsequent responsibilities of the three offices have evolved from those early centuries
until now. li states clearly, nevertheless, that “the threefold ministry of bishop, presbyter
and deacon may serve today as an expression of the unity we seek and also as a means for
achieving it” (BEY, “Ministry,” 3, 22, 38-39; see also 3, 19-21, 37-38).
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Many laity, at least in the Roman Catholic tradition, would not agree with such a
blanket statement. In fact, it clearly is an uncertain, if flot unsupportable, daim for many
Roman Catholics. How does it see an exclusively male, threefold ministry, as a “means”
for achieving unity? Unity withlamong whom? Most mainline Protestant churches have
allowed women to share in this three-fold ministry. I fail to see the Iogic in concluding
that this system, admittedly a departure from the variety witnessed in the NT, itself
expresses unity wïth the non-ordained, non-clerical, yet baptized members of
congregations.
More directly, and more directively, Baptism, Eucharist, and Ministry argues that
every church needs to maintain some form of episkope (oversight), though it does flot go
so far as to argue that each church needs episkopoi, persons designated as “bishops”
(BEM, “Ministry,” 3A, 24, 39).
In its conclusion, the document calis both men and women to help build a more
comprehensive ministry. So reminiscent of Roman Catholic statements, BEY finally
leaves open for further discussion and conciliation the issue of whether women should be
admitted to the ordained ministry (BEM, “Commentary,” in “Ministry,” 2D, 18, 36-37).
This seems to imply that ministry is expressed solely in the aforementioned three-fold
system of bishop, presbyter, and deacon, and that being primarily for men only.
In response to his readings Bartlett poses five challenges or questions that he
determines essential to the conversation:
1. Both documents prompt questions as to the use of Scripture. Claïms about the
nature of ministry are drawn from Paul, from the Pastoral Episties, from Luke-Acts, from
Matthew, and from Mark. Does the attempt to bring together such diverse scriptural
witnesses while omitting others—perhaps inadvertently—do justice to the particularity
and irrefutability of the New Testament witness to the meaning of ministry?’38 As
regards, BartÏett’s question, the signs of increasing rigidity and further hierarchical
entrenchment, in the Roman Catholic Church, at least, suggest to me that the question is a
non-question or a rhetorical one at best.

1381 would suggest we also look
at the omissions, and ask on what basis are texts included or flot included?
Which texts made it into the biblical canon and which didn’t, anti why? How have we arrived
at this three
fold office of ministry?
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2. Even with a somewhat modest disclaimer, Bartlett recognizes the assumption
that once agaïn arises: the primary function cf the ordained cefgyperson is te preside at
the Euchanst. Again he points te the fact that New Testament evidence for such a special
role is scant.139
3. The suggestion that some particular subgroup of Christians (the ordained
ministers) is peculiarly representative of the lordship of Christ and the unity cf the church
at the very least needs scmtiny in the light of the New Testament witnesses.140
4. The daim that the apostles appointed early church officers, ministers, is at least
open te discussion. Paul’s Letter te the Romans, for instance, clearly recognizes church
leaders who simply could flot have been appointed by him.14’ How was their authority
recognized? As we continue te see a variety cf ways in which church leaders in different
congregations were chosen, how can we justify any uniform description cf lines cf
appointment and authority today?
5. The BEM document acknowledges the different forms cf leadership in the early
church and that these forms resulted in part from varying social, religious, and ethical
contexts in which Christian communities emerged. Dïfferent ldnds cf religicus leadership
were responsive to different needs and hopes. In our own situation, is it true today that
the threefold form cf ministry is respensive te the actual situation in which the church
finds itself? It certainly responds te one pressing hope, the hope for deeper church unity.
This is Bartlett’s observation. Personally, I see it at best as a response to a hope for
uniformity, but unity? I don’t see it as a response te that need. Bartlett then asks, but does
it neglect other equally important concems? I would suggest that there is an underlying
question that precedes that cf Bartlett! Is there a clear awareness cf what the real needs
and hopes cf different Christian communities are? Once again, this raises for me the
question cf church unity in general. Is it structures and doctrines between churches that
we want reconciled and unified? What is the value in this if the local cemmunities are net
experiencïng fuller and richer unity in celebration and faith? It seems te me that unity that
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Relative to this, feminist analysis has long asked, how do we explain this complex and rigid system of
ordained clergy and ail its trappings, in light of the biblïcal data?
140
would add, scrutiny that demands foliow-up and necessary changes.
141
This being so in light of the fact that when the letter is written, Paul had flot yet even visited the church
at Rome!
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leads ta more expansive diversity in communion has ta happen first wïthin each believing
community, regardless of what church it is.
6. Bartlett concludes this section with the question: Can we really stand with this
document in its indecisiveness on the question of the ordination of women? Why does
Bartlett put this in the form of a question? Is he himself flot sure? He poses it in such a
way that the reader feels Bartlett himself would like ta say no. Yet one wonders if he
fonnulates it as a question perhaps because the response ta a statement may be sharper or
less forgiving than a reply ta a question. I wou]d find him more convincing if lie simply
said, “We really cannot stand with this document in its indecisiveness on the question of
the ordination of women.” A statement suggests a position; a question more often
expresses an inquiry. Yet, Bartlett goes on, “may it not be that bath the biblical witness
and the issues of justice and reconciliation in our own time cali us ta say an unequivocal
yes on that question, though the pace of Christian reunification be thereby slowed?”42
After some confusion, I realize that here Bartlett is saying yes ta the question, being the
ordination of women. Once again he does sa by posing a bold, but nonetheless, safe
question.
Bartlett gives us a hint at some

0f

the new directions appearing in bath Catholic

and Protestant thinking on ministry. As regards to Roman Catholic thinking, Bartlett
mentions the work of Bemard Cooke, Nathan Mitcheli, Tom O’Meara, and a series of
essays published by The Canon Law Society af America.’43 I will discuss these works in
some detail at a later point in my work. I do find it just a bit curious that althaugh Bartlett
entities the subsection “New liovements and Directions: The Situation of the Minister

Today,” the works lie sights are ail close ta ten years behind the writing of bis bock.

D.2. TVIIMSTRY IN TUE LETTERS 0F PAUL
We now plunge into the biblical texts and follow the framework for analysis that
Bartlett establishes. He applies the following five questions as lis “grille d’analyse”
throughout each major black of NT material. Hence we begin with Paul’s letters—the
earliest cf the Christian writings that we have. Paul’s hopes and frustrations corne
142
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through clearly enough in some cases, but Bartlett will flot present an argument for
saying that Paul’s vision of church and its ministry is normative.
The five questions that provide the schema for Bartlett’s discussion are first
applied to the authentic Pauline literature.
1. What is the historical, social, and theological situation for which these letters
were written?
2. What is Paul’s understanding of apostleship?
3. How axe disputes settled within the Pauline congregations? This will help us
understand the nature of leadership and its authority.
4. What ldnds of officers or leaders are present in the Pauline churches? What
are the grounds of their authority?
5. What are the predominant images of the church for Paul?
D.2.1. TNE HISTORICAL SITUATION FOR WHICH PAUL WRITES
We know that the Pauline churches are in urban centers. The work of Wayne
Meeks has uncovered helpful information as to what these churches may have looked
like, how they would have been structured, and who would have been a part of them.
Because they reflect an urban setting, they give us some insight into the pressures and
potentialities of a cosmopolitan and varied environment. Meeks demonstrates that at
least the named members of the Pauline churches were apparently dynamic and actively
developing within these somewhat flexible urban environments. House churches, as
they’ve corne to be called, became the loci of relatively smaïl groups of Christians
meeting in private homes. There is littie doubt that certain aspects of the structure of the
Christian community reflected the structure of the households in which they met.144
What is so evident and strildng, particularly in face of contemporary ministerial
applications, is that these letters demonstrate real diversfty in structures and leadership in
the churches that Paul founded or was intending to visit. As well, Christian communïties
may have borrowed from other social or political tities and official roles in their town.
Structures would very likely also have been borrowed from local customs. Though the
evidence is sparse, Paul and other early Christians seemed quite willing to adopt and to
adapt structures appropriate for each unique and diverse community. One somewhat
appealing possibility in this regard is that the term episkopos emerges particularly from

Wayne A. Meeks, The first Urban Christians: The Social World ofthe Apostie Paul (New Haven: Yale
UniversityPress, 1983), 111-131.
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Hellenistic towns and temples and the term presbyteros may simply lie a carry over from
the synagogue. Yet once again, the evidence is a bit thin.’45 Bartlett notes that what does
appear as a constant is the importance and authority of the apostie, as itinerant churcli
founder but also, lie says, as ongoing mentor and guide for the church’s practice. As we
shah see in Paul’s letters, the need to set up structures was flot a priority but was rather to
acknow]edge the gifts within individuals and to allow and encourage these diversely
gifted people to live together without chaos, boasting, or shame. A basic and simple
organization was ail that seemed necessary to keep unity in the community. Heads of
househoids where churches met probably carned some of their authority into the
communfty. I would add to this a reminder that some of these househoiders were women.
Chloe’s people (1 Cor. 1:11) are mentioned, as is “Appia our sister and Archippus our
fellow soldier and the church in your house” (Philemon 2). Phoebe mentioned in Rom.
16:1-2 and Lydia in Acts 16, both may have been church leaders. The expression
“benefactor of many” (prostatis potion) occurs a single time in the New Testament. It is
found in Romans 16:1 in reference to Phoebe. The word prostatis usually means
“leader,” superintendent,” or “patron.” Lydia and Phoebe may each have had weaith and
social position enough to oversee and represent the church in officiai and unofficial
matters. Paul’s fellow workers, prophets and administrators—ail were taken seriously
because of their gifts—whether authonty, charism of leadership, or the fact that they
could prophesy or balance the books. Here again I want to bring into light women such as
Prisca and Mary, Tryphaena and Tryphosa. Ah are referred to as synergos (co-worker).
As we saw with Raymond Brown’s study and with that of Jean Delorme, Bartiett
too recognizes the strong interactions between congregations and communities as bodies
of faithful believers, but also among individuai churches, though neyer without some
conflicts. Clearly, in the writings of Paul and elsewhere throughout the New Testament,
devotion to the gospel is the raison d’être. Although today we may find this somewhat

‘45See Hermann W. Beyer’s article on the term episkopos in The Theotogical Dictionary of the NT (1968):
2:608-22, in which he demonstrates the variety of Greek and Heilenistic uses for that term. .sometimes
gods as overseers; sometimes it was a titie given to officiais of the suite.. .or to a local officiai, sometimes a
cultic officiai....The termpresbyteros (eider) may have its background in Jewish communities. Even if this
was the case, Gûnther Bornkamm, in the same collection, TDNT (1968) 6:651-83, notes that it was used for
civic leaders in Sparta.
.
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surprising, the churches of the eafly Christians existed for the sake of the gospel, and flot
the other way around.146
Bartlett tums again to the work of Ernst Ksemann as he notes that the longer the
time of waiting for Jesus’ retum in glory becomes, the iess strong is this vision of
charismatic ministry. As the imminence of the Second Coming fades into history,
charismata give way to offices. The active, dynamic presence of the Spirit gives way to
officiai recognition by ordination. “Community gives way to hierarchy. Christ is no
longer Lord over the church, but head of the church: part of the ecclesiastical
machinery.”47
D.2.2. PAUL’ S I]NDERSTANDING 0f APOSTLESHIP
Many texts reveai Paul’s understanding of himseif above ail as an apostie (Rom.
1:1; 1 Cor. 1:1; 2 Cor. 1:1; and Gal. 1:1). Interestingly, Luke for the most part does not
identify Paul as one of the aposties (Acts 1:26; 1 Cor 15:5-7). Paul definitively
distinguishes the aposties from the tweive who accompanied Jesus in bis Galilean
ministry. lConnthians 15:3-9 gives a list of those who saw Jesus. Paul includes himself
(v.8) among the other “aposties” listed.
Two aspects of Paul’s understanding of apostleship reveal themselves in this
passage. First, the apostie, in Paul’s eyes, is one who has seen the risen Lord, though not
ail who have seen the risen Lord are considered aposties. Paul surely considers this one of
bis qualifications. Second, among other duties the major responsibility of the apostie is to
preach (1 Cor 15:11; 1 Cor 2:1-5). Bartlett points out that the stress on the apostie as
ambassador (2 Cor 5:20), and therefore as preacher, may possibiy be related to the

“Ernst Kasemann, “Paul andEarly Cathoticism,” in New Testament Questions of Today, trans. W.J.
Montague (Philadetphïa: Fortress Press, 1969), 245 .Kasemann, traces the development of the early church
as a decline toward what lie calis “early Catholicism,” and argues that what was best in the hïstory
of the
church consists of what was best in the Pauline communities—and that this inevitably, but nonetheless
sadly, began to disappear as church history progressed. In his disputes with the Corinthian enthusiasts,
suggests Kasemann, Paul already had to make some appea]s to structure, order, and authority. However,
the
“ideal” church, evident at the heart of the Pauline writings, is a church where gifts rather than
offices mark
the distinctions among Christians, and where the Spirit of God binds Christians together under the
lordship
of Christ: “To put it pointedly, but without exaggeration, the Pauline church is composed of
nothing but
laymen[and I add laywomen, simply to make the point more precisel, who nevertheless are
ail, within their
possibilities, at the same time priests and officeholders that is, instruments of the Spirit for the
enactment of
the Gospel in the everyday world”.
‘
Bartlett, Ministr9, 27, citing Ksemann, « Paul and Early Catholicism 245-247.
j>,
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rabbinic

notion of

the shaÏiach, the one who is sent)48 In part, Paul’s apostolic authority

derives from bis cali. The fullest statement of that cail is found in Gal. 1:11-16.
Thus Paul’s cnteria of apostleship are clear: that one lias seen the risen Lord and
is henceforth commissioned to preacli the gospel. When necessary, the apostie exercises
authority over the churches he or she lias founded. Bartlett’s footnote on this point mehts
our attention.
Fn. #17. See Rom. 16:7 and the reference, almost certainly, to
Junia, a woman esteemed “among the aposties.” In addition to
raising the question of whether women were considered
aposties, this passage suggests that perhaps sometimes Paul
uses the term “apostie” of church delegates whether or flot
they were founders of congregations. Cf. 2 Cor. 8:23, and see
Elisabeth Schûssier Fiorenza, In Mernory of Her: A Feminist
Theologicat Reconstruction of Christian Origins (New York:
Crossroad, 1984), 47, 48, 172 (p. 31, Bartlett).
At first glance, this looks like a new and interesting idea. On second thought, I
wonder how is it that Rom. 16:7 raises the question as to whether or not women were
considered aposties. Why is there so much hesitancy te name or give tities, roles, and to
identify activities when women are involved? Many declarative statements are made
about other points on ministry or about male personages engaged in ministry based on
even more vague or more scant NT evidence. Looldng at Jesus’ ministry and personal
interactions in the Gospels and considenng of whom Paul speaks, encourages, addresses,
praises, I find it illogical and simply incorrect that we make so much of whether and how
women were engaged in the early Christian communities. However unintentional, it adds
te thinking of women’s roles in furthering the gospel as the exception or something

extraordinary.
The apostle’s right to exercise authority over the churches derives in part from the
cali of God that sets the apostie apart as apostle. Surely, for Paul, it derives in part from
the churches themselves and from the fact that their very existence is due to the apostle’s
labors. Paul’ s authority is further based in the fact that his life and ministry have taken on
the shape of Christ’s own life and ministry: humility to death (almost), resurrection to
new life. Paul’s assertion of bis apostolic authority does net disguise the fact that lie does
Ibid., 28.
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have to argue for that authority again and again. This, to rny mmd, says something of the
local cliurch’s sense of identïty and confidence in its own authority.

D.2.3. CONFLICT RESOLUTION IN THE PAULINE CHURCHES
Bartlett selects three examples from several in Paul’s wntings. In most of these
exampies, in which we have only one side of the conversation, he attempts to bring things
to a resolution relative to his understanding of the gospel and his knowledge of the
cornmunity.

D.2.3.1. The first example cornes from 1 Corinthians 1:10-17. This is a conflict
dealing in part witli the question of wlio has greater apostolic authority for the Connthian
community: Apollos, Cephas, or Paul? Bartlett refers to Nus Dahl’s analysis of the
problem and its resolution. Dahi believes the letter itself is a response to the question of
authority. The Corinthians are arguing over several different issues: some are related to
one another and others are independent issues. Stephanas (baptized by Paul) and others
are suggesting that the congregation write to Paul to ask lis advice. Perhaps others
among the Corinthian comrnunity have suggested that they should tum to the counsel of
Apollos instead of Paul.
As
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10 indicates Paul recognizes that the fundamentai authority for solving this
dispute is the authority of Jesus Christ. He writes with passion “by the name of our Lord
y.

Jesus Christ, that ail of you be in agreement”. Paul pleads, encourages and begs (in this
case, however, lie does not command!). Another proposition that DahI raises is that the
Corinthians are seeking their identity in the “names” of the persons who baptized them.
Wliat is certain is that Paul believes he lias the autliority to answer the questions
addressed to hïm. What seems ciear is that this is about a question of leadership and
authority. This is flot a new issue, evidently. It may be that Paul is suggesting that the
Connthians should respect the authonty belonging to Stephanas due to his hard work
with Paul in establishing the gospel.
Bartiett notes the “fascinating” reconstruction Antoinette Wire makes as she
describes the Corinthian community. She finds evidence of a group of Corinthian women
prophets who, she contends, take more senously and radically tlian Paul the daims of
equality in the Spirit. They share actively in worship; prophecy with heads uncovered,
Dahi, Nus A. ‘PauI and the Church in Corinth” Studies in Faut (Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1972).
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and evidentiy do flot wait on one another to speak. Stephanas, Wire contends, may well
represent Paul’s less radical view of Christian freedom. This would suggest that Paui’s
insistence that the community gives Stephanas the respect and deference owed him arises
from Paul’s concem for decorum and right order as expressed throughout iCorinthians:
1214.150 However, Paul does flot suggest any exclusive prestige or hierarchical authonty
for Stephanas. When urging “subjection” or “service” to Stephanas and his companions,
Paul goes on to urge the same deference “to every one who works and tous with them.”
D.2.3.2. 1 Corinthians 5:1-5 is Bartlett’s second example demonstrating how
conflïcts are resolved. In this case, there is concem about the topic of immorality. “h is
actually reported that there is sexual immorality among you.

.

.

And you are arrogant!

When you are assembled, and my spirit is present with the power of our Lord Jesus, you
are to hand this man [the guilty party] over to Satan for the destruction of the flesh, so
that his spirit may be saved in the day of the Lord.”
Citing Wayne Meeks, Bartlett quotes: “Paul’s directive about the assembly is
hardly a limitation of his apostolic authonty in deference to a more democratic polity. It
is more nearly the opposite. In the decision of the assembly, about which he allows no
doubt, it will become apparent to the Corinthian doubters that the apostie’ s physical
absence makes no dïfference.”51
What we see once again is Paul’s effort to balance Christ’s authority with his own
as well as that of the congregation. Even from a distance, Paul can stiil be Christ’s
ambassador. Clearly as a secondary action, then, the community acts upon the judgment
the apostie announces. Advice and consent have no place in this case. There is room only
for obedience. Many times Paul exhorts or begs a congregation as a kind of eider brother
in Christ. Wïth this questionlconflict Paul commands as a stem father.
Bartlett agrees with New Testament scholar Adela Collins who writes that the
hope that Paul expresses is flot hope for the redemption of the spirit of the believer but for
the reign of the Spirit in the community. Collins contends that it is flot only the behavior
of the incestuous man that Paul condemns, but also a radically incorrect understanding of
150
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Christian freedom. Reading with the NRSV’s margin notes, she maintains that the guilty
party is actuaily living incestuousiy “in the narne of the Lord Jesus.” What is worse is
that the congregation, also misunderstanding Christian freedom, cheers him on. Hence
Paul’s warning: “Your boasting is flot a good thing!”52 Bartlett points out that this
passage gives a clear message about apostolic authority. It is an authority intended flot so
much for the sake of the ïndividual as for the sanctity and unity of the churches. While
this may be true, I find that because Bartlett’s commentary focuses around the aspect of
authority, littie is said of the offense or resuiting prohibition.
D.2.3.3. A third example of conflict resolution is found in Galatians 2:1-10.
In this case it is a dispute over what aspects of Jewish law (namely, circumcision)
gentile converts to Christianity must adopt. Possibly the Judaizers have written to the
authorities in Jerusalem (probably Peter, lames, and John—those reputed to be pillars in
the young church) for their response to this conflict. As Bartlett rightly notes, the gospel
is Paul’s driving concem. Any dispute over whose authority hoids place, is a moot point
if the gospel is threatened. Paul’s response in several instances (1 Cor 1 and 1 Cor 16, for
example) manifests his recognition that the authority of Christ is the source of authority
in the apostie as a Christian leader. Paul’s authority and that of Apollos is sure. He is less
enthusiastic in acknowledging the authority of the Jerusalem leaders. Most important in
ail of this is the fact that Paul’s letters acknowiedge and encourage the reaiïty of the
congregation’s authority. Paul does not appeal only, or even primarily, to church leaders
to validate his ciaims for the gospel. His appeal is consistently to his “brethren” or
“brothers and sisters”—to the whole congregation.
A feminist response to this exarnination made by Bartlett to Galatians 2:1-10 is to
both underscore and even applaud two points that the author highlights: that Paul
recognizes that authority is, in the first place, derived from Jesus Christ, and secondly,
that the comrnunÏty’s authority is not nominal or insignificant in relation to the authority
of its Ieaders—both hoid real authority.
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D.2.4. OFFICES IN THE PAULINE CHURCHES
In this section Bartlett begins with the same central daim that Jean Delorme
makes so effectively in his work, “Diversité et unité des ministères d’après le Nouveau
Testament.” There is no consistency in the tities and descriptions of “offices” or “roles”
in the churches to whom Paul writes. Different churches apparently have different
structures. As Bartlett wrote earlier in his work, different needs and interests require
different gifts and different responses. Variety in congregations is surely going to reflect
the variety in individuals who make up the congregation. The author spoke of each
church tending to borrow its understanding of office, titie, and function from its own
society, from other associations in its community. Though equality in the Spirit is the
principle that holds the churches in unity, there is some evidence, which suggests that
heads of households and of bouse churches were perhaps among the wealthier members.
Other social or politïcal engagements may also have influenced who held positions of
leadership in the church. Bartlett concedes with other scholars, that inequalities based on
wealth or social status very possibly exïsted. What he fails to mention is the fact that
although Paul greets and acknowledges various women in his letters, it is rare that the
majority of scholarship lias identified women as having any particular role or titie relative
to leadership in the early church. It is really only recently that we hear with greater
frequency the mention of Phoebe. And at that, she is often spoken of as “deaconess,”
which is a mistransiation of the Greek diakonos.
Scanning the authentic Pauline letters, Bartlett identifies those who have or appear
to have some responsïbility for the local churches:
1) Those whom Paul mentions as traveling companions (Sothenes, Timothy,
Silvanus, and others). They assist in bis work and in bis writing. (1 Cor. 1:1;
Phil 1:1; 1 Thess 1:1; 2 Cor. 1:1). Their presence with Paul gives them a share
in Paul’s apostolic authority.
2)

Sometimes Paul’s co-workers serve as “aposties from the apostle.” He sends
them to a particular community to provide direction and encouragement in his
place. Timothy goes for Paul to the Philippian community (Phil. 2:19-22), as
does Epaphroditus (Philippians 2:25, 29-30). In 1 Thess 3:1-2 Paul writes that
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in bis place he is sending Timothy to strengthen and encourage that
community.
3) Bartlett points out that Paul acknowledges the position of the local church
leaders. Sometimes they are heads of house churches: Stephanas, Aquila, and
Prisca, for example, but sometimes they are flot. No distinction is made
between male and female bouse church leaders. Phulemon and Apphia are
mentioned equalÏy, Bartlett notes. Textually this seems accurate, but in
practice, both in the early church and today, women are neyer as prominent as
men in these cases, and distinctions are made.
4) from the hazy picture we have from scant data, we at least can teil that there
are aiso local church leaders whose authority does not derive from their
association with Paul, nor does ït derive from their role as the head of
hou seholds.
Paul exhorts the Chnstians at Thessalonica to respect and give credence to
their leaders (1 Thessalonians 5:12-13). It is clear from this text that the
participles, “labor,” “care for,” and “admonish,” refer to the functions of the
leaders rather than their tities. These are both pastoral and supervisory functions.
The participle proistarnenous, which the NRSV translates “have charge of you,”
is used in the nominal form in Rom 16:2, where Phoebe is identified as a
prostatis. The NRSV translates that term as “benefactor.”

Care and authonty are the two concems suggested in 1 Thessalonians.
Bartlett says his suspicion is that in the next verse (5:14) we have an admonition
for the church leaders. In it he further specifies their functional responsibilities:
“And we urge you brothers, to admonish the idiers, encourage the faint hearted,
help the weak, be patient with ail of them” (following the NRSV’s marginal note
(1 Thess. 5:14). For a contemporary Christian feminist, it is encouraging to think
of care and authority as compiements of one another when Paul writes of
leadership and responsibility.
Bartlett’s observations about Plu 4:2-3 are worthy of citation. He writes:
Paul states: I entreat Euodia and I entreat Syntyche to agree
in the Lord. And I ask you also, true yokefeilow, help these women,
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for they have labored side by side with me in the Gospel together
with Clement and the rest of my fellow workers, whose names are in
the book of life’ (Phil. 4:2-3; RSV). Are the episkopoi and diakonoi
represented in pan by Euodia, Syntyche, the yokefellow Clement,
and the fellow workers? If so, their authority (like that of Timothy)
seems to derive in part from the fact that they have been Paul’s co
workers. But we have no evidence whether such “bishops and
deacons” were elected by the congregatïon, appointed by the
apostie, or chosen in some other way. We also have no evidence that
the terms “bishop” and “deacon” represent set offices, with
particular

requirements

and

hierarchical

legitimacy.

If

1

Thessalonians and the images in 1 Corinthians and Romans are any
guide, we can guess that Paul stili sees leadership functionally more
than officially, but we cannot know this for sure.153
Throughout Paul’s writings he makes no other reference to episkopos or episkope,
(oversiglit or govemance) than that of Phil. 1:1. On the other hand he uses the term
diakonos (minister or deacon) quite frequently. It appears, for example in 1 Cor 3:5; 2
Cor 3:6; 6:4; 11:15, 23. These and other similar Pauline texts give credence to John N.
Collins’s argument that the diakonos in the Hellenistic world was not primarily a servant
and certainly not primarily a table servant. Collins contends that the diakonos was
primarily an intermediary, one entrusted with a message or a commission by another. In
Rom 16:1-2, Phoebe is a diakonos—either a deacon or a minister. Again we are flot sure
what the titie implies (if it is a titie). Phoebe is commended for two things: helping others,
and helping Paul. if John Collins is right, her ministry consists primarily in her role as an
emissary. It is also likely that Phoebe lias been a patroness of the Chnstians as well as a
helper and emissary, and perhaps also a benefactor of Paul.154
As with Delorme’s findings, there is littie clarity or certitude in Bartlett’s reading
of things as to how the authority of leaders was legitimated. Bartlett asks if the apostle
153
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appointed them? Did the congregations choose them? As the author bas stated earlier,
Paul recognizes bis authority to be that of Jesus Christ, but he does flot daim the power to
appoint these leaders. Paul urges, pleads, even begs communities to recognize the
authonty of their leaders, but he does not daim a power to appoint leaders. What Paul
does do is to acknowledge and praise leadership’s gifts and service to the gospel, and he
urges the church members to do the same.

D.2.5. IMAGES 0F TRE CHURCH IN PAUL
D.2.5.1. TI-JE BODY 0F CHRIST
iCorinthians 12 and Romans 12 are the two exampies from Paui’s writing that
Bartlett chooses to iliustrate the image of the church as the Body of Christ.

1 Corînthians 12
In bis discussion of this chapter, Bartlett makes note of something that Jean
Delorme has also expressed, though flot directly in relation to this text. That is, gifts are
flot identified in theoretical or conceptual terms, but rather, they are identified principaliy
in functional terms. They are flot appointed or empowered to any indïvidual in the
congregation by any extemai authonty that is conferred upon them whether that be Paul,
some kind of hierarchy, or even the community itself. Individuals are delegated by what
they are capable of doing. Three of Paui’s central beliefs appear in this image in 1
Corinthians 12. Though lie refers to the relation between Christ and the church in other
letters, here in particular Paul expresses his conviction that the church lives only under
and through the lordship of Christ. In this text Christ is over against the church that is bis
body, unlike what we find in Ephesians where Christ as the head of the church is very
nearly identified with the community itself. A second belief that also recurs in several
places but which is well iilustrated here is Paul’s daim that varying gifts are given to
each member of the church. No one bas the right to either boast or reason to be ashamed
of his/her gift. Ail gifts are necessary to the body; ail are gifts given by the Spirit. A third
point worth noting is PauI’s daim that in the body of Christ, ail Christians are
interdependent. The exercise of one Christian’s gifts depends upon another who brings
hislher gifts to the community as well. Ail church members, whatever their office or
function are servants of one another, and ail are ministers of Christ.

Romans 12
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Similarly this chapter from the letter to the Romans uses the image of the body of
Christ and the notion of gifts being defined more in terms of function than in terms of
office. Though the image of the body of Christ is less developed here than in 1 Cor 12,
the notion of functions in relation to ministries is strong. Paul speaks of “prophecy,” flot
prophets. “The one who teaches” (as in the RSV translation) is really a better translation
of Paul’s terms than “teachers.”
However, thougli the gifts here are flot really offices, they are flot totally
functions, either. Bartlett sees them more like “virtues” (giving aid with zeal, doing acts
of mercy with cheerfulness). He makes the same point that in 1 Corinthians

iS

so clear:

the “higher gifts” prove to be flot even apostleship or prophecy, both of which Paul ranks
very highly, but rather faith, hope, and especially love. Where Paul has mentioned what
appear as offices, the distinctions or limes separating them from gifts are blurred. Church
leadership like so much of early church activity seems fluid and flexible, “marked,” as
Bartlett writes, “by gifts as well as responsibilities.”

D.2.5.2. MINISTRY BY MERCY: 2 COR 4:1-6
Another distinct image, which expresses Paul’s understanding of ministry and the
church, emerges from 2 Corinthians 4:1-6. In this case, the image of light is the metaphor
Paul uses to speak of ministry: “the god of this world has blinded the minds of the
unhelievers, to keep them from seeing the light of the gospel of the glory of Christ.
.“(v.4), and “to give the light of the knowledge of the glory of God in the face of Jesus
Christ”(v. 6). In several of his writings Paul identifies his ministry of apostleship with
being a servant (doutos).’55 In these verses two points are evïdent. The first is that Paul
understands himself as a servant of the mercy he has received. Secondly, he is a servant
of the community to whom he declares that mercy: “For we do flot proclaim ourselves;
we proclaim Jesus Christ as Lord and ourselves as your slaves for Jesus’ sake” (2 Cor
4:5).
Bartlett concludes from his work on these central images of church, that for Paul
leadership is in the first place a matter of God’s mercy and secondarily a matter of the
gifts God has given. Members of the community are identified more by their functions,

For Paul’s use of doulos as regards hïs self-understanding, see for example, Rom 1:1; iCor
3:5; 4:1;
2Cor 4:5; 6:4; 11:23; GaI 1:10 and Philemon 1:1.
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and even by their virtues, than by tities or offices. On the other hand, ït is clear that
apostleship takes a certain “officiai” prionty and that prophecy and teaching may do se as
well.
While there are hints of a kind of ranking in Paul’s understanding of gifts
(aposties first and speakers in tongues iast), there is no sense of hierarchy or even
superionty. What is stressed is the interdependence of ail Christian peopie. Aposties, flot
excepted, must be servants of other Christians. The cail to service is for ail Christians, the
Spirit is given te ail “for the common good,” and gifts are always intended for upbuiiding
the community.
A feminist response to ail this might simply be: Bravo! The wnting from
iCorinthians is strildngly similar to the actions and expressed attitudes of Jesus in his
ministry as conveyed through the gospel writers. There is no distinction between tities
and dualism in those “higher up” or “iower down.” In Jesus’ teaching, the last are cailed
te be first, the ieast are identified with Jesus himself, and the most unlikely—foreigners,
women, slaves—those who appear least gifted, are invîted into the circle of Jesus’
community of disciples. “For in the one Spirit we were ail baptized into one body—Jews
or Greeks, slaves or free—and we were ail made te drink of one Spirit” (12:13). Jesus’
actions throughout his public ministry reflect perfectly this Pauline conviction. Though
there is no forethought of estabiishing a church, in my opinion, Jesus cleariy recognized
the gifts of individuals and constantiy calied for those gifts to be used in love and for the
service of one another. How can we do any iess today than te cail forth and recegnize the
gifts that appear in the Body of Christ, the Church? Paul admonishes his readerslhearers
in this text from Romans, “Do net be conformed to this world, but be transformed by the
renewing of your minds, SO that you may discem what is the wili of God—what is good
and acceptable and perfect” (12:2). This is a timeiy message for the Church today. In a
society where racism and sexism stiil determine te a large extent one’s possibiiities and
one’s boundaries and is stili at the basis of se much violence, hatred, and destruction of
gifts, the image ef the Body of Chnst--each member uniqueiy gifted and ail
interdependent—is a critical ene. A ministry given and received by mercy calis for, if net
demands, a community te recognize and te welcome the engagement of aIl its members
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whether they are of a minority race or culture, of a homosexual orientation, or whether
they are women.
On the other hand, as regards these particular texts that Bartlett lias seiected and
discussed, I fail to sec from these texts alone, a final point that Banlett makes: “it is clear
that apost]eship carnes a certain ‘officiai’ weight and that prophecy and teaching may do
so as well.”56 Other than the reference in 1 Corl2: 27-31, I sec little basis for such a
statement. The reference to prophesy in Romans 12:6 does flot suggest any officiai
weight as far as I can sec. While such a conclusion may be supported by other Pauline
texts, making it here, on the basis of these three texts alone, incorrectly reinforces and
gives greater importance to a beiief and resulting praxis that has had negative
consequences for those who are outside the hierarchical institution.

D.2.6. IRE PAULINE CHURCHES AN]) MIMSTRY TODAY
At the conclusion of this chapter the author makes five observations and raises
some unanswered question. 1) The presence and centrality of the Spirit in the Churches is
evident. This is manifest in the fact that the Pauline churches were flot operating out of
structures and offices, but rather out of charisms and the flexibility and freedom that this
ldnd of operation engenders. Bartiett says that they were “iay”—almost egalitarian—in the
every day life of the community. Some people today would wish for this Spinit of
freedom and ftexibiiity despite the fact that it is both a challenge for and judgment of our
more structured churches and hierarchical ministries. Since the eschaton was believed to
be close, leadership would have been fluid and responsive to current need. Nevertheless,
Paul assumed that the churches needed to acknowledge some clear authority—and that
was his own authority.
2) Paul gives an image of the church that is quite different from what appears in
the Acts of the Aposties, or the Pastorais, or for that matter, most of our church structures
today. As the author lias noted earlier, ministry was a function according to the gift or
charism one received rather than by extemal approbation or education. The importance of
community and the interdependence manifest itseif insofar as ail forms of ministry even
apostleship, existed for the sake of the gospel and upbuilding of the churcli and thus were
considered by ail as servant ministry.
‘
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3) Though the data is often vague, it does indicate that there were those who were
leaders in situ and those who moved about from communÏty to community. It is neither
clear what their relation to one another was or how they were chosen. Bartlett believes
this could have included both aposties and perhaps prophets. As we have seen, according
to Paul, the criterion for apostleship was that one had seen the risen Lord. Since this
becomes even less clearly defined when we see it played out in the growing church,
Bartlett rightly asks, did the aposties appoint the local officers? Did the local
congregation choose their leaders? Or were their gifts simply and informally
acknowledged? Bartlett goes for this last option though it remains uncertain.
4) We know from various texts that Paul understood himself as being called in the
first place to proclaim and preach the Good News. Whule he distinguishes aposties from
prophets in 1 Corinthians, the question remains as to how the apostolic function of
proclamation relates to other forms of service (diakonia), both in the first century and
today.

5) Clearly, Paul thought of himself as an ambassador for Christ, which for him
meant to be one who held as lis highest prionty the proclamation of the gospel. What is
missing in the discussion of apostleship, surprisingly, is any daim that the apostie or any
officer is designated to be presider at the Lord’s Supper. For Paul, Christ is both
represented by the whole communÏty of faith and at the same time is more than or beyond
the limits of community.
In light of Paul’s letters and teachings, the need for discemment in our own day is
evident. We are experiencing in our churches many of the same challenges of Paul’s
time. Bartlett writes, “Are we at a time in our hïstory when the dangers of dissension,
enthusiastic excesses, spiritual anarchy, or growing secularity cail us to circle the
ecclesiastical wagons? Or is it an era where the church needs to be driven more by the
calI to mission than by the obsession with preservation?”57 Although the author responds
to his own question by opting for the latter, I do think it worth noting the importance of
language once again. To Iink the word “dissension” with “dangerous,” shapes attitudes
and deepens fear that disagreement is somehow bad. It is reminiscent of the sentiment
Raymond Brown expressed when he closed a chapter with words to the effect, “lest we
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end on a negative note.” The prophets of the Hebrew Scriptures seem often to have
caused some dissension, and their message sometimes ended on a negative note. If Paul
teaches us anything it is clear to me that unity is flot found in uniformity but rather in
Christ and the rich diversity of expression of Christ’s gifts given in the Spirit. Bartlett
believes that ours is a time to reldndle new passion for the cail to preach, evangelize,
teach, and act. What gifts is the Spirit calling forth from the church in our own era? On
the basis of his study and reflection, Bartlett concludes that any vision of ministry that
places ordained leadership, as the fundamental mark of the church’s life is inaccurate and
unacceptable from a Pauline perspective. He questions the daim that those who are
ordained as priests or ministers should declare as their own the whole diversity of gifts
that Paul explicitly describes as belonging to the body of Christ. He writes, “Why should
any one person be expected or required to be equally adept at administration, preaching,
pastoral care, and spiritual healing and spiritual direction?”58 To this I would add an
even sharper response. How could we even imagine, reading Paul, that the Spirit bestows
gifts on one individual to the deprivation of the other members? “The body does not
consist of one member but of many,” Paul writes in 1 Corinthians 12. To act as though ail
gifts are found in one ordained individual brings to mmd other words from Paul. Is it not

like saying, “If the whole body were hearing, where would the sense of smell be?” or the
eye saying “to the hand, ‘I have no need of you,’ nor again the head to the feet, ‘I have no
need of you” (iCor 12:14, 18, 21). Paul does emphasize the centrality of proclamation in
the mission and upbuilding of the church. When he puts apostleship first among the gifts,
it is not the apostle as overseer or organizer that lie stresses, but the apostle as diakonos,
servant and ambassador between GoU and humankind. The apostie is one who proclaims
the word. This is the first activity or function that leads to the blossoming of ail the other
gifts and growth of the community. Bartlett is convincing in his argument that apostolic
authority means the authority of the gospel. It is an authority that Paul received,
proclaimed, and applied to each church, as it had need. This being the case, it is
reasonable to say that for our time too such authority inheres flot in particular church
leaders but in the body of Christ itself. Contemporary structures need to be found that
express the clear fact that the church serves the gospel and flot the other way around.

C
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Such structures must combine chansma with order, Spint with structure. My feminist
perspective is in accord wïth much of Bartlett’s thought.

D.4. GENERÂL REMARKS ON THE REMAINDER 0F BARTLETT’S
STUDY
I have followed the first three chapters of Bartlett’s book with great detail in order
to demonstrate both his structure and his methodology. When appropriate, I have
attempted to further the conversation by adding a feminist perspective by way of
questions, comments, or by expanding conclusions when possible. Aithougli Bartlett also
treats the four Gospels, I omit them in my discussion here and take up the Pastoral
Episties in closing.
D.4.L MIMSTRY IN 111E PASTORAL EPISTLES
The central scholarly problem in dealing with these letters is that of authorship.
How one answers this question often falis in une with one’s theological position in
general. Bartlett therefore begins with a lengthy catalogue of those scholars who favor
Pauline authorship and why, and those who subscribe to a pseudo-Pauline author and
why. I agree with Bartlett’s sense that these letters corne from a non-Pauline thought
world and from a later period of time. What Bartlett does not mention is the fact that
these letters are riddled with advice, criticism, and negative limitations directed at
women. There is more negative attention given to women and their roles in the Pastoral
Episties than in any other section of the New Testament. Bartlett makes no note of this
and says nothing of its implications as regards rninistry.
On the one hand, I find his conclusions somewhat bold and daring. He suggests in
light of the Pastoraïs that those who receive gifts for leadership ought not to be trained in
ways that set them apart from others. The Pastorals indicate, he says, that ordination is
flot yet a sacrament and it may even be that while it recognizes gifts of leadership it does
flot bestow them. He sees a primarily didactic responsibility on the part of the eider or
bishop. And he sees in the Pastorals a stress on the congruity between right teachïng and
right practice on the part of the “elder or deacon (or widow).” On the other hand, I find
certain aspects of his conclusions flot at ail bold and daring. When Bartlett speaks of the
clergy he brings up the question of gay men and lesbïan women being ordained. He
speaks of the problems and seems tolerant in looking at ail angles of the issue. However,
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I find it very striking that at some point in these conclusions, particularly here, that lie
makes no mention whatsoever of women or ministerial challenges the church faces in
accepting women as persons. Bartlett makes no observations about the way women are
deait with in these Episties. He lias no comment about how consistently througliout
history churclies have drawn lieavily from tlie “advice” in the Pastorals as norms for wliat
women can and cannot do and be in their faitli communities.
D.4.2. NEW TESTAMENT MINISTRY and MINISTRY TODAY
From a feminist perspective what lias been so laudable and so solid throughout
David Bartlett’s work, cornes through once again in this final chapter of his book. He
reminds readers that “God gives us the gospel, and then the church, and then the church’s
ministers.” He observes that despite Lumen Gentium’s discussion of the church as
Christ’s own sheepfold, “there is the clear sense that the role of God’s people is
subsidiary to the role of their priests.”

The author rightly places priesthood within the

context of baptism and associates validation and credit in the same terms as every
Chnstian—the gospel and service to others. Regarding instîtutional structures and
individual gifts, lie calls for the freedom and creativity of the Spirit. In his discussion on
sacraments lie also thinks creatively saying tliat just as early Christian cliurches were
unique and individual, so too our churches today should reflect their uniqueness in
response to the gïfts, tlie problems and the personalities within each congregation. He
speaks of priesthood as service and insists that it must neyer be a service that sets
individuals apart or above any other Christian. For that matter, he says, wliy not let otliers
wlio are able share in taking their tum at presiding at Eucharist? His Protestantism
manifests itself in this section in refreshing and reasonable ways.
There is much that Cliristian feminist analysis can applaud in Bartlett’s work. It
makes a solid case for recognizing the gap between the New Testament documents and
the cliurches we have created today. At times when I read I feit there is more hope for
women being engaged in ministry in Protestantism than in Roman Catholicism. But in the
end two important ingredients for this being possible, I find missing. First is Bartlett’s
failure in any section of his work to ever take up the question or role of women
‘
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specifically. 0f course lie makes mention of Prisca and Phoebe in passing. Yet in lis
critique of present ecclesial or ministerial realities at the end of each chapter, he simply
does flot see women. It appears once again that it is a case of “if God is male, male is
god” and women are “other.” The second missing ingredient is wliat I sense to be lis
inability to think consistently of ministry as anything other than leadership. His second
question in lis sdhema, “What is

.

.

.

understanding of apostleship (discipleship, in the

case of Matthew)?” is interesting. It is flot a question of what is the understanding of
ministry. As lie treats apostleship he consistently returns to questions of or points about
leadership. Leadership, according to Paul in iCor 12:27 ff., is one among many
ministries and is certainly not at the top of the list.
AIl in ail, Bartlett makes an excellent “conversationalist” and appears to be open
to the voice of feminist criticism. As lie writes in the Introduction to lis book, today’s
experience, especially that of women, cails us to learn from the New Testament not so
much how to combine old traditions as how to adapt the ancient visions to our own
needs.
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SCRIPTURE INDEX
(Selected Texts referred to by David Bartlett in Ministry in the New Testament)
OLD TESTAMENT
DEUTERONOMY
4:10; 9:10; 18:16
1SAMUEL
25:40
2SAMUEL
10:lff.
2 CHRONICLES
17:7-9
JEREMIAH
1:5
NEW TESTAMENT
ACTS of the APOSTLES
1:8
1:15-16
1:21-26
1:26
2
2:1-4
2:17
2:29
2:37
2:38
2:38-39
2:42
2:43
2:43-47
3:13-14
3:17
3:17-26
4:8
4:23
5:11
6
6:1
6:1-2
6:1-3
6:1-6
6:2
6:3

ACTS (continued)
6:4
6:7
6:12
7:2
7:23
7:26
7:35-43
7:37
7:37-39
7:39
8:1
9:1
9:1-2
9:17
9:25
9:26
9:30
9:31
9:38
10
10-11
10:34-43
10:40-42
10:44-48
11
11:1
11:12
11:22
11:25-26
11:26
11:27-28
11:29
11:29-30
11:30
12:1
12:1-3
12:5
12:17
12:28
13:1
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Acts (cont’d)
13:1-3
13:15
13:16-41
13:26
13:30-33
13:38
13:52
14
14:2
14:3
14:4
14:8-18
14:14
14:14-iSa
14:20
14:22-23
14:23
14:27
14:28
15
15:1
15:2
15:3
15:3-4
15:4
15:6
15:7
15:7-11
15:10
15:13
15:17
15:22
15:23
15:28
15:32
15:33
15:36
15:40
15:41
16:1
16:4
17:6
17:10
17:14
18:18

(cont’d)
18:23
18:24-26
18:27
19:1
19:8-9
19:9
19:23
19:26
19:32
19:39
19:41
20
20:17
20: 17-38
20:19
20:21
20:23-24
20:24
20:26-27
20:28
20:28-30
20:34-35
20:35
21:7
21:17
21:17-18
21:18
21:20
22:1-3
22:4
22:5
22:13
23:1
23:5
23:6
23:14
24:1
24:14
24:22
25:15
26:28
28:14
28:15
28:17
28:23-31
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Acts (cont’d)
28:24
28:28
ROMANS
1:1
12:3-7
12:7
13:11-12a
16:1
16:1-2
16:3-Sa
1 CORINTHIANS
1-2
1:1
1:10-17
1:16
2:1-5
3:5
3:5-8
4:8-9
5:1-5
5:4b-7a
5:5
7:1
7:1-3
9:1
9:1-2
9:5
9:11-12
10:1
11:19
12
12-14
12:18
12:27-30
12:28
14:2-3
14:37-38
15:5-7
15:10-11
15:12-14
16:15
16:15-18
16:18

16:19
2 CORINTHIANS
1:1
3:1-2
3:6
3:27
4:1
4:1-6
4:5
4:8-11
5:17-1$
5: 19-20
6:4
11:8-10
11:15
11:23
15:8-9
15:11
GALATIANS
1:1
1:11-16
1:13-16
2:1-10
2:2
2:6
2:9
2:11-14
3:28

PHILIPPIANS
1:1
2:19-22
2:25
2:29-30
3:1
4:2-3
1 Timothy
1:1
1:2
3:1-3
5:12
5:12-13
5:15
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1 Timothy
1:2
1:3-4
1:6-9a
1:11
1:12-16
1:13
1:16
1:17
1:18-19
1:19-20
1:20
2:1
2:1-2
2:5-6
2:7
2:11-15
2:12
3:1
3:1-7
3:4-5
3:5
3:7
3:8-9
3:8-13
3:11
3:14
3:14-15
3:15
4:1-4
4:3
4:6
4:7
4:7-8
4:14
4:16
5:1
5:1-2
5:3-8
5:5
5:9-10
5:12
5:16
5:17
5:17-19

5: 19-20
5:19-22
5:21
5:22
6
6:4-5
6:6-10
6:11
6:11—16
6:12
6:13
6:20
6:13-14
2Timothy
1:2
1:5
1:6-7
1:11-12
1:11-14
1:13-14
1:15
1:15-18
1:18
2:5
2:15
2:16-17
2:17-18
2:22
2:22-26
2:24-25a
2:24-26
3:1-5
3:1-9
3:6-7
3:6-9
3:10
3:11
3:14-17
4:1-2
4:3-4
4:5
4:6-8
4:7
4:7-8
4:11
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4:16-17

TITUS
1:4
1:5
1:5-7
1:5-9
1:7
1:10
1:10—11
1:12
1:13
1:13-14
2:1
2:4-5
2:7-8
3:9
3:9-11
3:10-11
PHILEMON
1
1-2
4
9
9-10
1JOUN
1:1
1:1-2
2:1
2:7
2:9
2:10
2:11
2:12
2:18
2:26-27
2:28
3:2
3:7
3:10
3:13
3:14

1 John (cont’d)
3:15
3:16
3:17
3:21
4:1
4:1-3
4:4
4:7
4:11
4:20-5:1
4:21
5:1-2
5:19
5:21
2 JOHN
1
7
10-11
3 JOHN
1
2
3
4
5
9
10
11
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
Chapters Two, Three, Four
In this chapter and the two preceding I have chosen to look in detail at the
writings of three significant authors rather than do a more superficial overview of a broad
selection of writings. Each of the three has studied the New Testament texts that
illuminate the life and ministries in Jesus’ time and in the life of the early Christian
communities. Each had a different goal and audience in mmd. No author here was
directly focusing on the roles women play in these texts or in the life ofthe community.
And certainiy none of the three was entertaining the “feminist question.” I selected these
three authors, Raymond Brown, Jean Delorme and David Bartlett because each is known
for solid, reputabie scholarship. Two are Roman Catholic and one Protestant. Twa are
American scholars and the third is French. Brown’s book grew out ofa series of lectures
and because ofthis as well as the purposes ofhis audience, Brown’s book is flot heavily
documented with other scholars’ writing and thought on the topic His goal was more
pastoral and his work directed at an ecumenical group. Thus despite the lack of formai
references to other works, one sees that Brown has a vision bigger than his own work,
formidable as that is. The other two authors, Delorme and Bartlett, give evidence of their
familiarity with a broad range of writings on the topic as well, ofien making reference to
other works.
In each case I have attempted to highlight those elements that might be thought of
differently when a feminist analysis is applied. It has been a “conversation” insofar as I
was able to “listen” to what each said, and respond from my particular feminist optic
when appropriate. In each, I found some openings for broadening the notion of ministry
to include women. Granted that none of the three is intending to write about women,
nonetheless I found in each, a general lack of interest or concem for women’s
participation in ministries—so central to the life of the early church. Aithough each made
references to individual women who are named in these texts, clearly the underlying
sense that one gets in ail ofthe readings is that men are the “normal,” the usual backbone
of the church and its ministries. In one sense, these authors are reading what is there in
the texts. Men are presented as the norm, for the most part, in the texts. A feminist
critique cails for more. It cails for conversation that arises from demanding: “Imagine
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the kind oftheology ofministries we develop for the whole Christian community.” How
can it possibly reflect the “church,” or for that matter, “build up the body of Christ”?
How are we going to read and interpret these texts and how can we apply them in ways
that are genuinely liberating for both men and women?
The next step in this work, Chapters Five and Six, is for me to present my own
analysis of biblical texts and my questions on ministry in the New Testament from a
feminist criticai point of view. Surely, along with other scholars these three authors and
their writings will form and inform me and at the same time, spur me on to see “the
more” that is there.
The foregoing chapters have been an in-depth “conversation” with wbat might be
called “traditional schoÏarship.” The writings of Brown, Bartlett and Delorme, have
provided me with the opportunity to apply the feminist methodology that I intend now to
employ in examining my own selected biblical texts and to ask what these texts might
mean for women and ministry in the early communities and what it means for today’s
church. In examining their work, for example, we noted how Raymond Brown’s
treatment of the Pastoral letters, omitted the text from 2 Tim 1:16; 2:19. The text that
speaks ofPrisca and Aquila (2 Tim 4:19), is another text that Brown does flot comment
on. Jean Delorme offers an extended treatment of the aposties. As I noted in my analysis
ofthis, he does flot make explicit mention ofthose “others” that are presented as aposties
as well. In Romans 16:7, Paul identifies Andronicus and Junia as being “prominent
among the aposties” though Delorme does flot specify this text. Nor does he note that
Prisca and Aquila, whule flot holding the moniker, act like aposties. The description of
this couple in Romans 16:3-5 and Acts 18:1-3, 18-19, is striking in its similarity to those
others officially identified as “aposties.” As regards teachers, I noted that Delorme
presents a clear understanding of the development of this role. In doing so, however, he
makes no mention ofPriscilÏa (Prisca) and her role in teaching Apollos (Acts 18:26). My
work in this section is the application ofthis feminist interpretive tool to sohd scholarship
that takes a more traditional historical-critical path. It provides the basis on which I
proceed. Because we have seen additional texts and new angles that can add to or extend
the work of these scholars, I proceed now to the biblical data itself, using this same
feminist hermeneutic as the primary interpretative tool. In the same way that these men
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selected and interpreted biblical texts to draw theological profiles of the early Christian
communities, my next task is to now identify my selected texts and to determine their
meanings under the scmtiny of a feminist exarnination.

C

Chapter Five
Feminist Textual Study on Women and Mînistry:
Undisputed Letters of Paul

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS
A. GOAL

In the following two chapters the goal is to examine New Testament texts whiïe
working from the feminist hermeneutical model I describe in Chapter One. My intention
is to select and interpret texts from the Pauline letters with the help of the Acts of the
Aposties in order to determine how one may justly and responsibly say more about the

nature qfministiy and women ‘s involvement in it. This prompts questions as regards our
contemporary theology of ministries. The final section of the thesis responds to the
central question: What are the contributions of the biblicaÏfmdingsfor developing a new

or renewed theology qf ministries? Furthermore, I make every effort to let the texts speak
for themselves, flot “laying meanings” on them before letting them speak “for
themselves.”

B. PRESUPPOSITIONS AND METHOD
The principal presupposition in this work is that tbrough the use of a feminist
hermeneutic applied to texts on the diverse (and sometimes overlooked) ministries
evident in the New Testament and on the place of women in these ministries, a renewed
reading and an interpretation responsive to contemporaiy questions and ministerial needs
are possible.
Another presupposition I make is that this interpretation could give new openings to
some ofthe “closed doors” in official and unofficial circles on the subject ofministry; it
will at the least provide enrichment in the exegesis of the biblical texts themselves. This
underscores another of my presuppositions. Namely, that the Word of God is living and
active, always creative and creating. Theology must therefore, reflect the dynamic and
organic reality of scripture alongside the changing face of human history and experience.
My initial method has been to read and re-read the whole of the NT allowing those
texts to surface in my reading that had any connection to the notion of ministry. I take
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ministry to mean actions done on behaif of the gospel performed for the good of the
community, its growth in the Spirit. Mthough limiting, of necessity I have chosen to
restrict my written findings to the Pauline Corpus and a few selected themes that appear
in the Acts of the Aposties. Nonetheless, I have lifted out many texts, the majority of
which have flot necessarily been considered texts about ministry on which traditionai
theologies of ministry have been based. I then proceed to read again with an eye to seeing
which of these texts might shed new light on our understanding of ministry as it was
played out in early Christianity. I look for images of “church,” which is to say, the early
communities of Christians that are visibly emerging in these texts. Next I begin to ask
who is doing what? The maj ority of people who take center stage in this question of

ministry and the proclamation of the gospel are men. Is tins because of socio-cukural or
religious reasons? Does this mean that Jesus did not intend women to be engaged in the
project of God? This seems unlikeïy given the proclamation of liberation and love that is
at the heart ofthe gospel message, as well as the fact that ail humanity, women as well as
men, share the same dignity in being created in the image ofGod (Gen. 1:27).
C. PROCEDURE

The study ofthese texts will follow a pattern consisting of four parts.
1

With each ietter or writing treated in the following chapter, I begin with a brief
statement of background (dating, authorship, and audience, for example),
highlighting primarily points relative to our main questions.

2. 2.l.The texts I then cite are the result ofa long gleaning process, in which I read
and re-read each text and decide whether the text has anything to do with
ministry.
2.2. My comments on ministry follow the selected biblical texts.

3. Then follows a discussion as to how or whether the text reveals women or
women’s activities in gospel life. Or, on the contraly, does it hide or diminish
women in any way.
4. Finally, I make comments or raise questions in face of the biblicai findings and the
principles of contemporary theology of ministry.

O
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1 TIIESSALONIÂNS (A.D. 50 or early 51)
1. BACKGROUND

First Thessalonians is the oldest extant Christian writing. There is littie
disagreement today that this is Paul’s own work. It is a letter of encouragement and
support for the fledgiing community that Paul founded during bis second missionary
journey. Acts records that Paul and Suas had crossed over from the province of Asia to
Macedonia (16:6ff.). From there they stopped at Philippi, passed through Amphipolis and
Apollonia and finally to Thessalonica. The city had a population marked by cultural and
religious diversity. Paul spoke first in a Jewish synagogue but seems to have made more
converts among the Gentiles of the city.

Acts records that, due to an angry uprising

prompted by jealously at Paul’s success, he and Suas had to flee the city and that they
immediately moved on to Beroea (17: 1-10). Thus, unable to return to Thessalonica, Paul
sent Timothy to verify the spiritual steadfastness of the new community and to support
them in what they were suffering from their “compatriots” (2:14). 1-lis report that they
were indeed holding fast to the teaching of the gospel prompts this letter. In it Paul gives
little new teaching but rather reinforces what he had taught them from the beginning.
Paul’s concern is principally to caIrn any unrest and to reassure the believers in his
beloved community.

2.1. BIBLICAL TEXTS
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1:1 Paul, Silvanus, and Timothy to the church ofthe Thessalonians in God
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1:4 for we know, brothers beloved by God, that he has chosen
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you,

